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TERRACE -- The acquittal last 
week of an assistant angling 
.guide charged with illegal 
guiding has exposed a loophole 
in the Wildlife Act that cOnser- 
vation officers want closed 
quickly. 
Provincial court judge P.R. 
Lawrence ruled that guide An- 
drew Rushton who fired George 
Springel had no power to 
Guid ing  loopho le ,  ,,. 
b lems ' causes  pro !i 
revoke the latter's assistant I 
guide licence. 
The only way a licence can be 
revoked is on the authority of 
the environment ministry's 
regional manager, Lawrence 
said, and he must follow a hear- 
ing and appeal procedure set 
out in the Wildlife Act. 
Lawrence rejected the 
Crown's contention that the 
licence becomes invalid as soon 
as the assistant angling uide is 
fired. 
Fish and Wildlife regional 
manager Tom Chamberlin said 
the intent of the law was that 
guides could revoke assistants' 
licences by firing them. 
But Thursday's ruling effec- 
tively means an assistant guide 
can operate until the regional 
manager takes action. 
" I t  looks like that fight now 
to me." said enforcement 
manager M Breitkreutz. r"But 
we're going to have to address 
that very quickly. This is 
something we can't have laying 
around." 
He said the environment 
ministry will look closely at the 
ruling before deciding how to 
respond. 
"Depending on that we'll 
either appeal or make recom- 
mendations to have the act 
changed.'" 
He said an additional subsec- 
tion may be needed in the act 
spelling out that the licence is 
only valid while the assistant 
guide is employed bythe guide. 
"That's one option," he said. 
Another option is making due 
with the process of hearings and 
appeals. 
"But that's cumbersome. It 
would be far better it" we could 
get icrlght in the aet."  =: : ,  
Assistant guides get their ~, 
licences •when hired by a guide 
--  who must sign the licence. 
But because angling guides are 
Tom Chamberlin 
restricted tO a certain umberof 
assistants, a guide could end up 
shorthanded, unable toreplace 
an assistant because  the 
previous one's licence could not 
be quickly' revoked. 
"This could really put a 
crimp on the angling guides," 
Breitkreutz said. "They could 
have a lot of assistant guides 
operating almost independent- 
ly. They'd certainly have to be 
very careful who they gave 
licences to in the future." 
But he also noted changes tO 
the assistant guide policy could 
solve much o f t  he problem. 
With the introduction of 
quotas, an assistant guide who 
continued to guide after being 
fired would have no quota to 
operate under. "He simply 
would not be able to guide." 
Breitkreutz said he an- 
ticipates- a swift legislative 
changeto the ac t -  :probably. 
'thmugh';order-!n~ouncil ' --.to 
solve the prbblem, ii . . . . . .  ' ..... 
"We won't let this s i t - -  we 
can't afford to let it sit." 
,!! 
g 
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:Four, parties involved 
Hi gh way,suits cont inue  
TERRACE;-- The parties in- back the contract in the summer Rap id  Demolit ion of million. Both parties and the 
volved in anumber of lawsuits of 1988, :saying: Williamson Nanaimo, a sub-contractor to provincial government are also 
concerning!alargehighway pro- defaulted certai n .of its condi- Williamson, has also filed suit asking for court costsassociated 
ject !bet~v~n here and Prince tions. 
Assistant guide 
found not guilty 
TERRACE -- An angling uide 
who hires assistants cannot later 
revoke their Hcences, a Terrace 
judge ruled last week. 
Provincial court Judge P. R. 
Lawrence found assistant angl- 
ing guide George Springei not 
guilty Jan. 4 on a charge of 
guiding without a llcence. Spr- 
ingel worked for Skeena River 
angling uide Andrew Rushton. 
Lawrence found Rushton had 
no authority under the Wildlife 
Act to cancel Springel's licence. 
Springel was charged when he 
continued to guide three Ger- 
man fishermen on the Skeena in 
July 1989 for three days after 
Rushton fired him and gave him 
writte~ notice of the cancella- 
tion of his. licence. 
Rushton told the court Spr- 
ingel was taking his clients and 
to show where in the Wildlife 
ACt guides are given the power 
to cancel their assistants' 
licences. The only way a licence 
can be revoked is on the 
authority of the regional 
manager, he said, following a 
hearing and appeal procedure 
set out in a section Of the act. 
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• -~against Wilfiamson- for ex- with their suits. 
Rupert ar,e~-due •back in court It has since filed suit against t~a costs:it said were caused by , 
this month,Jar final argument. The Guarantee :,Company.. of that lackof information. WilIi~zn Pearce, the lawyer 
At'iss~/e~e-events.surr0un- North ~America ' fo~a $1.47~ '., :Lswyers for the highways acting for the highways 
ding ~rem~aLUyl.tbe highways . million p©rf0rmanc¢ ~; bond'.: ~stry;/:.Williamson, a sub ministry, estimated final 
minlst~~;~oflii~Wlillamson Bros,:, Wllllamson tOok~out with thel/:mnira~or to,Williamson and a arguments should take several 
Consti-uction~iLtd:::0f Yeindn'/bondl'ng company. .  ",; bonding company spent five days. 
fromth~-xhy~xtoTyee project. , 'In tan,  WiUlmnson has filed'~'Weeks the.end of last year put- The Supreme Court trial is 
Willi~.~0~r,~as one o f  tWO, : suit ~ against;, the , highways i~!~.:iting forward their evidence, being heard in Kelowna because 
prime;iCb~t~¢tbrs named~vhen:"': mlnlstryalleging it wmn't,:glven!~,~,.~:. ' iRapld,~Demoiition s asking 
the-; pr0j~'ti~as announced in' ;. all the information zi~sary, t o / ,  iWilllam'son for  $377,000 ~d 
the fall:of l'987.!tscontract was work:safely inrock quarry from" Wil l iamson, saying,  the 
then w0dh,$2.9.~illion.. - whereit was taking construction, highways ministry breached its. 
undercutting him. "I felt I no 
longer had control over Mr. 
Springel's actions and I felt I 
had no choice but to revoke his 
licence," he said. 
Investigating conservation f- 
ricer Terry McGunigle testified 
Springel told him he guided the 
.;TERRACE,.-~. The p~0yinciai., ~has elected, he sai& . .~ . . ,  
• gover~nmeztt w0n't berel~.aSinga ~," -weprefer to talkaboUt the'. 
:llst0f SUggested sites for a new one we are .considering," ~sald 
comctionai ~centre altar,alL, Murphy in adding thatlocati0n 
says a Spokesman for.theBritish •won't be released until the end 
..Columbia B~ldlngs Corpora- of January, ~ . ~. : "  
tionfB BC}; " . " ; :, ~,i-~, ,., If that preferred site is con-. 
• ~.~jn~CMu"roh~/of thep~ovin' .,idered unsuitable, then the next 
The~highwiiys ministry took material. . contract~ is asking for $2.372 
,Jail word awaited J Northwest Roundup 
etf l l~thb 
; . to  an-  
it was the closest location to three Germans for $6O each per 
Williamson's "Vernon home day because he was already 
base that could schedule it for committed to take them. 
the earliest date possible, he Defence lawyer David 
said, Warner challenged the Crown 
n~d m ¢omplalnlul~ .abOut~/:',the 
nr,W~m a. smoke coming ~.. from . t~ 
foim ho ud'si=e m'iu ; - 
W/t at ihe,. A hospl/al q~6kemnm ~dd 
¥i l ley ;Distfiei~!~/H6ipltal 
hopes to/~a s[op~, b~ ,~ 
Nelghhourl ' havJ~*b~en 
• . , , ,  _ .  • 
• ! 
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-.Future deba' 
~ C E  "Ton ight  council economic development in * all 
: i meets/behind dosed doors to 
for as~n l  meeting to consider 
the draft document outlining 
the strategies which will guide 
the community's economy to 
• the next Century. 
The proposals are the produ .ct 
of a process which began with a 
"Terrace to 2,000" think tank 
in late 1988 and will offer a plan 
for tourism promotion and 
another:  for encouraging 
areas other than tourism. 
Explaining the in-camera 
status of the meeting, mayor 
Jack Talstra said some 
aldermen had wanted to have a 
private look at the document 
t;efore releasing it ,'just in case. 
there are some glaring errors." 
However, he added, he did not 
~pect o find any. 
Once council is satisfied, 
Literacy expert 
coming to town 
TERRACE -- The individuals 
trying to establish a Project 
Literacy Terrace group will be 
able to seek the advice of an ex- 
pert when they hold their next 
meeting. 
iLarry Bolinghroke said 
Audrey Thomas, "a real leader 
in Canada in the field of 
literacy" and a member of the 
provincial advisory commis- 
sion, would take time out from 
a three-day tour of the nor- 
thwest o attend. 
He said Thomas's tour was 
part of her current "reluctant 
learner" project. "A lot of peo- 
ple who have low levels of 
literacy never go into literacy 
programs and she want's to find 
out exactly what he reason is," 
Bolingbroke xplained. 
Confirming Thomas would 
be in Terrace on Wednesday, 
Jan. 17, he said she wanted to 
talk to people who feel they 
have a literacy problem but had 
not taken steps to remedy it. 
Anyone wishing to talk to 
Thomas hould phone Elizabeth 
Snyder at 635-6511 to make an 
appointment. 
From front 
Guide 
"The licence has not yet been 
revoked and is still in effect -- 
in fact it's good until March 31, 
1990." 
Terrace Crown counsel Paul 
Kirk countered that another ~-  
tion of the act renders an assis- 
tant guide's licence instantly in- 
valid if the assistant is fired. 
The section states "a licence 
of an assistant guide or assistant 
engliag uide shall only be valid 
when endorsed, with the 
signature of  the guide outfitter 
or angling guide who employs 
him." 
soon as the assistant is 
fired, Kirk argued, the licence 
no longer bears the signature of 
the guide who employs him and 
is therefore invalid. 
But Judge Lawrence ruled the 
section --  labelled "Issue of 
assistant guide licence" - -  
governs only the original gran- 
ting of the licence. "It simply 
deals with its initial issuance 
and not its continuing validity." 
Lawrence dismissed the case, 
stating that until action is taken 
by the regional manager "the 
licence remains in force." 
F 
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Taltitra said Ahei. "p~0]~sais 
Woutd bereleas~l tO~t]helpubflc 
and residents ~,w0uld~i!,*.q~iave' a 
chance tO take a-shot:at It" 
through at least at one public 
meeting. The document would 
then be "fine tuned" and 
adopted" by, counci l .  " I t  
shouldn't ake too long;" he ad- 
ded. 
,Although the "TezTaco to 
2,000" session ,focused on,the 
planning aspect of the city's: 
future, Taistra snid this is not 
inc luded in the  strategy 
documents. ',It's not ready 
yet," he explained, ~tdding the 
city was in the process of trying 
to obtain government grants to 
cover some of the cost of the 
project. 
He said that document would 
in effect provide for a revamped 
community plan and examine 
issues such as zoning 
throughout the city and pro- 
jected future sub-division 
developments. "I think that'll 
take most of the year," Taistra 
said. 
"Now that I'm 100 Ibs. lighter 
my outlook's 100% bdgh~er!" 
On the NUTRI/SYSTEM "~ Weight Loss Program you'll not 
only lose the weight, you'll gain self confidence, too. 
The Nutri/Systern Weight Loss Program includes a vark~y of 
delicious meals and snacks, nutritional and behavioral ¢oun,~ellng, 
light activity, and weight rnalntenance~ 
Nutrl/Syetem'e 
Comprehensive 
Weight Lose 
Program Includes: 
a n , e two ,. a 
i ~ • Professional I i  
~V"  supervision 
w~ ~ " No calode 
~ ~ counting 
i<: ;~ ~i~*i~ " NO oImmicks i; <' 
i/~ ~ /~i ;~; ~:~ ~ ~ L:: : ;  ....... 
Over 1400 CoMras WorMwtde 
uu,[,] ~ Pt.l"~.'l ( '~ ,m " 
I weight loss ©entree I 
CALL TODAY FOR A ~ ~O~A~ CONSULTATION 
638-1800 
TERRACE 4644 L~LLE AVF- 
• Ml~rnum 30 b, ~ to qualify, ~ ~or does not ~ cost M e ~  ~ fond. Off~ v l l  at 
~ ctm~es. New clients ~,  Offer e~ Jan. 31, 19~. 
SAVE, 
$2.90, 
' 9 ,~  
DAD'S FAMILY 
PACK COOKIES 
125'k0. Box. 
SAVE 
'21lb, 
REG.7.89 ! 
PRIME . . . . .  • RiB 
STEAK, 
Bone.in " 
~ ~ - ~  
i ~ . 
PER LB. 
REG. 6.29 LB. 
BUCK'S 
.,~PICKLES 
1 L. All Varieties 
BULK HEINZ 
KETCHUP 
Q 
i CAMPBELL, S 
i MUSHROOM SOUP 
:. 284m L. Tin. Reg. 85' 
LIMIT 4. OVER LIMIT 69* 
FRESH BAKED 
~ClNNAMON BUNS 
Package of 6 
SAVE * - I  
90, ~ • REG. 2.59 SAVE ~: 80' % 
~, , ,~  
REG. 
•O 
• Give Your ~ (~ '~vr  
Sweetheart a Gift That  Will ~"  i t  
Last a Lifetime.,. 
SUNKIST 
NAVEL ORANGES .. 
Large Size 
MR. NOODLE 
• INSTANT NOODLES 
All Varieties. Reg. 25' ea. 
, "The Ultimate Experience" ,9900 
: Photography -- 
make.up & hair 8TARTINQ AT : ~ 
...u,~, ure ure ~i ! 
"KMLENr' ~ Phot  ph i  ' i:/i!! '~!~ , :  , . ,~  ~,f ~ ~,~ ~, ogra c S tud io  . . . . . .  
;' /,~ A i 
.... ' IMAir=8~: i~ '~ " 4017 I.azelleAvenue(beldde~nl) " :  
i .  . , i  TERRACE, B.C. '636-9714 ~ ' ~'~:~: 
r ]: 
, 
SAVE 
F / 
0 
R 
REG. 95* LB. 
SAVE ~,. 3.09 
17*.EA.,~ PER CASE 
S*~..Bp~]l. 
Som,,Op~,l 
i s,t=eay . . oo.m.._Op.m. I 
i~ . .  ,o,. s,fl 
Jan..11, 12 & 13 
[ "w'R",~, I ] T~ n~ht 
THIS WEEK marks the first Terrace Churches' Food Bank food bank time to carry foodstuffs. There are three other 
distribution of the year. Pictured is a helper from the Terrace distribution times scheduled for February, March and April. 
Regional Correctional Centre which provides manpower each Donations are always welcome.. 
' Food bank underwa.Yo for '90 
TERRACE More food peep day ]s for [ R and the third 
, than normal has been con- 
tributed to the Terrace Chur- 
ches' Food Bank for its first 
idistribution this week of 
• 1990, says its buyer. 
"This month is really 
good. I didn't have to buy 
any vegetables or soup. 
There/are lots of extras," 
said Terry Elkiw. 
She added that there are 
also more'supplies of food 
for children such as cereal 
and peanut butter than nor- 
"One school called us and 
asked us if we wanted money 
or food. We suggested more 
children-oriented food like 
cereal or juice," said Elkiw. 
The food bank benefitted 
from a successful December 
appeal for the Salvation Ar- 
roy's Christmas hamper pro- 
gram in that any surplus is 
carried over to the bank. 
Tomorrow is the last day 
for the January distribution 
at the Evangelical Free 
Church's youth centre. It is 
for some reason failed to 
come the past three days 
where distribution is based 
on alphabetical order. 
The dales for next month 
are Feb. 8 to 11. In March 
they are the 20th-23rd and in 
April from the 17th-20th 
although those dates may 
change, said Elkiw. 
The first day of each 
distribution pen~od is for 
those people with last names 
ending in A-H, the second 
day is for S-Z. Day four is 
for those who missed the first 
three days. 
Volunteers from each o f  
the bank's participating 
churches assist in the 
distribution. 
More information can be 
had or donations can be 
made by calling Micki Braid 
at 635-2015 or Terry Elkiw at 
638-1522. 
The food bank operates 
the first months of each year. 
Programs to combat illiteracy 
Larry Bolingbroke 
TERRACE - -  Estimates ug- One solution he sees is form- 
gest as many as 20 per cent of ing a Project Literacy group 
northwest adults are functional- here. 
ly illiterate and that, says Nor- Although some literacy pro- 
thwest Community college's . . . . . . . . . .  ~,,.oav ,,¢~=,,,a i,, 
adult basic education co-, R" . . . .  lie~'" %';~"~" Y : '~"  "? . . . . . . . . . . .  ++ ...... -, ...... ~.me.co ge,,., ermmet,~r-nena- ordmator, mdzcates ther+ s::a ~`+ ++,+, ~ ; .  ~ ..... , , . , .  ........ . , snip t.:entre ann terrace ana 
serious problem. District Community Services, 
Defining functionally il- 
literate individuals as those 
"who don't have the skills 
necessary to get by in today's 
society," Larry Bolingbroke 
pointed to the inability to read 
road signs, read the instructions 
on a bottle of medicine or 
calculating change as typical 
problems. 
he said, "There's not a lot of 
awareness in the community 
that those programs are there." 
The objective is to bring 
together educators, government 
agencies and the potential 
learners. 
"We want to hear from those 
who will use the program, what 
they want and what kind of help 
they would need," Bolingbroke 
said. 
Bolingbroke said the goal is 
to establish a learning centre in 
the  downtown area which 
~ w~.uJd'Pffer literacy and English 
as ~!'s~cbnd language courses. 
The group also hoped to be able 
to offer subsidized child care 
for students. 
However, those plans as well 
as a targeted September start-up 
date for the centre would de- 
pend on the group obtaining the 
necessary money. 
A meeting on the subject 
takes place next Wednesday, 
Jan. 17, at 7:30 p.m. in thq 
library basement meeting room, 
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changes heel' " ~b,~ O~i, i 
to be discussed 
TERRACE - -  Parents and 
teachers have a chance to 
discuss proposals for changes to 
the public school system next 
week. 
There'll be two sessions about 
the $1.5 billion provincial 
government's Year2000 plan to 
phase out grades in favour of 
what is called continuous pro- 
grass. 
The proposals come from the 
Sullivan report on education 
which said children learn at dif- 
ferent rates and so should be 
allowed to learn /it their own 
speed. 
A forum Sunday, 'Jan. 14 at 
7:30 p.m. takes place in the 
Caledonia Secondary School 
lecture theatre. It will be follow- 
ed by information sessions the 
next day starting at 9 a.m. at the 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre. 
The meetings are sponmrea 
by the school board and Terrace 
District Teachers' Association. 
Four Thornhill Primary 
School classes now form a pilot 
project for the system to 
efiminate grades. It's scheduled 
to be introduced into a!! classes 
this September. 
Instant Tax Receipts 
I Thi,~ year combine complete convenience With a flexible RRSP 
that offers 6.savings choices and no administrative cost. 
Call me for your free copy of our RRSP booklet. 
~ln~'o  Muted Funds are disbil~ted t~'o~h 5u~ Ufe 
Oisb'~Jbm Services Inc. (Senet¢o), a Mutual Fund Dealer. a 
sebsldlar/el Son Life As.,~r~ce Company of Canada. 
"rim prospectus provides detailed I~formaflon ~the se~rttms 
offered. Acopy of the prospectus may be ~tal~ed from om 
off~e. 
For more Information call: 
Lyls Harvey, Sales Manager 
306-4546 Perk Ave,, Terrace, D.C, 
635-6146 
O Sun Life I Distr ibut ion 
Services Inc, I 
 abatian   sta rzmt  
The friendliest " inn"  townl _ L ~ . ~  _ 
Make our place "Your Race" to e~y m 
evening of I~tlrt~e ~ and rea~ pdcesl 
Start the New Year by Joining our 
TIGER PRAWNS SAFARI 
I SHRIMP STUFFED PRAWNS 
• ,=,--= 1_'4 OR 
&co~k~lpauce. l V I  ~lO V 
r CAJUN PRAWNS 
==-  1_'4 95 dee&vegetables, B ~ • 
wllh saflreo 
[ '1 L c~. ' ,~? COM 5.95 
Ask about our Barn set Facllltleel We cater 
In our downetaim location from so .  I eo people, 
MUSIC AND LARGE DANCE FLOOR A SPECIAL FEATUREI 
For more Information and reservations calh 
Mo~- Sun. LUN¢~ Men.. Fd. 4332 Lakelse Ave. 
5P, m. to11 p.m. 11:30a.m. te~p,m. TemeeC. 635"9161 
I u.s. Grown . . . .  I 
3 .o I Grade. 
=+=,o  $ lu+ooo, fllfltl 
Resin. serve A " 
Assorted Colours. each~, 
Weight Before - ~ ~ ~ I 
"~ ' ==rifle ~ frOId SOUth Orange-% 
bT ii  / / JUICE / 
- - ' '  " "  / /Regular  or Pulp Free or l  ©aiun  N / IGrapefrult Juice. Frozen ¢on-I 
~,wr-zm-we~ / I centrate. 35s mL. Tin. Limit 21 
Ocean's 21S g. Tin. | | With Family Purchase. Over I 
d l~ l l l  / / Limit Price 1.58 each. l 
• ,J 
)C 
CASUAL CHAIRS 
L 
SAF EWAY 
We bring it all ogether',, 
An~ TM ~nlr  b... 
A.4Sli 
T~'rl~, e.c. 
Oatfe Horn 
Bakwy Drt~ 
STORE HOURS:-- 
Sunday 10 m.m.. S p,m. 
Men. -Wed. 9 m.m.- § p.m, 
]'hum. & Fd, 9 a.m. - g p,m. 
-Saturday 9 a,m, - 6 p.m. 
Sale price effective Wed., Jan. 10 
to Sat., Jan, 13 
i 
i , , I 
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.Taxation blues 
i • 
J 
[ 
• . z~ 
. • -  • 
, - . .  • . :  , , . : 
in the various categories of civil service 
functions that purport to serve those 
who pay the freight~ ""wrote Mr. Adams: 
[11 short, Mr. Adams says taxation 
through property is unfair and ine- 
quitable for the residential taxpayer. 
He favours paying for education 
through income taxes, the placing of 
ceilings on education costs, referenda for 
any increases beyond cost of living, for 
wages to be set by the provincial govern- 
merit and for independent audit ing- 
and publication ~ of school district ex- 
penditures. 
It's strong but interesting stuff for 
Consideration because it's an indication 
of the frustration taxpayers constantly 
feel. TRattks, Mr. Adams. 
I f  taxpayers in B.C. need a hero, they 
might look to Victoria resident Conrad 
Adams.  He was one o f  four people 
which toured the province earlier this 
year taking suggestions for changes in 
the provincial property tax system. The 
others were f inance minister Mel 
Couve l ie r ,  then-munic ipa l  a f fa i r s  
minister Rita Johnston and North Van- 
couver mayor Mari lyn Baker. 
The recommendations of  Mr. Adams 
in a recently released report make for 
welcome reading for those of  us tied to 
the taxation whims of  any public body. 
"'Implemented, above and beyond the 
needs of time, Christ's advice to "go 
forth and multiply," has served as the 
motivator for uncontrolled growth, not 
only in the world's population, but also' 
MII I 
Taxation bite 
CRUNCH.  That sound was another 
bite taken out o f  our take.home pay. It 
comes courtesy of the federal govern- 
ment and means you' l l  be paying for 
more unemployment insurance. 
The program began as a rather sound 
idea. Workers pay into a scheme that 
should they become unemployed, they  
receive a cushion unti l  work is found 
again. 
That  idea became rather hazy in the 
indulgent '70s when all sorts o f  social 
programs became attached. The result 
was the birth o f  yet another cash cow. 
This showed in the touah '80s when the 
balance o f  the account dropped into the 
red when it was really needed. 
Now, the federal government is 
gradual ly getting out of  the unemploy- 
merit insurance business. Workers, end 
businesses, are paying more and en joy -  
ing  it less. 
The trend in the '90s will be away 
f rom the  t rad i t iona l  aspects  o f  
unemployment  insurance toward a large- 
II 
spea nt ,km,.to lu 
our con bulors nnd L 
correspondonb for .::, 
Iholr dme jiidi :r 
ltii~fil|, i~: :ii'/i?'. ',' .-" 
i 
IT',  THE OUGHT T AT 
AND I'VE THINKING .... 
I'D I T'-AEI HAVE MONEY,.., 
++ 
Socreds doomed . . . . .  
no matter what 
VICTORIA - -  He will, he " 
won't; he will, he won't. No 
matter how many times I
repeat he old childhood game 
of tearing petals off flowers, 
the answer always changes. 
What's the question'/Will 
Premier Vander Zalm an- 
Oapltal From the 
by Hubert Beyer i" 
scale social engineering program of nounce his retirement f rom 
• • , , politics w.h.+e~ he takes to the ,  ~ i ,~ . . . . . .  ,~ ,; ,, . ~ ,  , .  
creatmg an  mdentured  work  ' force .  It II . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  • ..... ~ ' :: " " " i ' li:~" ";" ~n.~ l l  ~ee the S~cl~fl Cr~I t  
. "r v ', n ' 7 ' " . V im,  advised m pub c , on~ ~ . ..... . ,~  .... ~-~, . . . .  . . . . . . .  . . ,. m wa es o Jan. ~, ?~I suspe.ot~ ,,~ ..... ~. :,. . . .:. ~ , 
t reat unemployment  as .a  fault.,directly.. the  ~remier, too, ~'s l~h/yirt~ the • telews:on,'to ~ l I t  qu:t~. He,"  'Par ty~ot  only det~ated but ex- 
old flower game.  His question: too, is probably sick and  tired tinguished. What  little remains tied to the worker and not at the reasons 
for being out of  work. The federal 
government wants us to be lean and' 
hungry for work (while avoiding the 
same condit ions for itself.) 
O f  course the irony in this is that the 
unemployment  insurance program is 
now in a surplus. So why the increase7 
Another example o f  user pay - -  they 
use, we pay. 
Word to the wise 
Vancouver's post off ice,  ough xO 
handled 24 million pieces of Thr  
mail during the week ending 
Dec. 17 -  five million more Blfoeals 
than the same period last year. ~... , ,~ , i . . - , _ . - . _  ~ ,__ . . , _ _ , . , ,  , ... 
Still; Canada Post says its ~JY ~ 'uus J~mt~oc l r l~K I  I j l l P~ l~ l~ ~P" 
1,200 workers at the main Van- 
couver plant are among the 
slowest in the country, lagging Crank up the Muzak to drown observing. 
behind 28 other major postal chatter. During December, open a 
plants across Canada. Handpick personnel. Opt for special wicket to only sell 
Therefore management speedreaders able to decode stamps. 
removed 40 stools used by handwriting resembling the tor- Reduce time spent bandaging 
sorters, no doubt aware of tured trail of a paraplegic frail parcels. Sell sturdy re- 
studies which show people think spider, with medical histories of useable return.for-deposit 
better and faster on their feet, fluid retention, and the stocism boxes like those supplied by van 
"thereby proving management of Muscovites queueing for lines. 
offices have ample seating, bread. Spread the workload. Make 
posting early irresistible. 
Management also forbade Provide mandatory annual Reduce postal rates for ten 
workers to take' washroom upgrading. Have sorters choose 
breaks without a supervisora s between strengthening their days, beginning a month before 
Christmas. okay,• claiming otherwise so dominant arm with two weeks Speed up primary sorting. 
many might be off duty at once coaching by amajorleague pit- Supply jumbo stick-on 
delivery could be disrupted, cher, or honing their accuracy 
Chances are these innova- participating in a dart tourna- labels, one c~lour for each 
tions slowed productivity even lent. destination province. 
more as workers dug in their Boost output through corn- Employ retired CNCP 
heels. But after a d/~y of petition. Mimic elementary telegram typists to address 
negotiations between the union teachers' strategy. Divide labels for patrons whose prin. 
and management, he stools workers into teams with names ring even pharmacists can't 
were ~ reinstated with.a proviso like Couriers, Airlines, and Fax, decipher. 
workers not sit more than five then let them vie for recogni- Rldl~le the tradition of ex. 
minutes out of every 60. tion. Recognition could be changing Christmas cards. 
C,~. . , - Io  D~et  en  d *h~ union . . . .  , , ] " ' " "  - "  . . . . . .  ooserver . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . ~ttttus at contract -.~,: - ,. - --~ --__ 
ought  to try cooperatmg " "o . • negotmtt ns so they, too, could 
• _ . .  attend astadmm game at union ~ ~ . ~  They're supposed to l~ave a 
common gem - -  serv ing  us .  ex-ense _. . . . . . . . . .  ~ t ~ t ~ , ~ ~  
• , . .. . . . .  p , JUSt  l i ke  eJecteo l~ I t~?~f~l l  Efficiency neeas to ve tacglea : .... ~ ~ . . . . .  : ' .  representat,~,, l [ ~ ' ~ i ~ ' ~ l  
f rom new angles. ' Pr . . . . . .  
, . . . .  eva~ upon me fire depart Lower room temperatures t n ment . . . . . .  " ~ ~  
• -h is  sin I cha- e to curtail the regal number ~ ~ ] ~  oegrees. T ge ~ of diuretic sufferers who may could have a .measureable oc ~ ~  
cupy  a v~ashroom trickle down effect; heaving sire . . . .  
' ut [g J lecus ly  parcels from one bin to another . ' . 
is ~n: , th l r s ty  work., : / i : ,  :~:, i!~: : ,Assign • sup~rv~o/' , to  s o r t / r m ~ n ~ l ~  
l - Ielp 'workers coneentrate;: ' : ;ma i l+,  not. just stand about  :',: i ~  
They love me, they don't love 
me.  
Anyone who listened to the 
premier on the morning of the 
Fantasy Gardens love-in, 
organized to show support for 
the embattled premier, would 
have sworn he'll step down. 
That was in the morning, when 
only a few hundred people had 
shown up. 
By nightfall, he had changed 
his tune. Bolstered by'the good 
wishes of a couple of thousand 
fans, th~ premier didn't sound 
quite so downcast any more. 
There were at least hints that 
his resignation shouldn't be 
considered a foregone conclu- 
sion. 
If Vander Zalm's true inten- 
tions are so hard to read, it is 
probably because he himself 
keeps changing his mind all ~he 
time. Whenever he encounters 
a derogatory news story, col- 
umn or cartoon, l',e's ready to 
call it quits, but then 
somebody comes along, telling 
him to hang in there, and he's 
all fired up again. 
But when all is said and 
done, I still believe he will tell 
us that we won't have Bill to 
kick around any more. My 
reasons for believing so 
haven't changed. 
Above all, the fun has gone 
out of the job. I mean, how 
would you feel if nothing you 
do pleases your bosses, in this 
case the public? You give them 
a balanced budget, and they 
don't care; you give them a 
good economy and they want 
your hide. Where's the fun in 
that? 
There must be family 
pressures. I 'm sure his wife 
Lillian isfed up to the teeth 
seeing her husband attacked at 
every turn. One of his sons, 
of having his father maligned, 
day after day. 
There is his business, the 
amusement park, which hasn't 
been doing all that well and 
could only profit from Vander 
Zalm's undivided attention. 
From Vander Zalm's point 
of view, I'm sure, the biggest 
obstacle in the way of his 
retirement from politics is the 
feeling that he will have been 
pushed out, but there are ~,ays 
to make it a little more 
palatable. 
He could, for instance, an- 
nounce that he will step down 
shortly after the new budget 
comes down sometime in
March. There could be worse 
notes to leave on than the pro- 
vinces second consecutive 
balanced budget. 
On the other hand, that's 
probably the most galling 
aspect of Vander Zalm's 
predicament. The nine other 
provinces will probably pro- 
duce deficit budgets this year, 
but none of his colleagues will 
be expected to step down. 
Still, it would make things a 
little easier for Vander Zalm. 
He could honestly take credit 
for leaving his job with the 
province in great financial 
shape. And if he were the vin- 
dictive type, he could also con- 
sole himself with th0 
reasonable assumption that 
whoever succeeds him will be 
premier only until the next 
general election. 
The bottom line is the 
Socreds are damned if they do 
and damned if they don't. 
They can't win an election 
with Vander Zalm as leader, 
but they can't win with anyone 
else either. 
There• is absolutely' no doubt 
in my mind that the next elec- 
of the party after the election, 
will disintegrate in short order.- 
Out of the temporary Chaos 
.will emerge som~ sort of f ree .  
enterprise coalition party head.i 
ed by the dissidents who left 
the Social Credit caucus ome 
time ago. 
One of the names already 
bandied about is the B.C. Par. 
ty, but whatever its namecyou 
may expect Graham Bruce, the 
now independent MLA for 
Cowichan-Malahat, to play a 
prominent role in it. 
There is absolutely no 
doubt the next election 
will see the Social Credit • 
Party not only defeated: 
but extinguished,: 
i i 
Whether the new party will 
succeed in building voter su~ • 
port remains to be seen. The.. 
track record of new parties is 
not very good in B.C. The last. 
one who tried to float a new. ~ 
party was former NDP MLA ? 
Graham Lea, but his Unity 
Party died of malnutrition ~:,. 
shortly after it was born. 
So, in the end, it won!t mat- 
ter to the SocialCredit Party~ 
whether or not Vander,Zalm=~' i :  
steps down, but!it ¢~ould Weli~i•!i 
matter to Vandei ~7.him. if I~ : "  
steps down• now, at least he~ •,i 
will have been undefeated at.  , 
the polls. Hewill be able to~: 
take with him the knoWledge~: ,' 
that under his leadership, "i 'i::: 
British Columbia ~prospefed:~ 
~L'  
If he stays, he~wifi preside. ~:' 
over the ruins of a party that:~,i,~ 
may not even be able* to recruit 
an effective opposition. GiV~ 
that choice, 1 know what I ~:,~ 
would do. :~ 
n 1 n I I "  ' ~ " 
I ,,, svr  E I : 
I 1~ UCESl'HAOL. -¢ I 
• 2 ; 
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  Native ac uittal caviled =  T ERS 
"threat" to sport fishery Wood sale said 
TERi lACE - -  I f  an  acxluittal  o f  very bad deal 
a Moricetown man on charges 
Of illegal fishing isn't overturn- 
ed  the province will begin to 
los e~c0ntrol of its freshwater 
fisheries, says a lawyer interven. 
ing:~in dte case. 
~hwyer Chris Harvey, acting 
fo~,ii::the: Pacific Fisherman's 
Defekiee-'Alliance. said the ac- 
quitmli~t' Spring of Jerry Nikal 
was~ ba.~,d ion a Moricetown 
ba~d~:fisheriesbylaw that takes 
r&edmce over provincial and 
d&~i fis[litig regulations. 
~The bylaw purports to give 
the lh~ian bands power to catch 
aslm~ich fish as they want at any 
tin~ by any means," he said."It 
allows ~them. to ignore the 
fisheries;i:10sures. It also gives 
them the: right to sell fish and 
the righL to exclude sports 
fishermen." 
The~Nikal case threatens to 
set a~precedent affecting all 
rivers passing through reserves 
• l i the acquittal is not overturn- 
ed, Harvey said. 
He described the case as a 
battle between the government 
and native bands for control of 
fisheries that victimizes the 
fishing public. "The rights of 
the public tend to be overlooked 
in these matters." 
He said a 1986 B.C. Supreme 
Court injunction obtained to 
block further use of the bylaw is 
being ignored by the native 
bands. 
"The fisheries bylaw is in ef- 
fect a takeover of the rivers by 
the Indian bands that goes 
beyond the power of the Indian 
Act," he said. " I t  overlooks the 
rights of the public in those 
rivers. The public has fished 
there since the time of first set- 
tlement. They (the rivers) were 
never intended to be the private 
property of Indian bands." 
MORICETOWN FALLS is one of the more visible native fishing spots in the northwest. Those opposed to 
a band fishing bylaw there say it would remove control of the'fishery from the provincial and federal 
governments. The matter is now before the courts and is the subject of negotiations between the 
federal and provincial governments. BIBBI DOZZI PHOTO 
Federal awyers concede that 
the native bylaws would be dif- 
ficult to overturn. Instead they 
are trying to prove that 
riverbeds are not part of the 
reserves, and therefore the 
bylaws do not apply to them. 
"What they're saying is this 
bylaw doesn't apply to the river 
- -  which gives the Gitksan and 
Wet'suwet'en the right to 
regulate a dryland fishery," 
said Gitksan-Wet'suwet'en 
lawyer Peter Grant, who is 
defending Nikal. "And it means 
the minister o f  Indian Affairs 
passed bylaws to regulate a 
dryland fishery. Now that 
sounds pretty bizarre, maybe, 
and their argument is quite 
simply that." 
Harvey agreed and said the 
bylaws should never have been 
passed. "They were a political 
folly perpetrated by David 
Crombie, then minister of In- 
dian and Northern Affairs," he 
said. "Now the courts have to 
deal with it." 
Grant said the case is a result 
of the government's refusal to 
negotiate fisheries control with 
the bands, and is an example of 
. how bitter the struggle is 
becoming. 
"Instead of sitting down and 
discussing how to manage the 
fishery together, the federal 
government through the justice 
department and fisheries is 
fighting Indians tooth and nail 
throughout he province," he 
said. "And they're slowly going 
to lose all of those fights. 
Grant said negotiations 
"won't be the route they'll take 
until they're forced into it by 
the courts." 
:Lawyers in legal wrangle 
3~ERRACE - -  A court case that 
could decide the control of B.C. 
rivers as they flow through In- 
dian reserves has been adjourn- 
ed while federal lawyers rethink 
their posit ion,  a lawyer 
represent ing spor t f i sh ing  
groups ays. 
! Jerry Nikai was acquitted last 
spring of charges of illegal 
fishing on the Bulkley River at 
Moricetown on the basis that a 
Gitksan-Wet'suwet'en fishing 
bylaw permitted the violation 
and supersedes the Fisheries Act 
regulations he was charged 
under. 
At issue is whether band 
fishing bylaws should take 
precedence over federal and 
provincial fishing regulations. 
The courts have said they do 
and, unless Nikal's acquittal is 
overturned, federal and provin- 
cial governments will be unable 
m regulate fishing on reserves. 
i Sportfishing roups say that 
would lfiean complete native 
control ;o f  rivers passing 
through reserves, with no way 
to enforce conservation of fish 
stocks. 
:Chris Harvey - -  a lawyer in- 
tervening in the case for the 
Pacific Fisherman's Defence 
Alliance ~, -  said the appeal is 
putting justice department 
lawyers in a quandary that pro- 
mpted them to call for the last- 
minute adjournment of the case 
granted last month. 
"You've got the department 
of Indian affairs on one side, 
the department of fisheries on 
the other, and the department 
of justice is in the unfortunate 
position of having to enforce 
the law," Harvey said. "'They 
forced to fight the native bylaw 
approved by the Indian affairs 
department in 1986. 
"Mr. Nikal is relying on a 
federal regulation to defend 
himself against another federal 
regulation. So the federal 
government in this case is op- 
posing their own bylaw in the 
court," said Grant. 
The B.C. Court of Appeal 
and the Supreme Court of 
Canada, indirectly, have upheld 
Sportfishing groups say band fishing bylaws 
would mean complete native control of rivers pass. 
ing through reserves, with no way to enforce con- 
servation of fish stocks. 
inevitably get representations 
f rom both departments ,  
representations that are bound 
to be conflicting in questions 
fike this." 
But Peter Grant, Nikal's 
lawyer, said the department of 
Indian affairs is remaining 
silent on the case and has refus- 
ed band requests to support 
Nikal's defence. 
He said the Crown is being 
the precedence of the native 
bylaws over provincial and 
federal fishing legislation, 
Grant said. 
But instead of trying to over- 
turn the native fishing bylaw, 
government lawyers are arguing 
the Bulkley River - -  which 
flows through the Moricetown 
Indian reserve -- is not actually 
part of the "reserve, and 
therefore the bylaw doesn't 
govern fishing on the fiver. 
"There's no dispute that the 
bylaw takes precedence over the 
fisheries act," Grant said. "The 
dispute is where does the bylaw 
apply." 
Grant said the adjournment 
came after a federal lawyer told 
him there would be major 
changes to the Crown's posi- 
tion. He said he reluctantly 
agreed to the adjournment to 
avoid being "ambushed" by the 
new argument of the federal 
Crown. The case was to have 
gone ahead Dec. 10. 
No new county court date has 
been set, but new written 
arguments are being filed by all 
sides this month. Ron Gamble is 
representing the Crown and 
Terrace lawyer Darrell O'Byrne 
is acting for the Attorney- 
General of B.C. Both the pro- 
vincial Attorney-General and 
the Pacific Fisherman's Defence 
Alliance were granted in- 
tervenor status in October. 
Dozens of other reserve 
fishing cases are awaiting the 
outcome of the Nikal appeal. 
Whatever the result, all sides 
agree the case will probably be 
appealed to the B.C. Court of 
Appeal and perhaps eventually 
the Supreme Court of Canada. 
Birth rate down, deaths increase 
The foUowing comes from 
figures and statistics compiled 
by the vital statistics branch oJ 
the provincial government. 
The stillbirth rate, at 6.9 per 
1,000 births is the lowest ever. 
Deaths from motor Vehicle 
accidents totalled 490 in 1988, 
the largest cause of accidental 
deaths. 
Total accidental deaths 
however, continue a downward 
trend over the last few years, 
1,873 in 1984 to 1,571 in 1988. 
The top 11 causes of death 
have not been changed in the 
past five years. The .twelfth 
cause in 1988 was AIDS; 
chronic bronchitis was the 
twelfth leading cause of death in 
~ 1984 through 1987. 
Compared to a decade ago, 
deaths from causes of perinatal 
mortality have dropped, and 
Deaths from diabetes 
have a higher rank than 
a decade ago. 
, Deaths from diabetes have a 
igher rank than a decade ago, 
and deaths from pneumonia 
have a much higher rank in the 
leading causes of death. 
The oldest person who did in 
B.C. in 1988 was aged 111 years 
old and there were 171 deaths to 
individuals aged 100 years or 
more. 
Leading Causes 
of  Death 
Disease of heart ......... 6,198. 
Malignant neoplasms..5,912. 
Disease of arteries ......... 630. 
Diabetes ..................... 423. 
Suicide ....................... 365. 
Chronic liver disorder and 
cirrhosis ........................ 235. 
Emphysema .................. 137 
Causes of perinatal mortality 
................................... 132. 
AIDS related ............... 114. 
Marriage Rates 
The number of marriages, at 
24,469, is the highest level since 
1981. 
The youngest woman married 
in B.C. in 1988 was 14 years 
old, the oldest was 88. The 
youngest man was 17, the oldest 
was 91. 
Fifty-five per cent of the mar- 
riages were performed in 
religious ceremonies. 45 per 
cent were civil marriages. 
I 
• Birth Rates 
Births increased to 42,732 in 
1988 from 41,595 in 1987. All 
but one-half of one per cent of 
tl~¢se.births took place in 
h~l~itals. 
~he 1988 birth rate, at 14.3 
per;A;000 population, is the se- 
c6nCi lowest ever recorded. 
i~e  youngest mother bearing 
ai~hild in the province last year 
was 12 years old, the oldest was 
.48,: 
l ka thgatu  deaths from chroni¢:,liver Cerebrovascular  disease ~: .. . . . .  . 
~l'he 1988 death rate, st 7,$ disease and czrrhosl s have a ................................. 1,822. There are 122 different 
i~r  1,000 population, is the much lower rank in the leading Accidents ................. 1,145. rel igious i denominat ions  
id lest  s!nce ~979: ~/ / ;  = causes of death. ~,~ '~/ ! Pn f~on ia  ..... ............. 868., registered in British Columbia. 
An open letter to: 
The Honourable Claude 
Richmond 
Minister of Forests 
Dear Mr. Richmond, 
Re: Inv i ta t ion  for 
Pulpwood Agreement Ap- 
plieation; Pulpwood Area 17 
(Terrace -Houston) 
We note with extreme con- 
cern the recent advertisment 
of 6.52 million cubic metres 
of pulpwood available-for 
bid in the Kispiox Timber 
Supply Area (TSA). We find 
this advertisement of surplus 
quota objectionable for the 
following reasons. 
1. A public planning pro- 
cess mandated to recommend 
a Kispiox TSA management 
regime and annual allowable 
harvest level is currently in 
an initial stage. It seems in- 
sulting to announce a 20 per 
cent plus increase in the ex- 
isting Kispiox TSA annual 
allowable cut before the TSA 
planning process is conclud- 
ed. There is enough mistrust 
of the Ministry of Forests 
without making a mockery. 
of yet another public ad- 
visory process. 
2. On Nov. 30, 1989, 
village staff requested to 
view a map of the areas 
where 6.52 "million cubic 
metres of pulpwood are 
available in the Kispiox TSA. 
We were told that although 
the general logging areas 
could be pointed out that no 
exact map existed, and there 
had been no referral to the 
Ministry of Environment or 
other Crown agencies regar- 
ding which areas considered 
for logging were en- 
vironmentally "safe" for 
such harvest. 
Isn't it premature toadver- 
tise a cut volume as available 
To advertise additional 
timber quota as being 
available in the land claims 
area is an insult to  the 
Gitksan-Wet'suwet'en, and 
an invitation to have the 
Chiefs force a complete shut- 
down of the Upper Skeena 
forest industry. 
4. In 1988 the B.C. Ap- 
peals Court upheld an ap- 
plication by the Gitksan- 
Wet'suwet'en hereditary 
chiefs for an injunction 
against opening of a new log- 
ging area north of the Babine 
River. 
A l though this area 
represents a significant por- 
tion of the timber available 
in the Kispiox TSA ttlere has 
never been a reduction of the 
annual allowable cut to 
recognize this legal fact. 
Ministry of Forests advertise- 
ment of an additional cut 
allocation in 'the Kispiox 
TSA, some of which is ap- 
parently located in the in- 
junction area, is beyond our 
comprehension. 
Is the biological sus- 
tainable yield of a forest 
dependent on the whim 
of government 
foresters? 
Is the Ministry of Forest 
beyond jurisdiction of the 
B.C. judicial system7 Is the 
biological sustainable yield 
of a forest dependent on the 
whim of  government  
fores~ers? 
The Village of Hazelton 
would like to go on record as 
opposing the offering of any 
additional pulp or sawlog 
tenures in the Kispiox TSA 
, ~.whenyou>don't.:know where : ,  unt i l :  - : . ..... 
• ~h~ cut :js~ and::y,ou,haven't: !. land. claims have been set- 
vetted the proposed harvest 
folios with other agencies of 
the provincial and federal 
governments. 
3. The Gi tksan.  
Wet'suwet'en Hereditary 
Chiefs have recently in- 
stigated blockades in the 
Kispiox TSA to force reduc- 
tion of the harvest of local 
forest resources until a 
1995-97 Supreme Court of 
Canada decision can be made 
regarding issues of aboriginal 
rights and title. 
tied 
2. .a proper TSA resource 
managment plan is com- 
pleted with full public con- 
sultation 
3. all tern,re areas offered for 
sale have been properly map- 
pod and assessed by other 
Crown agencies as to their 
suitability for clearcut logg- 
ing 
Yours truly, 
Alice V. Maitland 
Mayor 
Village of Hazelton 
Theft does hurt 
Dear Sir: 
l am a senior citizen and 
have not been feeling well 
lately. 
On Monday, Dec. 11, 1989 
I went to the hospital x-ray 
department to have some in- 
ternal tests done. The tests 
took better than two hours. 
When I left the hospital so- 
meone else was $190 richer. 
My pension card was. also 
with my $190 but they left it. 
I live out of town and had 
intended to go grocery shop- 
ping and then get Christmas 
present,~: for my grand. 
children. 
I sincerely hope that the 
person responsible for this 
act really needed it, and that 
he or she think of me when 
eating Christmas dinner. 
Our Christmas dinner does 
not include turkey this year. 
Sincerely, 
G. Hayward 
Not the answer 
An open letter to: 
The Hen. Claude Richmond 
Minister of Forests 
Dear Sir: 
I fully appreciate your 
wishing to give small 
business financial relief and 
reducing deposit  re- 
quirements i certainly com- 
mendable, but, with all due 
respect, not the answer. 
In the first place, if timber 
sales were truly for small 
business, no deposit would 
ever reach the proportions 
given as an example in the 
release. No truly small 
business ente'rprise sale 
should exceed 10,000mL 
Secondly, if government 
were really serious about 
assisting small business, they 
would concern themselves 
with the inequities of the pre- 
sent system. 
The third item I wish to 
raise, is that of surrogate bid- 
ding which, until stopped, 
will continue to have the ef- 
fect of making a mockery of 
any small business program. 
Because of the reluctance 
• of your predecessor to stop 
the practice, bona fide small 
business operators have all 
but disappeared in this 
wonderful "free enterprise" 
provin~ of ours. 
Incidentally, if I were you, 
I wouldn't commend your 
predecessor Mr. Parker as 
the saviour of small business 
until I were in full possession 
of all the facts of what has 
taken place in the last two 
and a half years. 
In summary, Mr. Minister, 
small business enterprise in 
the forest industry of British 
Columbia, remains in name 
only. For it to be resurrected 
from the grave in which it 
was placed primarily by the 
actions and non actions of 
"your predecessor", one 
would have to do much more 
than simply reduce timber 
sale deposits. 
' Yours stcnereiy 
Jack J. Kempf, MLA 
Ominous 
I I I I I I II I I  I I  I I  
""  L 
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Corbeil joins NDP rac:e.,.... 
TERRACE - -  A third person 
says he wants to  be the New 
Democratic Party's candidate 
for Skeena in the next provin- 
Cial election. 
Kitimat alderman and Skeena 
health unit manager Mike Cor- 
beil made his announcement' 
last week, He joins former 
mayor Helrnut Oiesbrecht and 
Atlin NDP MLA Larry Guno 
who made their declarations in
December. 
Corbeil; 38, is also the NDP's 
constituency association presi- 
dent. He has turned over all 
party matters relating to the 
nomination process to vice- 
presidelit Frank Rowe. 
"I have unique insight into 
the social and economic issues 
in this riding," said Corbeil in 
citing, his professional and 
political activities. 
A Kitimat alderman' for the 
past: eight years, Corbeil has 
served on various of that coun- 
cil's committees and on the 
K i t imat-St ik ine regional 
district. 
C0rbeil said he considers et- 
tling land claims.to be an impor- 
tant issue in northern B.C. 
"The provincial government 
says that aboriginal title does 
Mike Corbeil 
not exist. The NDP says 
aboriginal title does exist and it 
must be resolved to the satisfac- 
tion of all parties in B.C.," he 
said. 
Corbeil would not venture an 
opinion on what form land 
claims settlement should take, 
saying instead it will be a matter 
for negotiation. 
He also said there should be 
tougher enforcement of pollu- 
tion laws and regulations con- 
cerning industry. 
I i :i I¸ 
Helmut Giesbrecht Larry Gum) 
The nominating meeting 
takes place March 31 in Ter- 
race. Candidates have until 
March 17 to file nomination 
papers. 
Under NDP rules,only those 
The Skeena riding is Smaller 
than it has been due to riding 
boundary redistributions taking 
effect this year. Smithers and 
Hazelton are in another iding, 
leaving, Skeena with the main 
who are membets, at least 60 ,population bases of Kitwanga, 
days prior to the' nominating :Terrace and Kitimat. 
meeting can cast votes. That Atlin MLA Guno is running 
means there's asign up deadline in Skeena because his riding was , 
of Jan. 31 for this nominating absorbed by two other idings in 
meeting, the.boundary edistribution. 
Corbeil is on paid vacation 
until Jan. 31. 
Shop appeal pending 
months the local outlet had 
been open, it had not only done 
good business on Sundays, but 
total sales were up as well. 
In the end, Bell said, it should 
be consumer demand that 
decides what hours an in- 
dividual store is open. 
TERRACE - -  A court 
challenge by two major grocery 
stores of a Quesnel by-law 
restricting Sunday opening 
hours probably won't be heard 
until sometime later this year. 
The Quesnel model was used 
by Terrace in drawing up the 
proposed by-law recently re- 
jected by council. 
"I  gather the court (B.C. 
Court of Appeal) docket is pret- 
ty busy," Safeway community 
relations manager Don Bell said 
last week. "We've been told it 
could be January before it will 
be heard." 
Safeway's April attempt o 
have the Quesnel by-law 
declared unconstitutional was 
rejected by 'a  B.C. Supreme 
Court judge. The company had 
argued the by-law was 
discriminatory (it did not apply 
equally to all stores) and that 
the city had no authority under 
the Municipal Act to impose 
such regulations. 
Conf i rming the same 
arguments would be advanced 
again at the appeal, Bell said the 
company felt the latter point in 
particular "may not have been 
as clear as it should have been in 
the last round." 
Pointing out Quesnel was the 
only city in the province to have 
introduced such a by-law, he 
suggested most British Colum- 
biansagreed it was "not up to a 
municipality to tell people when 
they can and cannot shop." 
Bell also pointed out not all 
Safeways throughout he pro- 
vince are open Sunday year 
round. In Penticton, for exam- 
ple, such opening was restricted 
tothe summer months to meet 
the demand from tourists and 
the seasonal increase in popula- 
tion. 
"There are other com- 
munities, where we are open 
Sunday and lfave been well 
received - -  Terrace is one of 
them," he added. In the eight 
BACK BY POPULAR DEMAND!  
The Thornhill Neighborhood Pub 
Proud ly  P resents  
John A. White 
The One Man Var ie ty  Show!  
As he presents an authentic Australian pub nighH 
John A. White has been decribed as a professional maniac, a 
combination of Steve Martin, Don Rickles, MacLean & 
MacLean type of funny person. 
Definetely a Show not to Mlssll 
Saturday ,  January  13 8 p .m.  - 12 a.m. & 
Sunday ,  January  14 7 p .m.  - 11 p.m. 
.,...~ . : .  ~ .  , ~ .- ? 
, . :.: ; . J im Ryan " ',i:i-:: . !7~! : :  ! 
- ' " - ~ '  TERRACE K INSMEN " : ~  
~ .  CIT IZEN OF  THE MONTH ;~: '~" 
- . . . . . . . .  """~71. i
I ~ Chosen for h's contribulion' of talent ' ~'~" 
and time to the community band and the ,- ':': ::, 
: . . . . . .  o, ,n o,,r coomun,   : , 
4658 Leketee Ave., 
Terrace ese-see2 
: ,, ..: 
Because of you..,it works! 
We work for independence for disabled people 
I VH__ = ~ - 
 Rivtow 
Equ ipment  
Serv ing  you  f rom 
Queen Char lo t tes  to  Burns  Lake  
•i.." 
Parts 
Sa les  
Serv ice  
We've expandedl We now have an additional 2400 sq. ft. of service space to 
better accommodate ou r customers. 
• Komatsu 
• Koehring 
• Ingersoll-Rand 
• JOB 
• Athey 
SALES,  PARTS AND SERVICE  
• Barmac 
• Blaw-Knox 
• Century II (P&H) 
• Clemro 
• Eagle Iron Works 
• Etnyre Wylie 
• Gomaco 
• Gordon Rupp 
• Highway 
• Layton 
• Mayco 
• Air CompresSors 
• Forklifts 
• Air Tools & Accessories 
• Loaders 
• Track Drills 
• Demolition Equipment 
 Rivtow 
PURVES R ITCHIE  RENTALS D IV IS ION 
(Sub.branch of Purve8 Rnchle In Prince Rupert) 
• Sandblasting Equipment • SaWs 
• Compaction Equipment& Barr cades : Pumps ' : 
* Electrical Equipment & Electric Tools Levels & Transits 
• Welders • Concrete Equipment 
• Heaters & Fans ~ • Jacks " " 
• Hoists 
" ' 
:847.3226 
Equ ipmmnt  Box 2966 " FAX 847,3484 
Ter race  V ic t ims  Ass i s tance  Program 
VOLUNTEE 
: \ ,  r , .  
NEEDED 
You can make 
a differencel 
VOLUNTEER VICTIMS sERvIcE W . . . . . . . .  . 
wl deal directly w th Victims of Cdme" ~"  = " .... " .... " : " ' 
. • :~- ~ .~TVAP Is presently accepting applications 
• ACUng as a llalson person between the Courts.Police;: ~'~: ~ :;frol~ ~neon e nterested . h°,,^,.,~. 
. . . .  - " ,  ~ ~ r P el  vV~VI I I I I IW Social Agencies end the Victim. : '• ..... vn/UHTEpn V rTlu~ ~¢nv,r= .~now,,~ 
eCandldatesmuslbematurs responsbielndviduas :;.  ,::;"~ : ='."L' .,:,,,.. ~, . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ , . .vn~, -no ,  
who I~ strong Inter.gersonal skills, . :.:.. : .:.~: ~UCCeSSTU~ app,cants wil receive 30 • 40 
" ~ 19 ~ Of ~ or ~r  ~: ~::r "' *" ]: h0u~ 0f" training and must be R,C,M,P, 
• Bewilllng to make a committment to help 16 hours/:;:,:' :~,..,:,.:isecdrlty Screened. 
per month. .' . " " . :-=.~~":. ...... " " _ , 
' - :  MUl t i - cu l tu ra l  ' ~:.'?~":~,~;r.,.~;. 
:,~:~::~, :~ '~-'. Intereetecl 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~:.~ Oo ordlnator i  Karen Walker  . . . . .  :~;~ ~:~- 
, , 638-0333 ' " . . . . .  
'~ : "::"'~ ~' ~:' : ;!~-:, or can pick up en Information paCkag~ ;,:!::i~,:,ii:ii~i!~:~,'~i',;~:~~:;,~ 
..... ~ ~ '~ ~"~:~"~ i '~' ;  ~ ' at ' ' P ~!': ~~'~':"~-~::~!:~i~:~:~'~,~!/:::I~ : ,"~, ~-: ..... " '  ~;~.-::::,:~.:~ , . 'the,Terrace FLO.M.. . . :  ........... , ........ ...... 
,+ : , . : , . .  
VIEW 
Tourism 
target 
TERRACE - -  Local residents 
with ideas or opinions on in- 
creasing or improving tourism 
are invited to apubl ic meeting 
Jan. 15. 
The meeting is one ina  series 
being held by the North¢oast 
economic development region's 
committee on tourism. 
It was formed earlier this year 
to look 'at and to recommend 
ways of improving the tourism 
business. 
The meeting takes place Jan. 
15, 7:30 p.m., at the Inn of tbe 
West. 
The tourism committee is one 
of several formed in the Nor- 
thcoast region to look at 
specific issues. 
They are meant to be infor- 
mal but copies of briefs for 
committee members to study 
are welcome. 
Other meetings will be taking Up she goes ~ , . c o . ,  Hazelton, Prince 
RuPert, Sandspit, Masset, Port 
Clements, Queen Charlotte City 
WORK IS PROGRESSING at Mickey Johnson's mini-mall ex- and Kitimat. 
pansion on Lazlelle Ave. That's father and son team Joe and More information L3 available 
. Wince Sinjur of Sinjur Masonry preparing a r.ow of scaffolding by calling the local Northcoast 
:before cementing in more masonry blocks, region office at 638-3570. 
TERRACE - -  There's a new ~ ' ~  
drygoods store opening in Ter- UT AND 
race. 
• Fabricland, part of a chain of 
such outlets, will be in business 
in mid-February, one of i ts  
owners said last week. The selection will be an- favouring of leaving one union 
Marion Farlette said the store nounced in June at the for another. 
willemploy an estimated Six full chamber's annual installation The members of the~Union of 
and part time people, of officers banquet. Bank Employees Local 2100 in 
:~It's going into the location This combined event will 18 bank and credit union bran- 
where the Donut Factory was replace separate ones held for ches will now join a local of the 
once located. 
,Since that building is schedule 
to be demolished upon comple- 
tion of Okanagan Skeena's 
p lanned shopp ing  centre  
development, Farlette said the 
business will either move into 
the new centre or to another 
location. 
the installation and business ex- 
ecuti,~e of the year. 
• Local resident Dianne Rowe 
is a sales agent for a new kind of 
camera. The Nishika is a 35mm 
camera that takes pictures in 
3-D. 
B.C. Government Employees' 
Union. 
BCGEU president John 
Shields said pay equity will be a 
priority in contract negotia- 
tions. 
Members 
:_ . . . . . . . .  Rowe isn't new to sales, she's 
_ rar~e~e, n~so~n~i~.~n:Y~or~  also a distributor of a skin c~e 1~1!  ~ '1~'~ 
a~ughte a: s~.., - "~'~ l ine~led  orofl~eii~:/i'~i~ii~:~!~i"'~..l~JLJ]~l I L 
' ' , I~  I~  lq  IR ,~ lq  ]q  '~ .  . . . .  - ' - ,  ~t ' 
of, the outlet. : ' Now 'OUt is an eight na~e ITAIRACE ~' ,  The Terrace 
* * * * * * glossy pamphlet on the ~lor- District chamber of Commerce 
Nominations =are now open thcoast economic development plans on having 300 members 
for the Terrace and District 
Chamber of Commerce's 1990 
business executive of the year. 
, ,There are two criteria - -  the 
Person(s) must have owned or 
managed a business in the area 
for at  least the past three years 
and:the business must be suc- 
- ces'sful. 
~-:-Judges will also look at the 
management of the business 
ian'd~the executive's community 
iinvolvement. 
region. 
It contains information on 
the economy of the area and is 
meant as an introduction to 
business and other oppor- 
tunities in the area. 
Money for the pamphlet 
came from the province's 
regional development ministry. 
• k 4r ~ ,k ,t, ~ 
Nearly 160 bank and credit 
union employees have voted in 
changes 
-affect north 
:MARYLOU MCDONALD financial institutions and receiv- 
. . . . . .  Don't forget that tax changes 
• ~i i ibe forthcoming on capital 
gains in 1990. In effect, 75 per 
~ eeiltcapital gains will be taxable 
in q990 rather than the 66.2/3 
:-pe~ ceatin 1989 or the 50 per 
cei~t:in'years prior to that. 
ii i.The $100,000 capital gains ex- 
em,  p t i '6n :s f i l t  s tands  - -  at least 
~,they'i!hli,/eh!t , yet taken that 
' aWay~This/illustrates an addi 
[ibhal~:i~0~ to invest in owner 
Ship ~ather than loanership 
.;(~:Uit~ S interest income). 
, ' /The dividend tax credit fits in 
the~smeeategory. This means 
th~* these*trio tax provisions are 
~t~t~ ~i'di'i'in6re favourably tax 
- , ,~e  daah is interest income 
~!!:wh]ch is' fully taxed. 
/i:'!-l~The latter refers to the 
~i~l~91y~rnment's reluctant forego- 
!tng~!of double • or in some m- 
:i':S~es:triple taxation (corp,0ra- 
have alread • :i:'fi~iis ,, y been taxed 
~i~!!divldends before passing 
!tii*e~ along to shareholders). 
!~ ;,i'!~'lt ~ also in some small part, 
/i:r~bgnizes the risk investors 
~:~y face puttmg thetr money o 
i~k :  in Canadian companies 
!i'i:ii~e'~',~,tiilm the "sure, safe: 
!-ii~h~ ' ,  " of lending money for 
ing Government guaranteed in- 
terest income. ' ' 
In the same vein, recent tax 
changes pertaining to tax 
sheltered flow throngh financ- 
ing for junior resource, com- 
panies may be the death knell of 
the type of exploration and 
development activity so visible 
in the B.C. north in recent 
years. 
The spin off  will hurt oar 
northern communities but in- 
vestors will not/can not be ex- 
pected to risk:investments where 
there's little or no chance of 
suitable pay back for the risk 
taker - -  tax sheltered or not. 
When will our government 
realize the potential negative 
impact of these and g iber  t~ 
changes? The tax burden has 
grown unbearable "heavy for 
most of us in recent years, 
Could the GST be the straw 
that breaks th e taxpayers' back 
and docile accentanee?::, 
10012, Vaneo~ 
IA3, She can 
669.1600. 
by mid-year, says its manager. 
Bobble Phillips said the 
organ izat ion 's  membership 
committee ~11 be working on 
additions following a mail out 
to businesses in the area. 
There are 801 businesses in 
the Terrace-Thornhill area. 
Membership is already at an 
all-time high at 261. The 200 
figure level was passed in 
mid-1988. 
II 
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SIMMONS' CLEARANCE 
".] 
• ":~...- ~ :~"2 . . . . .  :~".~.. ' '.. : 
• "". ~.::..~r',." r. • "S /  :':~ . . . . . . . . . . .  ~.., . ~ " . : , z~- .~ ~,K ' .  
' ".: ~ ,"-  . '"  :~':: ". :v  ."~' ~ .e ~.  "~' :  , . ,~ ;~. ,v~ , .  , ., ~: ' ,.,,,...: -¢... " , g 
~ . ~ ~ ~ ~ . . . , , ~ = , ~ ~ ,  , .,:., ...,,.: I ,, .-.. .~. '/,,,. .'. ~= 'i'- . ~  ~" ~'~ " '2~. ,-~.~'';' -,,r~ . "~, t . ,~~,~"  
. • ",...~:f~, -; "h"¢:  :,.i:,,'~!',~ .... . ........ #/~. ~ ~6. . *  ,,J, "Y:7 ~ ""., . ,~- - '=. , . - , r~* . , r ,  
~ ~ ~ r  F ~/ ~ ~,- ~ :. ~'~ I ~ ~ '~"  ~3"fL j~. ,~.~.  - , . . . . -  .:. : ,  : ; ! .~.,,. ."~. - ~} I , , ~  . • 
SAVE UP TO 43% % UNTIL JAN. 20 
ON SIMMONS BEAUTYREST, PRINCESS, LUXURY AND 
MAXIPEDIC CELEBRITY SLEEPSETS 
Right now your Simmons* Dealer is offering ' QUEEN SIZE 
special pricing on the world famous quality, com.. Max iped ic  , t~enn 
fort and support of Simmons Oeautyrest ° Princess 899  
and Luxury *Sleepsets. All Beautyrest mattresses Celebrity 
feature Simmons own patented Contour-Flex* 
Pocket Coil construcUon. Start off the 90's with 
the best price on a good night's sleep. 
NAXlPEDIC CaEBIfI~': 512-14 OauOe AdJusto.Re:t coils. Edgeguat~. Full flex. 
olator. Imula~ pad. ~ wll~ 3/4" fern wflh 11/2" crave(uteri fn~n tap. 
~t, 6dl~tz qJ~ted to 11/11" super s~t foam. Ti.v'NnD ht,~aes ~ in steel. 
Also a,ddlalde u exba It, m n~del Hea~ duty be:t sptnO with '1." ~tce suppea 
f~ add~i cmfoa and dmtldllty. 
Beautyrest ~ .  g2g  
Princess 
Beautyrest Luxury 1;900 1,068 
I SIMMONS ~ i  ~ • '
FURNITURE.since & APPLIANCE1963 LTD. "1 
4501 Lakelso Ave. 
CHARGE PLAN 638- i158  
Now you're 
just steps 
luick and easy deposits, withdrawals, 
transfers and bill payments are just steps a, 
Stop t~ to I~  made ~mO~_ at ~ls newmt O r~n 
k3cattoel You'cam use Tern ureen Machine ° m 
make a~mwtl, aut~ U checlue c~ea, to Inms~ 
n~my ~' f l )  acc~ ~ ~o ~y m~ I~11 normely 
uve ~ me cNu~s , 
am ~ up to % In ~ee ~ go all ~wal$  
yota, Omo~ Card wlU give y~m~c~ma to Y~mr TD a~co~nla 
: .  :' . - i¢:n~m~anRdd~uv~dlawletyour~a .wlw~lnl_wl~mtll~ 
Step  up  to The  Green  Mach ine  
NOW OPEN 
. . . . .  4633 Lake lse  
...... ~..  a t  Emerson  St reet  
Ter race  
T 
mktng service when yo u need it... 
icluding our new branch ours! 
Mort .  - ' I bm.  
9:30  a .m.  - 4 :00  p .m,  
Friday . . 
10:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m, 
Saturday 
- "" L.m. - 4:00 p.m, 
ew Gcoen Machine open 
day, 7 days a week, - 
• ~.m~ut  eQ ~ ~le -Oeme~n 8am 
• 10 8aM e4~het~id tm~ e l l t~  lhhaen~t  
COLD BEER and WINE STORE 
With a great selection of products for the new year. Plus quality aportgwearl 
" '" 635-6  Monday lo Friday Saturday Sunday - Open Holidays - 
10 elm. to 11 p,m. 9 a.m. to 11 p.m. 11 a.m, to 11 p.m. (excepl Chdstmssl 
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Wild blue yonder 
OFFICER CADET Trevor Gleason of the Canadian Armed Forces said good-bye to his parents 
Rose and Ed and grandmother Hermine Whitte before flying off Jan. 6 for a French language 
training course in Quebec. A commercially-licensed pilot, Gleason, 23, next undergoes flight 
training. His ultimate goal is to be a member of the Snowbird aerobatic team. He's been flying 
since he was 16. Joining the armed forces has been a long time ambition. 
No paving.,,.. ::; .: ;., 
this year 
• I . . . . .  the following organizations and merchants for tlmlr generous donatlonS ~:': :~::'~ I 
TERRACE--~ There won't be . . . . .  towards our Cltrls~nas raffle: ' " ;" ' ' : :~ ,7 ,  ! 
any paving:on a highway im- 
provement project between here 
and Prince Rupert until next 
year, says the local highways 
district manager. 
JohnNewhouse said weather 
conditions and other problems 
have combined to make 
finishing the 30 Mile corner pro, 
ject this year impossible. 
"We tried paving the eastern 
portion of the project and 
found that it cracked," said 
Newhouse. • 
He said the gravel base on the 
• section will be sufficient until 
paving can take place next spr- 
ing. 
Another project, the Khyex 
to Tyee one also on the highway 
to Prince Rupert, has been pay. 
ed and a second lift is scheduled 
for next spring. 
Newhouse said the highways 
ministry is expecting some 
potholes to appear because only 
one lift was put down for this 
winter. 
A third project to  dig a ditch 
to divert water away from an 
overhang on the highway and so 
prevent ice chunk s from form- 
ing has been finished, 
Newhouse added. 
Roadblocks next week 
Faulty vehicles targeted 
TERRACE - -  Those drinking Jan. 17 and 18. regular servicing, Morton said 
and driving roadblocks may be Grossly unsafe vehicles can some drivers prefer not to carry 
" ................ i: !! :t g°ne f°r the Christmas seas°n be taken °ff  the r°ad at the time °ut repairs' 
i ~ but they are being replaced -- they are checked. The roadblocks here wiU be 
. . . .  ,,:~ by roadblocks checking for There are 10 authorized in- manned by RCMP officers. 
:: vehicle safety, spection outlets in town and the Vedder said the private vehi- 
The checks in one week form cost will be the responsibility of cle inspections are similar to 
a new provincial effort to the vehicle owner, those can-ied out for commer' 
/ ~ 1  remOve unsafe vehicles frOm the ''NO questiOn' SOme peOple ciai vehicles" 
roads, says Vedder Morton of are going to be hurt, but it will Local RCMP constable Dean 
the motor vehicle branch's be safer to have them fix what is Cross of the detachment's 
regional office here. wrong before they get inlo an highway patrol said the most 
"At the start there'll be lots accident," said Morton. common defects in motor 
of warnings and likely very few Vehicle safety checks are new vehicles are faulty brakes and 
l ~  orders given (for repairs)," to the north but not to thelower burnt out lights. 
Morton said. mainland or southern Van- Cracked windshields are also 
Motor Vehicle Act provisions couver Island where the provin- common and they can be 
call for fines should the repairs cial government operated ordered replaced depending 
not be made within a specified checking facilities until they upon the size of the crack. 
time, he added, were closed during thegovern- 
The checks will apply to all ment cutbacks of 1983;~ 
Vedder Mortorl vehicles under .,~TiT00kg in Although most people have 
'. weight. Roadblocks will go up their cars checked during ~ : : ~ : .  ::;: 
TAKE CHARGE 
FUEL SAVI 
WITH 
~ ~H L • 
FINANCE PACKAGE 
FROM i :  ?,~?, ? ,  .., 
AUTO-PROPANE 
O,A.C ,  
For further details contact either 
&c i  
'at 
or  
KIflflldel Fdondsldp Collier . KIf1111id Constlm~lloa . . . . . . .  ...... 
ovma. r~,  ~Im,,uve e~,,~i: ~ , :  ! 
~. Don Hull ConsbrucHon Ho~ Drugs 
61~'~tmd Playhouse : Immmks 6ym & Fltms ' ' " ; : ::-, 
Speclal thanks to Llnda Bangay for mak no a prize, The winners were: Stella',adford; toy 
chest; Glen Cheer, crocheted doilies; Ted Gilbert, Ironworks gilt certificate, : ,: ',:.: ! 
• Shelly Lachance, Executlm Dk'e~, 
Klan House $ocllt~ 
. . .  . .  
"1 li'/e in Prince Rupert, but I always work out at ~zonwolzlts when I'm 
in town. It's a good gym, good staff, good atmosphere," 
Laureen Williams 
TANNING SPECIAL 
15 Sessions ' $ ~10 0 0 
For Only ............. ,.... , ...................... " I '  ~P  
ROHWORH 
Gym &Fitness Centre 
635-4130 
. . :  " . . :  :..:..:,:+ : ,:::, '.: : i '  . . . . . . .  
" i :;. W:!:,: . : : '  : : :  " .... 
I 
. -.':. , ,  .:- 
• , - : _ , . . :  .= . . . . , . . . .  , ~..:. ? : ! " _ :  , : : . .  -=  , . : . : : .  
Save Up To 
- Huge selection 
, of dinette & 
' dining room ' 
.~, setsl 
~ ~im'l ira, mm ,.ml~l ,.41. 
, af great savings throuohout ,...~. 
the strut ,~, 
Ve~eer & 
,~-~0,  $9 AOR, -~ 
RoU, $3,995 SALE w. -$~r~l  ,~'"" 
90" so41d oak "~'~ 
- tab',, ~ 6 chai,s. _ ~ .  
4~=,~,,t, $q O0 5 
-o 
You can't go wrong ": 
with savings Hke thlsl ~" 
Glass kitchen 
==o wl,n<~.. $ t  OO "~ 
Roo, $329 SALE l ~ g , ~, 
Two-leaf table 
,..w""=",,...$497~ 
Terrace Furniture 
Mart 
, . i .  638"0555 4434 Lakelse Ave. ~ . ;::, 
:!:i, 7~i~:ii:~S,!i,!i~!!!:i:,~i!i~:!:!::!:/~ ~ ' :  
t•  
v 
| 
Breakfast bonanza 
FIRST SATURDAY of each month holds the promise of a healthy and hearty breakfast courtesy of 
theOId Age Pensioners Association, Branch 73 at the Happy Gang Centre. Pearl Normandy is 
one of a regular bancl of volunteers preparing the food. Proceeds go toward supporting the Hap- 
. py Gang Centre. Breakfast begins at 8 a.m. and lasts until 11 a.m. 
• I I I 
Talks begin in March 
Teachers want increase 
;TERRACE - -  The Terrace tive for teac[ters to take posi- 
District Teachers' Association 
(TDTA) says teacher salaryand 
benefit increases are needed to 
keep existing teachers and at- 
tract new ones to School 
District 88. 
• ; The increases are called for in 
a draft copy of ~ a TDTA brief 
presented to school trustees last 
night. 
The brief to the board 
outlines mucfi of what is ex- 
pected to become the union's 
bargaining position in upcom- 
ing talks. 
Contract negotiations begin 
in March, with the aim of 
reaching a settlement by June 
30, when the union's existing 
contract runs out. Last year's 
two.year settlement, which 
followed a 19-day strike, was 
tions in isolated communities. - 
• Moving-in allowances and 
provision of housing where 
vacancy rates are low. 
• A teacher •induction pro- 
gram to assist new teachers 
entering the profession. 
• Retraining subsidies to 
train local teachers to take on 
specialist positions where shor- 
tages exist. 
• An employee assistance 
program and additional support 
services for students, 
The TDTA also wants help 
for teachers to deal with the 
coming Year 2000 changes 
beginning next September 
which will eliminate grades. 
The brief outlines specific 
concerns about class sizes. 
backdated to July 1988. "Teachers in this district are ' 
:~.Among the items, ¢alled,,,for~ ,,alarmed by suggestions that cur- ,~- 
arC:  ~ ~ . , . . . .  ~+ ~'rent classs~e,limits,~,for-sl~Jt~0~,,~ 
• Overall pay increases to multi-grade primary classes ~
keep up ,with wages teachers are 
offered elsewhere. 
• Shortening of the seniority 
and qualfications provisions o 
new teachers receive salary in- 
creases as quickly as they could 
in other districts. 
~ Increased isolation 
allowances to keep up the incen- 
should not apply to the new 
ungraded primary, program. It 
is essential, if the board expects 
successful implementation of 
the new primary program, that 
adequate staff be provided to 
ensure that current class size 
provisions are respected and 
teacher burnout is prevented." 
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CORY HOLLAND 
All Seasons Sporting Goods salutes Cory Holland as 
Athlete of the Month for Decemberl 
Terrace Blueback swimmer, Cory Holland, captured a 
bronze medal and an armful of top-ten finishes at the Rich- 
mond Racer Fastswlm Classic last month. Cory's bronze in. 
the 50-metre freestyle complimented other fourth, fifth, 
sixth and seventh place finishes in several other races. 
If you know anyone who deserves Athlete of the Month 
honours for January; contact •All Seasons. The selected 
athlete receives a $25 gift certificate and is featured on 
the store's Wall of Fame. Be sure to get your nominations 
In early. 
o 
;:~,!.- ~ ~ I 
Cory Holland ' 
He's going... 
~O '~ 
Big Bob is packing his bags for another 
buying trip. But before he goes, all 
stock must be sold in All Season's 
huge inventory reduction. 
Coming Soonl 
WATCH FOR 
DETAILS! 
All Seasons Sporting Goods ~= 
4662 Lakelse '-" 
635-2982 
)S 
Greig Houlden 
I[A1 A • , .  j 
%._  , . . .~ . . . I , . .  ., _:.... . . . . .  . 
SkeeriaMall ;  Terrace ~ 
I TEMS AVAILABLE  ONLY  
WHILE QUANTIT IES  L AST  
~=STARTS SATURDAY. 
- , • . . • ~ .  . . .  
ROBERT DENIRO SEAN PENN 
WE'RE.NO;. NGELS 
DEMI  MOORE 
7:15 p.m. & 9:30 p,m. 
SAVAGE 
MEN'S, LADIES' 
& CHILDREN'S 
FLEEC TOPS 
OFF 
7:00 p.m. ONLY . i CHOOSE FROM SELECTED STYLES! 
! 1 i~ L B S' &GIRLS' 
Rs~ ,.,=,;o.:~,.,~ Rs ,,.99 
collrl~QS'C'W&rqiMO''q°m&vtol&fl¢&grl(llan~u.gtl " i =9": s12"', s9" 
toS12.99 i toS15 ' '  to$12 ' '  
7 p.m. & 9:15 p.m. ' [ ~ mlmmmmmmmimm 
9:15 p.m. ONLY 
The Little Mermaid 
Look Who's Talklng • 7:15 p.m. & 9:30 p.m. 
• , t .  
A GENDIS  COMPANY 
m 
. 
't 
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Donald Duck 
TEILltACE -- When Vedder 
Morton and his wife bought 
their  three-year old grand. 
daughter Kendra a cartoon 
video for a Christmas present, 
they didn't expect it to contain 
tanks, bombers and guns.• 
But there was all that and 
more on a Walt Disney Donald 
Duck cartoon called "The Spirit 
L 
7; :  •+ i~' :: 
of '4Y'. 
"We Were in the family room 
playing pool and I heard (a 
voice say)'guns, guns, guns.' I
wondered what Donald Duck 
was up to," said Morton. 
What Donald was up to was a 
cartoon made during the Se- 
cond World .War. Donald Duck 
is an American factory worker 
and he's just been paid. He 
soon becomes entangled by two 
other characters -- one en- 
couraging him to spend the 
money while the other says he 
should save it to pay taxes for 
the war effort. 
Grandpa unhappy 
with 1943 cartoon 
That save or spend message is
accompanied by factory scenes 
of tanks and guns being made, 
German submarines neaking 
up on Allied shipping and sw- 
inging bar doors in the form of 
two swastikas. 
"Thanks to Hirohito and 
Hitler, our taxes are higher than 
ever before," says a narrator's 
voice in the cartoon. "Spend 
for the Axis (the name given to 
the German-Italian-Japanese 
alliance during, the Second 
World War) or save for the 
taxes." 
Although Morton says the 
message may have been ap- 
propriate during the Second 
World War, he's unhappy it's 
Natives, reds 
to sign deal 
TERRACE -- The federal 
minister for Indian affairs and 
the Gitksan-Wet'suwet'en of 
the Hazeltons this Saturday sign 
an agreement to negotiate self 
government. 
Pierre Cadiuex and other of. 
ficials will be at a ceremony held 
in Kispiox, north of Hazelton, 
G i tksan-Wet ' suwet 'en  
spokesman Herb George said 
last week. 
This will be the second such 
agreement signed in the north in 
less than a year. Last 
September, the Nisga'a signed 
an agreement to negotiate self 
government and other matters. 
Gitksan and Wet'suwet'en 
have before said they regard the 
negotiations as a formality 
because they have always had 
self government. 
Also expected to be discussed 
is a by-law passed by the 
Gitksan village of Gitwangak in 
which the band council is 
dissolved in favour of running 
affairs through the traditional 
house system. 
The same approach is being 
taken with social services and 
education. 
Terrace Minor Hockey 1989 Novice Tournament 
THANK YOU 
to sponsors and supporting parents. 
N.W. Trading 
Wilkinson Business 
Machines 
K.mart 
G.E. Bowker Trucking 
Co-op 
Overwaitea 
Lakelse Logging Ltd. 
Conex Ltd. 
Don Hull & Sons 
R, Heaman Trucking 
Mount Layton Hotsprings 
River Industries Ltd, 
Finning Ltd. 
Terrace Precut 
Cullis Appraisal 
SPONSORS 
Hemnn Transport Ltd. :~:,:., 
Lomak Transport 
All Seasons Sporting Goods 
All West Trading 
B.C. Hydro 
P. Bradford & Sons Ltd. 
Canada Safeway 
Ironworks 
Skeena Cellulose Ltd. 
Acklands 
Murford Contracting Ltd. 
W,P. Maintenance 
Houlden Logging 
Chamber of Commerce 
Panagopoulos Pizza 
Blue Ridge Graphics 
being reproduced and marketed 
now as a cartoon for children. 
" I t  offended me. It may have 
been a good thing in 1943 and 
may have been acceptable then 
but today, I don't hink it fits," 
said Morton. 
"I've showed this to people 
with chJJdren, and they were 
shocked." 
Vedder added he doesn't 
think it is now suitable for 
adults but would be appropriate 
material for educational study. 
He's been offered a refund 
from the Co-op which is selling 
the product. 
A +spokesman for the com- 
pany which duplicated and 
distributed the video, HGV 
Video Productions of Ontario, 
said it has stopped shipments 
and won't make any more. 
"We realize what happened 
with this particular cartoon," 
said HGV general manager Kei- 
jo Tuusa. "We've gotten amix- 
ed reaction." 
Tunsa said video duplication 
companies generally try to ship 
appropriate material to fit cer- 
tain markets but that-things 
sometimes go wrong. 
He said HGV's United State/; 
parent company issearching for 
a replacement for "The Spirit' 
of '43". It's one 'of four car- 
toons on "Donald Duck and 
Friends" and that title will be 
issued again when the replace- 
ment is found. 
"A ' *****  
y~ 
p)!!!•~ 
' Donald Duck I 
' I In the meantime, a Walt Disney spokesman says the H 
Donald Duck cartoon isn't i 
suitable anymore and should 
I never have been duplicated in the first place because it is still the property of Walt Disney. "We're aware of  that title. It 
is not authorized by Walt 
Disney. We're concerned about 
the reaction. It was created 
many years ago for a specific 
purpose. It's not appropriate 
for children.at this time," said 
Judy Denenholz. 
She said several lawsuits, one 
of which amounts to $17 
million, have been filed against 
several companies alleging 
unauthorized uplication and 
distribution of Walt Disney 
material. 
Not a teacher 
TERRACE - - .  Sue • Trombley 
was incorrectly identified as be- 
ing a school teacher in the San. 
3 issue. 
Benson Optical Laboratories Ltd. 
4608 Lakelse Ave. 638-0341 
4620 Lak.else Ave. 
Terrace+ B.C. 
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. . .substance and ~ I~ :~r "; ': .'>. 
In Hectors Dining Room 
end the Inn place ;~ i 
Pasta of the Week:+}!"i 
U;uin i  in clam Sauce :11 
Also Join us for 
PRIME RIB NIGHT ,' 
Every Friday & Saturday 
• ' Nlghtl, . . . .  
, " / .  
. . t l ;  
+ . 
Savings? It's in the bag. 
Selection? It's in the bag too! 
Sears Warehouse Sale is on now with selected ap- 
pliances, tools and home furn|shings all on sale. 
..G(eat buys are what you've come to expect from 
.t ~+ ~, 
'4,1At,,I ., 
your money's worth.., and more 
For your convenlohce 
24-HOUR TELESHOPPING 
635-6541 O.LY! 
SEARS THORNHILL 
TERRACE PUBLIC MARKET 
46f 5.Lazefle, 635,6541 636,1342 
Sears Warehouse Sale~ . . . . .  L , ; ,~ . . '  i 
' .t" ~,. / 
KInMAT 
205 CITY CENTRE' 
632.4671 
New years BabYt 
, 
.. ~ , ,  ,~< , !~ , , ,  , : 
i~~2"  "~'" , / :~h" ;~,~i'~ ,~ ,::' ; ~ ~. ~; . _~ 
Kierra Noelle Obzera 
January 1, 1990 
7:31 a.m. 
+ +~ , .+, 
7 Ibs. 4 oz. 
.-~ . . at Mills Memorial Hospita ! 
• .:~ ~ " +i P roud  parents are Jean andT im E 
i i,:, Congratulations from the following buslnesses:~i:i~ ,,-- 
i~, : i::ii :~ Y'r+ S""~anoo$~aS~om ' Miet~R,v+r~'~}+ .~, 
• i ~: .... ~} !~."•, Your Decor : Young Ideas +,:!i .~, i!.!:!i~i ~ ~ ~ ' "~'~ `~I ~ '~r~ " &~'~ 
st :  '~!' , • Wilkinson Business Machines Over~mlted ~ '+: /'~/:: + ,~ ii::;~!!.~ "<+ 
I Dean's Chocolates Elan Travet/: ,!  ; : +,~ :+ ~!i~: ; ~!,/ !: 
Inndard. 
THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF 
SCHOOL D ISTRICT  88  
AND 
% 
• + 
THE TERRACE DISTRICT 
TEACHERS' ASSOCIATION 
are pleased to jointly sponsor  a publ ic forum and day  + 
o fd i scusa ion  on the Ministry of Edut~atlon's L 
'YEAR 2000 '  proposal for curriculum revision. 
/+ ~ +++ L • ++ PUB IC FORUM 
+ Sunday, January14,  1990 .... ~,~-~:+ ,.~,:i/~ -+'
Caledonia :Lecture Theatre 
+ 7:30 p.m. 
Minlnstry of Education personnel  
and other will review the proposed  
• changes and hear responses,  both poslti 
andnegat ive ,  from memberso f  the publi 
These will be conveyed to the Ministry. 
.+ • . 
n, ,v  OF  
layi,Januaw 1.5, 19,9gi : :~,~'~,:. ,v~,~,,,;, 
ing ,at REM Lee Theatre::,:?: :,+,,~,~i;~ :+ ; )  r+! 
at •9:00 a,m,* - . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  +'++ 
.+ SchOols wi l l  be c losed to  al low !. ,.~mh:%i:/+;,~'+~;; ;  ++ 
~+ JeStchers,]r imtees, and distr ici  " °+"+"'+'~+;~'~+~i!Ii~i~! 
:; personnel to+meet to d iscuss  t i le ++ A,~+ +~,, ~.+~ 
}!:/+ ,; proposed'curr icu lum changes.  , .... ,~:+yi;~i:~+iy;:,,,],:,;.~ 
• ~++~, :,  -.~ +, Parent and public participatio . . . . .  h :., ,-~ .!~ +~,,;+~++~,+~:.+ ~,: 
,~: . + 
/ + i 
? ~ +~ 
/ ( 
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settle land ~,u im~ ~ ""! ~" .... " " " . . . . . . . .  
Skee  " Cell' " nts  to  ta lk  ' 
TERRACE -- Skeena Cellulose 
executives say they prefer 
cooperation rather than con- 
frontation Over the issue of cut- 
ring wood in land claims areas. 
•-The Repap subsidiary has so 
' far not exercised provincial cut- 
tin 8 permits on land claimed by 
:the Gitksan and • Wet'suwet'en 
just east of Terrace. 
Native spokesmen said they 
would blockade any attempt by 
the company to build roads and 
then log in the West Skeena 
area. Skeena Cellulose has a 
20-year Hcence to cut 2 million 
cubic metres of  wood to feed its 
Terrace mill. 
Natives also oppose a Skeena 
Cellulose plan to apply for 
623,000 Cubic metr-es of 
pulpwood for 25 years under 
Pulpwood Agreement 17. 
"It's company philosophy 
that we prefer to negotiate 
rather than litigate," said 
Skeena Cellulose chief executive 
officer Harry Papushka. 
That talking has so far meant 
a series of meetings beginning 
last year with the Gitksan and 
Wet'suwet'en, the last of which 
took place in Moricetown in 
December. 
At the same time, Papushka 
said settling land claims is up to 
Don Ryan 
, Natives,:.:,:: .... 
th reaten  
cour t  
action 
TERRACE -- A native group 
in the Hazeltons ays it will op- 
pose any attempt by, Skeena 
Cellulose to gain a pulpwood 
llcence in the northwest. 
Don Ryan, spokesman of the 
Off ice of  the 
G i tksan-Wet ' suwet 'en  
Hereditary Chiefs, said it con- 
siders any suggestion to take 
wood as an infringement of its 
ownership of 57,000 square 
kilometres of the northwest. 
Harry Papushka 
governments and is not a func- 
tion of companies. 
"We're not in a position to 
settle (claims) by ourselves," he 
Reg Lighffoot 
ins as well. The answers aren't 
clear cut. The issues we're fac- 
ing won't go away quickly," 
said Skeena Cellulose senior 
settle land claims. 
"No question that's the case. 
Natives are saying that 
themselves," said Llghtfoot. 
Lighffoot and Papmhka said 
Skeena Cellulose would cow 
sider any suggestions for native 
ownership positions in its 
operations. 
A spokesman for the Gitksan 
and Wet'suwet'en said they had 
• an informative meeting last 
month in Moricetown with 
Skeena Cellulose xecutives. 
"They said they didn't want 
confrontation but wanted to 
listen," said Herb George. 
He added that Skeena 
Cellulose officials at the 
meeting said they would con- 
sider a native request o join a 
task force based in the 
Hazeltons set up last year to ex- 
amine forestry~issu'es. 
said. 
The company has also had He and Papushka II 
conversations with provincial acknowledged that pressure be- 
;s on he issue of ing exerted by native groups on 
companies i a tactic to have the 
mew is st ruggl- latter demand that governments 
Make a Fashion Statement With il 
• • Your Windows! i 2 % 
I 9o[fl i 
I BLINDS I al I Ibdzen~l& I 
I Vertical Blinds I 
I Available in I 
I over le0  colors' I 
Includes installation 
For a FREE consultation call [ I  
LINK WINDOW COVERINGS 635-4444 I 
cabinet ministers t
land claims. 
"The government ruggl- 
HAIRBUSTERS 
JV  
Tarnara Thomson and staff 
would like to wish you 
all the best in "1990! 
- i  . 
.,,~ . , .  . '  
• " . . . . . .  ~t 7 
• , . ,  . , .  - , - . .  ,~ .  i : /~ '  .% 
• :". :,, ~ ..i ~i 
,~ .  . . . . .  '.t: :,.:...(-;" "', 'i 
~7~':'~' • ...... ' '7. '~t~ 
TAMARA THOMSON 
Yamara has Just retumed from the 
Frank Marasco Academy of 
Advanced Hairstyling 
in Toronto. 
•: ~ ,% 
Skeena Mall 635-2432 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK! 
• vice president Reg LiglRfoot. 
 ,-7o:,Z 7o7 - - - - - t 
f~~ HOT SPRINGS | 
~ RESORT LTD. 
i 
Fu..  ue- Fu.  ! 
Slides & pools ~ I 
1 every Monday, 
i 2for 1, bring a friend. 
f - - /  
January 
! 798 2214 - - - -  ' CALL " 
P ICTURE THESE After 4:30 p.m. all pools- .~V/N~/.. l___~d slides =e 2 for 1._ 
- -  :":::'7!: ........ " ........ ~;.7 ~/ i " -= i / i .  i t s  ~ /  / i H iBm H 
o . . . . . . .  ' " [ ~  l " . .~ . "<.., :. . . . . . . . .  ;.L," ~ ~ . . . .  :~  
i 
"' ,~Ct o,  ) 
Blowout 
No. 2 - -  4627 Lakelse Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. 638-8555 Sale The entire block of pulpwood Coming up for bid in the nor- 
thwest amounts to 623,000 
cubic metres a year for 25 years. Sale ends Jan. 31, 1990 
About half of that wood lies %" . . . .  ", 
within the  r " f  l ~ 1  Gitksan-Wet'suwet'en land ALL  
claim. 
"We'll do a court challenge, SNOWMOBILE HONDA I -o 
We'll challenge everybody," 
.dRy°  , " °  
Any cutting on land claimed / aPTO l TORO | ROTOTILLERS'- 
would have to follow guidelines / 6n  / s.0w=o,.s / 120 % 
set out by the four main houses GOI | 
of the  G i tksan '  and O/O 
Wet'suwet'en, he said. ' I O F ~  ~ 
' "Each house has its own way / l~L I  OFF ' [ e6 AT 
to manage the land. Whatever a 
that,"c°mpanYsaidd°eSRyan.mUst fo l low fl Suits, boots, fl COST! !  / 
Skeena Cellulose Is-con' thelmets and gloves. I L , J 
templating an expansion of its 
Port Edward pulp mill near 
Prince Rupert. To do that. it • JOHMON & HONDA ' % 
would require 1.98 million cubic IALL WATER PUMPS / , / ALL POWER ' 
metres of pulp fibre a year. I ° & GENERATORS / OUTBOA ROS | SAWS, BRUSH 
Access to the 623,000 cubic 
metres would come under | IN STOCK / ' / CUTTERS & : 
Pulpwood Agreement l , .  Bids At, Towels & Designer Towels | REDUCEDll ' / AT ~ TRIMMERS 
on the agreement close Feb. 15, MARKED 
.ey'll be available for andy ,  i in S tock  r@ ] 
beginning March I and a public ' ~ / ,  
h,inglsscheduledMay.9.:' _ !...: i : . ,~  Bniatoi~ 
':i To cut pulp fibre under the " 
first use all the wood held under 
dlreet llcence mid buy from. I 
other sours. Wood cut under  ~ i~i l  I r i l l  o / . -~ l  [ ~ iWHli~ : , |  
- Curtains , #" ,he alreementwouldcoverany:.,<:;~ ' - .~- - - - - - - - -  - -  - -  I aCu~t~dlno... ~])UI~:F I ~ ,~-- ., ~_~ j ,,',,, ~, 
shortfall a conlpany experiences 
if it='tg"en°~hfr°mth= ~emma' : ' i i . t twom,h~.  ' Bed Ba h 0 q 
D Thewood be sold to the corn- & t B uti ue Terrace Equipment Sales Lid, 
,yby.~eprovinceonaprice: %~he, reQuo,,l~.,MokesiheDlSfei.el.ice! 444' ~!l~.i.~ !!T0:~.IB..<. ¢itabllshed by the latter, A cor, i; ve 
party is responsible for iiplim. SKEENA M/I~,.L -;C" 63~3392 635 6384 iingon I .d from .which iti!ikes ' 
p,!p fibre. , . . :  ' ,i/:k:i~i::;:)i){{:it~; 
i 
t q 
t 
i 
i i 
i 
i 
I I I # 
# . . . . . . . . .  
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I ncrease in emergency room use 
troubles Mills hospital 
TERRAEE - -  There are too emergency the usage went up 42 
many people using the Mills per cent." 
Memorial Hospital's emergency He would not say if he 
room who don't have to, says thought user fees should be 
administrator. Michael Leis- brought back. 
inger. Despite inc:reased admissions, 
He said a 42-per-cent increase Leisinger said more efficient pa- 
in emergency visits at the 
hospital since 1986 has promp- 
ted hospital trustees to urge 
people to "use common sense" 
in deciding i f  they need 
emergency treatment. 
The number of  visits strains 
the budget by increasing supply 
and nursing costs, Leisinger 
said. He said the emergency 
department is now beginning to 
eat up savings in other depart- 
ments. 
Leisinger suggested the 
elimination of user fees in 1986 
is the cause of increased 
emergency visits. "We just find 
it interesting that as soon as it 
didn't cost anything to use 
Driving 
penalties 
called 
double 
jeopardy 
TERRACE - -  New $75 traffic 
fines introduced this summer 
are a "grossly unfair" money 
grab  by the provincial govern- 
ment, says a New Westminster 
man who visited Terrace last 
week. 
John Sinclai r, a 40-year-old 
merchant who owns his own 
truck, said Victoria is imposing 
double jeopardy on drivers who 
must now pay both automatic 
fines and ICBC penalty points 
when they renew insurance. 
"Every time you turn around 
the government's got a hand in 
your pocket for something," he 
said. "Now it's getting a little 
excessive." 
The fine system came into ef- 
fect  in July ahead of schedule 
due to an error in how the 
legislation was effected. It sets 
out new $75 fines for almost all 
moving traffic violations. The 
fine for speeding is $75, and ex- 
cessive speeding is $100. 
The so l i c i to r -genera l ' s  
ministry predicted the new 
system would bring Victoria an 
extra $35 million a year. In a 
14-day anti-speeding blitz in 
September, Terrace RCMP 
issued fines totalling nearly 
$26,1)00 and local police predict 
fines issued in this area could 
add up to as much as $500,000 a
year. 
"What the government has 
done is add another fine system 
to the one already in place," 
Sine]air said. "Of  course they 
deny that the ICBC penalties 
have anything to do with fines, 
but it amounts to the same 
thing." 
Government officials said the 
fines were introduced in an at- 
tempt o reduce accidents due to 
speeding. Provincial statistics 
now show speeding is a factor in 
more accidents a year than is 
alcohol. 
But Sinclair said in its zeal to 
penalize speeders the province 
has implemented an unfair 
system that doesn't differentiate 
between serious and minor of. 
fences. "There's no sliding scale 
to reflect the gravity of the of- 
fences." 
He is calling for a single 
system - -  either fines or penalty 
points - -  with stiffer penalties 
tient treatment and bed utiliza- 
tion has helped cut the average 
..... patient's StaY. ThaPs translated 
into a budget saving, he "said. 
"We're more efficient in that 
respect - -  but on the emergency 
side it's going through the 
roof."  
Because t'he emergency 
department has 'no staff doc-  
tors, the iv.crease also means 
more private doctors being call- 
ed in at late hours, he said. 
"The only people that are here 
24 hours a day are the nurses." 
Lc is inger  said hospita l  
trustees want people to consider 
whether they really need 
emergency treatment before go- 
ing. "There is a certain percen- 
tage of visits that' could just as 
easily been attended to in their 
family doctor's off icf." 
He said some people come in 
with cut fingers or cases of the 
flu because they' missed their 
doctor's office hours. 
"We don't want to send the 
wrong signal. I f  somebody feels 
they truly need the service - -  
we're here. We'd rather see one 
too many people than one too 
few." 
HAIRBUSTERS 
is proud to announce 
BRENDA McEWAN 
as one of our team! 
i ~ i 
BRENDA McEWAN 
Please drop in and see Brenda anytime! 
Skeena Mall 6 3 5-2 4 3 2 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK! 
Michael Leisinger 
I 
• ~I~ INI'ERNATI0NAI: 'RUOKS 
i ' L.E.J, International .Trucks Ltd. 
. Terrace 
Cliff Sharpies ~ Pete Mude Af Rasko 
, : .  General:Mgr. Sales.. Mgr.:,. " .... Parts.., Mgr,. : '  
• " '~' P=tl and IlecdclHoun" " .... ' " ' 
Monday 8 am:. 5 pm Tuesday- Friday 8 am. 9 pm Saturday 9 am. 5 pm 
3467 Highway 1B East - . Business: 635-9198 
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NORTH COAST TOURISM 
TASK FORCE 
PUBLIC MEETING 
The North Coast Tourism Task Force invites the 
citizens of the Terrace area to a public meeting to 
discuss concerns and exchange ideas for Tourism 
Enhancement in the North. 
PLACE: West Banquet Room, Inn of the West, 
Terrace 
DATE: Monday, January 15, 1990 
TIME: 7!30 p.m. 
Both oral and written presentations are welcome. 
For more Information call Elmer Derrick, Regional 
Development Liaison Officer, Ministry of Regional 
and Economic Development at 638;3570.  
Hen. Star Hagen, Minister of 
Regional and Economic 
Development 
ATTENTION 
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Born  leader . . . . .  
FOR MOST REVELLERS the New Year's party was over but 7.31 a.m. marked the beginning of a 
celebration for Jean and Tim Obzera. That was the moment their new addition, Kierra Noelle arrived to 
become the city's first baby of 1990. And in choosing Jan. 1 to make her appearance, 7lb. 14oz. 
Kierra continued a family tradition- her uncle, Fred Euverman was born on the same day 30 years ago. 
Flossie mourned 
One of Terrace's most 
revered ladies has gone to her 
place of rest - -  Flossie Lambly 
passed away peacefully on Jan. 
2 at Mills Memorial Hospital. 
Fiossie will be sadly missed by 
many who loved her. It was a 
great pleasure to know such a 
lovely lady and I will always 
remember the special quality in 
her voice whenever she spoke. 
I'm sure everyone at Ter- 
raceview Lodge will miss her 
dearly and I wish her well in her 
new home of rest. 
Flossie Lambly 
Bob and Joyce Findlay came 
back home to Terrace for 
Christmas and then headed off 
for Palms Springs and other 
points in the United States. 
Joyce says they will return again 
in March and try to settle down 
again. 
And I see Andy and Honey 
Owens were also in town over 
the holiday season visiting fami- 
ly and friends. 
*** 'k 'k  : 
I had the !0pportUnity to 
spend Christmas :with my 
daughter Maxine, her ~ family 
and my son Gary at the second 
oldest settlement in  North 
America. . . . . .  
Where's that? Lillooet - a 
very unique Httle :, place, As: 
Mile.0 on the Car tb~ gold rush 
trail, it had a popUl~t!o n of ap .  
"Here 'n 
There" 
by 
,Yvonne Moen 
i 
proximatdy 35,000 in the late 
1800s. Another claim to fame is 
it was the home of the late Ma 
Murray. 
My daughter lives next door 
to the Miyazaki Heritage House 
and while I was there the 
gallery was holding an exhibi- 
tion on native culture of the 
Vacific west coast. Among the 
works I saw on display was a 
button blanket by our own local 
artist Frieda DiesingI 
,A. ~, ,k ~r "/r 
One of the competitors in the 
first Pacific Northwest Music 
Festival in 1965, local singer 
Laurie Thain has since reached 
a much larger audience through 
her tours across Canada nd ap- 
pearances on T immy's  
Telethon. 
Now, telethon organizers 
have presented Laurie with a 
special plaque in recognition of 
thefact she has appeared on the 
show 11 out of the 13 years it 
• has been staged. 
The Lions Club, which spon- 
Laurie Thain 
/ 
sors the event, has also an- 
nounced it will mark her con- 
tribution by naming one floor 
of the new chi ldren's  
neurological hospital they are 
building in Abbotsford the 
Laurie Thain Wing. 
Laurie, who now lives in Mis- 
sion, B.C. with her mother, is 
planning to go to Nashville soon 
but she will be back in Terrace 
in the spring for this year's 25th 
anniversary music festival. 
Incidentally, her sister Tam- 
my who moved to New Zealand 
in 1980 is now visiting her fami- 
ly in Mission. Her teacher hus- 
band, Peter, is on an exchange 
program which sees him 
teaching in Salem, Oregon for 
six months. 
A get well goes out to my 
friend Earl Smith who has been 
in hospital for a couple of weeks 
now. Hurry and get well, Earl - 
Dorothy misses you at home. 
Joyce and Gerald Prosser went 
out to spend some time with the 
family in Alberta and while 
there Gerry suffered a heart at- 
tack. He is not doing too bad 
and I wish him well and both of 
them a safe journey home. 
A correction to a name spell- 
ing in my Dec. 27 column, It 
should have read Mrs. Bernar- 
dio, not Bernadino. 
,k .k,k ,k ,k 
And finally, consratulatlons 
to Jean and Tim Obzera :on 
their new arrival, New Year's 
baby Klerra.: Tim isthe soit of 
SteveObzera, ; : : : 
That's a wrap! 
If you thought you had a lot of presents to wrap at 
Christmas, imagine having to deal with 1,000 gifts. That was 
the approximate final tally for volunteers at Keenleyside In- 
surance says agency employee Pat Sheichuk. 
For the second year, Keenleyside (located in the Co-op  
building) exchanged the wrapping service for donations with 
the money going to the Child Development Centre. 
Sheichuk said residents of all ages upported the fund raiser 
with donations ranging "from a few pennies up to $20," 
Contributions this time totalled $1,045 - -  nearly triple the 
$374 raised in 1988. 
Wrapping began in the last week of November and ended at 
11 p.m. on Dec. 23, the last day the Co-op was open before 
Christmas. The Co-op donated all the paper, ribbon and tags 
used. Sheichuk said she and fellow volunteers Jayne Hillert 
and Vivian Raposo faced some interesting challenges during 
that period including hard-to-wrap presents such as 
snowboards. "But it was a lot of fun," she added. 
Describing the 23rd as a "very busy day," she said the rush 
was in part prompted by most stores in the city running outof 
wrapping paper. However, with owner Jim Keenleyside and 
Co-op managers being drummed into service, the demand 
was met. 
Although current plans are to offer the service again next 
year, Sheichuk said the wrapping team would probably be 
looking for extra volunteer help "especially in the last week 
(before Christmas)" because the end of December was also a 
busy period for the agency. 
Blizzard warning 
Can your preschooler skate? Have you wanted to attend 
the family or public skating sessions with your child and been 
afraid that since he or she is a non-skater they'll have an'acci- 
dent? Or did you feel the Terrace Arena. was too cold fo~ your 
to spend the time teaching your little one how to stand on 
skates and move around? 
The Terrace Parks and Recreation department have solved 
these problems for you by offering Learn-To.Skate lessons 
for preschoolers. Our aim is to provide your child with the 
opportunity to learn basic skating skills while having fun. 
The classes allow the child to progress at their own speed 
and ability with lots of help from our qualified instructor, 
Racheile Mastrodonato. We accept only l 0 children per class, 
Rachelle has been teaching skating with the Terrace Figure 
Skating Club since September and is familiar with the pro-: 
blems of teaching children of all ages to skate. 
Cl~/sses Will be offered Wednesday and Friday mornings 
starting January 10 from 9 - 9:30 a.m. for non-skating 
preskaters and 9:30 - 10 a.m. for those preschoolers who can 
stand and move on their skates and more. Lessons are offered 
Monday and Wednesday afternoons as well. Registration is to 
be held on an ongoing basis at the recreation office with 
preschoolers accommodated on a first come, first serve basis. 
Preschool skating lessons will be offered from now until 
the end of March and children can continue through the 
department's Learn-To-Skate Level system. 
Children start as Ice Cubes where they learn to cross the ice 
without falling and to stop, to Icicles where they learn push- 
glide skating using alternate feet, to Snowballs, Icebergs and 
finally B l i zzards-  the final level in which they learn 
crossovers, turns and power stroking. 
For more information on the Preschoolers' Learn-to-Skate 
lessons call the recreation office at 638-1174 or come down 
and register. 
SKATING INSTRUCTOR Rachelle Mastrodonato was back in 
action this week as the recreation department's Tots on Ice 
program resumed at the arena. Although the first sessions got' 
under way Monday, children between the ages of two and five 
years can still be registered if there is space available at their 
skill level. 
I '  
Poster winner 
Three schools were given awards this year for providing 
Christmas murals at the Skeena Cellulose mill. 
In the primary category - -  kindergarten toGrade 3 - -  Kiti 
K'Shan was first and Veritas school wa3 second.  
In the elementary category - -  Grade 4 to 7 - -  the Seventh 
Day Adventist school was first and Veritas was Second, 
The idea for the murals came from having schools do a f t '  ~ 
work for the mill's opening in September i I988. r :~:~ ~ i i !! 
• ,., 
, i l l  
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he knot tie t "!ii!il !,ii-,,, , ., YOU,  TO 
GET THE MOST OUT OF WINTER 
VOWS EXCHANGED, Cheryl-Ann (McCullough) and Dave Green 
head down the aisle on their way to a Hawaii honeymoon, 
dividually decorated with peach couver, Richmond, Burnaby, 
flowers and wrapped in jade Kamloops, Westbank, 100 Mile 
and ivory• House, Prince George Houston, 
Some out-of-town guests Kitimat, and Prince Rupert, 
were here for this special occa- B.C. A telegram was also 
sign. Mrs. A.H. McCullough received from the Greens in 
from Powell River, B.C., the France. 
bride's 86 year old grandmother Dave and Cheryl spent their 
was a guest of honour. Others honeymoon in Kauai ,  
came from Sherbrooke and Hawaii  . . . . .  is land to 
Montreal, Quebec; Portage la island ...... their home will be in 
Prair ie,  Mani toba;  Fort Port  C lements,  Queen 
McMurray, Alberta; Van~ .Charlotte Islapds . . . . . . . . . . .  ~. 
"Th-  ey met on the high road" 
as the song says. Well, not 
quitel but Dave and Cheryl's 
romance blossomed when they 
were both employees of the 
Ministry of Highways. They 
had gone to elementary school 
together at Uplands but didn't 
seem to notice each other then. 
However that changed and on 
August 25th, Cheryl-Ann, 
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. 
William McCuliough of Ter- 
race, and Dave, son of Mrs. 
Dorene Byng of Terrace and 
Mr .  Brian Byng of Campbell 
River, B.C. were married at the 
Christian Reformed Church in 
Terrace. 
While guests arrived at the 
ceremony, Daniel Green of 
Sherbrooke, Quebec, brother- 
in-law of the bride, played the 
piano• Cheryl walked up the ai- 
sle on her father's arm to "The 
Wedding March". She looked 
beautiful in her ivory satin 
gown and matching headpiece. 
The full-length dress with 
chapel train was embossed with 
lace, beads and tiny satin but- 
tons. Cheryl's head piece was 
a pearl headband, from which 
fell sprays of flowers and a 
waist length veil. Her bouquet 
was of orchids and ivy. She 
, wore an opal necklace, aspecial 
wedding gift from Mrs. Bnyg. 
Rhonda McCullough, sister 
of the bride, was the maid of 
honour. Her ballerina length 
dress was of jade satin and lace. 
Breanne Funston, niece of the 
bride, was the charming 
flowergirl. She wore an ivory 
dress of lace over satin, trimm- 
ed with jade ribbon. 
Cheryl designed and sewed 
the gowns for herself and her at- 
; tendants, as well as making her 
li going-away dress. 
Dave was attended by his 
brother, Garry Byng of Van- 
. . . .  couver, as best man. His other 
' brother,Greg, of Montreal, and 
Clayton Tomas of Terrace, 
ushered. The men all wore grey 
suits, jade ties and white rose 
and carnation boutonnieres. 
The ceremony was performed 
by Mr. John Abernethy of 
Westbank, B.C. During the 
signing of the register, the con- 
gregation sang a hymn, accom- 
pained by Daniel and Eileen 
Green on pan flute and piano. 
The wedding party left the 
church to "Chariots of Fire,' 
played by Daniel on the pan 
flute. 
The reception, emceed by Mr.  
A lex Houlden, uncle o f  the 
groom, was held at the Thor- 
nhi l l  Communi ty  Centre. 
Two special presentations 
were made. Dave and Cheryl 
• were v, ery organized in their 
i wedding planning and had a 
; large chart of "things to do"  
between engagement and wed- 
ding. This chart was presented 
to Rhonda, just in case she ever 
needs itt The other presentation 
was to Clayton Tomas. Dave 
and Clayton have been friends a 
long time and at grad they bet 
each other $1,000 that the other 
one would marry first. Well, 
Dave lost, so he presented his 
payment o Clayton by cheque 
- -  perfectly painted on a 4' x 8' 
sheet of plywod. Wedding 
guests are now betting on 
whether or not it will be cashed[ 
The ivory wedding cake was 
made by the bride's mother, 
anddecorated by the bride in 
Philiipine style. It featured or- 
chids, sprays of flowers, hearts 
and swans. The special cake- 
top, which has been used for 3 
previous: McCullough wedding 
cakes was seen on the bottom 
layer of this one, while the top 
was decorated with a "lake" on 
which two blown glass swans 
floated beneath sprays of 
flowers. The guests left with the 
traditional piece of cake, in- 
' LK[ , 
f 
LEARN TO I .  
Skiing IS for everyone! If you've always wanted to 
learn to ski, or you have a friend who would like tc 
learn, this is the winter to do it. 
£A S T e l lA  NCE! -:i 
JANUARY 13-28  -S l  
Includes rental equipment, a group beginners' sk i .  i,):!/;;~ 
lesson and lifts, i;;i ~ 
Register in Smithers at: -~ - 
oscms sPo   .6'GOOOS Sk, 
In Terrace at: 
ALL SEASON SPORTING E 
~UNDANCE SPORT. c 
$1kii 
5mithers 
Your winter may 
never be the same 
0~,~'~ ~ ~ Ski 
• $mi thers  
2td. SKI & SPORTS [I 981) LTD. i~,,..,~u,.c 
n youre  a care less  or lver ,  
don't read this. 
~-  -~ 
marital status in determining premiums 
and concentrates on the only real issue: 
individual driving performance. 
Ifyou~,e had a four-year claim-free 
driving record, start reading here. As 
long as you have no chargeable claims, you'll 
continue to enjoy a 40% discount-and one 
of the lowest otal auto insurance premiums 
in the country for motorists in your category. 
: •. . . ,  • / .  ' . : i  ¸• =- 
i . 'ii,', : ,ii~: - " • ~:: 
| ~ '~ I~  ~Together ,  we can drive 
• 1B   cecostsdown, 
It's bad news about your 
Ifyou've caused a number of accidents 
in recent years, you don't need a reminder 
that your last Autoplan premium was bad 
news. And that's just the beginning. If you 
make another chargeable claim (or worse, 
more than one), your next premium could 
be a real shock. Where does it end? That's 
up to you. There's no limit to how much 
you could pay. 
That's what ICBC's Claim-Rated Scale 
is all about: placing a greater burden where 
it belongs-on those who cause accidents. 
Canada's first Claim-Rated Scale 
eliminates the use of age, sex and ,~:~ %~ 
_ : "~i! 
SltoPlmn Drug Mart 
CORRECTION 
Re: Jenuary Cl~ulat, videmm 33, Nil. 3 
Tim ~scrlpUon and IUustratlon for tim 
Wisk Plus liquid lau~r/~tofoent are in. 
correct. . . . . .  
The product the|should be advertised is
1 L. Wlsk Plus at $3.29, WeapO~ooIze for 
any inconvenience those errorsmay have 
caused our customer~ >.:~. ~ i: :: :~./~' i i i l l  ? :y  
/ - 
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Holiday aoasoo 
uiBhtgghta. ReB. 2.00 ............ 1.44 
6 outlet electric ~ dA  
plugo, Reg. 3.99 .................... ~p , l~  
Laser aibagne • I'J AA  
baltedoa. Reg. 3.49 ................ L , '~"~ 
:Tabour stain A A A 
eraser, Rag.~ 9.99.,. ............... '11' ,'1, 
10 pkg. plasuc "11 
h~ngm; Reg. 2.49 ................. 1.4  4 
Ekco sponge 
• op.R,9.7.39.: ............. :...... 5 .44  
spray N Wash : I )AA  
380 g.,,, ............................... ~--,q"i~ 
Easy OH window 
=leaner, 750 mL. 1 Ad  
Reg. 2.99 ....... ,................... .= ,'qr "-r 
Easy OH window 
cleaner oHg, 900 mL 1 d~L 
Reg. 2.99...., ......................... o ,~- , r  
Easy Off oven 1 "TA  
cleaner ~ 200 0 ....................... I ,  l,.Ir 
:Scrub Free ,2 AA 
475 mL ....................... . ........ ~11.211'='tl ' 
AoaL Rodent & ~1~ A A 
Wizard air hesheners ....... =.-e~ , ' i ' - r  
• •FABRIC  
Indoor basketaoH 0 Ad  
game. Rog, 2.97 .................... ~ . -~ 
Hockey sUck ~1 A A 
blade savers, Reg, 3.49 .......... ~.='1'21[ ' 
J Hockey pucks ~14 AA 
,Reg. 1.1o ............... . ....... L, I1.241'='1 ' 
Chemplon ping 
pongbaila. Rng. 2.29 ............. 1.44 
Sit up Boat 
8.o 19 .  ....................... 14 .44  
,22 ieng doe 91q  dd  
shells~ Reg. 2.89 ............. s .#v .~- -  
Krazy Karpet ~ AA 
Reg. 3.47 .............................. L .  21'21' 
Box Sheel sled ~ dd  
Reg. 3.97 .............................. L ,~- - r  
i 
Mi 
I 
1 
Orange & lemon ~1 AA 
slices. Reg. 2.99 .................... L ,qH~r 
10 pkg. rainbow, I I ' l~  AA 
• ~. B, . .99. . . : : : . , . . . .  , . . , . '=. ,  • . ,o - ,  
Dan Hauten ' : "1 AA  
, oc . , . . ,eg .2 .27  ......... : ...... ,,'*'* 
Colonial cookies e ) / ,  I .4 A 
Reg..99 ......................... L IB  , ~  
Hugmata briefs ~t A A 
queen size. Reg. 2.99 ............. ~--, ~'~1' 
Satteesse ladles 9 d~A 
~efs. Rag. 2.99 .................... ~---, ~--,r 
One size 014 A A 
panty ".ze. Reg..67 ........ L I I  • ~'! ~'9 
6 pkg. knee 1 AA 
~oh, Reg 2.29 .................... 0 ,~,~ 
Roys 6 pkg. 
sport hose. ReD. 6.9B ............. 5.44 
Youths 3 pkg. ~t AA 
sport hose. Reg. 4.69 ............. ~iP,qi'ng' 
Just gko gads 
work hose size 9.105 a'~ AA 
Reg. 2.99 .............................. L ,q ,~ 
Mona work 
.ose Ra9 349 .................... :2.44 
Mens Happy Foot 
=, , ,ng  249 .................... 1.94 
Boys Sprinter 
underwear. Bog. 1,77 ............. 1,44 
Mine Substandard 1 
~de,, Be0 200 .................... ,.44 
Mens Pro-man ~! ~i.,~ 
bdefs. Rag. 4.B0,,,,. .............. ~,#.'-r~ 
Boys 3 pkg. value ,g AA  
plus braifs. Reg. 6.OO ............. '~ ,q 'q  
Mens Doe Skins '41 (~ A A 
shirts. Reg. 12.93 .............. R U ,q '~t  
Boys western '7 A A 
shirt size 8.16. Reg. 9,09 ....... / : .~ '1~ 
Tea Litss 
Boo 39B ...................... :...i...3.44 
Bingo dabber 
refits. Reg. 1.59 .............. ~, ld~ .¢i1,~i, 
Boo.c'nd'~l.OO .................... 71!  .44  
McCOH'S 
p, .m,  ......................... 2/1.44 
Fabdc 
. .cla, ........................... 2/3.44 
. . . ,~ . .  ......................... 2.14  m 
Asba wool '4 AA 
Reg. 1.89 .............................. B ,1t1'i1' 
Terry dish 
,owais Bog 20o ................... 1.44 
6 pkg. dish 
©,o~,eg 3oo ..................... 2.44 
Oven mlt 
Beg OBO .............................. 4.44 
6 pkg. face 
.~th ..................................... 3.44 
Impe~ct bath ~1 A A 
towels. Reg. 3.00 ......... ......... ~, • ~1~ ill' 
•AssL duck 
uca Reg. 1.29 f lA  r~AA 
to 3.98 ................. ~i'1' " ~P.q~ 
Steak platters 
( .=n)  Reg , . .  ......... 211.44  
Wicker baskets s'b Ad  
Reg. 2.99 ......................  ...... 4E .4d~ 
AISL CU".ly i~ / ' l  AA  
Rag. 3/1.00 .................... U / I  ,~ '~ 
Decorative plate ~14 A4 
hanger.Beg. 1.19 ............ & l l .q 'q  
Duck canister A IOIA 
sets. Rag, 6.00 ...................... q ' .  O*ll' 
RoHhermold shelf ~ AA 
Hner. Beg. 2.99, .................... h ,~- -T  
EXERCISE UNIT 
Stsp walker, health walker. 
Reg. 174.97 
154.44 
: SPECIAL  :EXPRESSIONS 
~n~ speed , ,~  
Slick. Reg. 2.77 .................... ~, ,q ,q ,  
Cream soap I~A 
300 mL Reg. 1.37 ..................... z~z4[, 
JerDens soap OA 
360 9. Reg. 1.39 .......... ,............. ,~ I1 '  
Cotton swabs 
300 pcs. Hell. 1.99 ......... ...... 1,44 
Mr. Razor ~ ~ Ad  
20 pkg. Reg. 3.B9 ........... ...... ~. . , s tq ,  
Perspective vinyl " i  r lA  
Blave, Reg. 2.69 ................... i ,~ i~ 
! Watches 
.ENS DL,E a . .S  ,eg .8  .......................... i . .4 .44  
Asst. includes, S.W.S., Oazz~ oodngs 1 d~L 
Wrangler & Levis Reg. 2.B0 ...............  ............. , ,~ ,  
18 44 '"'- ~we~ ,,0 499 ................ 3 ,44  i s~ jamry 4 AA 
Reg. 1.87 .............................. l . r4'q'  
ALL WINTER OUTWEAR 
Remaining In the s t ,  now 
penn|nently marked down to 
44 % OFF 
Includes ell dabs: boys, gL~s, 
ladies, mens, jaueta, coals, snow 
suites, etc. for winter. 
ALL WINTER 
FOOTWEAR 
For the tnBa lel~Uy 
% 
cezanne oadn~s ~) AA  
Bog. 3.99 .............................. dB, '-,r "-v 
Fashion Jowekry ~t AA 
Reg. 3.99 .............................. L ,,,Ir , I .  
Tender Vil".o 1 qd  
Beg. 2.39 .............................. = ,v ' - r  
Puppy er dog chow A AA 
2 kg. Reg. 4.99 ...................... =4, .q ,N ,  
Yum Yum cat t AA 
treats, 127 0. Reg. 1.99 ......... • ,,!,,11. 
Hamster & Gerbil 
feed, 450 B. Reg. 2.99 ............ 2.44 
Gold fish starter 0 AA 
kits. Reg. 10.99 ..................... U ,~ ' l  ~'} 
Budgie seed 
12~9904o9 ................... 3.44 
Wouicmst 10 Jb. ~l AA 
Kitty Utter. Reg. 2.99 ............. L ,q'd[l' 
Cedar shavings ,A ~Ld~ 
2 kg. Rng. 6.29 ...................... " i r ,~r ~ 
Meow •x  
2 kg. Reg. 6.39 ....................... O .~d~ 
Value • . . r . ,  
.% lB .  o .  , ,0  .............. 1 .44  
ALL LADIES DRESSY,.. 
Ucucass, pants, sweaters, and 
dresses, d as marked. 
44 % 
12 pkg. e~ 
pens Bog 329 ..................... 2.44 
Foam cups 
, . .2 .99  .............................. 2.44 
PlaoHc Ptatos 0 A A 
20 pkg. Reg. 3.29 .................. dr,.,'1'-11' 
10 pkg. garbage ~11,1 A A 
bags. Rag..99 ................. d~,lH • q'~l' 
Glad cling wrap "i AA  
Reg. 1.99 .............................. l ,q '~l '  
Hiiray 300 ruled J'a A A 
sheets. Reg. 3.49 .................. d~,~ 
Woolcmst 2 roll 
,per towel, Reg, 1.99 ........... 1.44 
GoMen Roast 
Instant coffee, t dr~A 
Rng. 2.99 .............................. • z ~,a-,,v.lr 
Spe0bard O A A 
l lUH ................................... dram .wdr~ 
Supreme 
crab.e., .............................. 2.44 
Liberty 
to.  ................................... ,,,1.44 
Asso~nd 9 dd 
Spice5 ................... : .............. ==. - r - r  
Tunlovors • 014  AA 
Reg..99 ......................... L . I I  ,-1"-ir 
Assorted 
Jams ........................ ,_1.44 
Rimlni ~} dd  
cooking oH ............................. K , , - r - r  
Brown 
cow ...................................... 2.44 
Lunch Box 4'1A 
,hakes. Reg. 1.33 ....................... ~dg, 
~e,  ,~ ngo, 9 d4  
& Ira.all coffee ..................... n,, ' l"-W 
Rol ~eg, ~s ~ dd 
& eniD0 ".versoo ................... dG,,-V"T 
Bids Dataon ~i '1  A A 
bikini 8.14. flog..83 ........ L IB  ,qqP  
Bids bikini drbA 
size 4-Bx. FlOg. 1.18 .................... ~:~a:~, 
Boys bdets dr~A 
size 4"6X. Reg. 1.33 .................... ~:~&l' 
Little Wonder t AA  
pus,. bib. Beg. 1.99 .............. / , - ' ,or  
4 pkg. baby 
washeiothas. Reg. l.95 .......... 1.44 
9x10 euia~emont 
coloursd ouiy. Reg. 9.99 ......... 2,44 
5x7 entaqlement ~ l ~l A A 
colou~,d only. Reg. 4.59 . .d~lL , * t~ 
• ni elocMc 
key b,rd. Reg. 3.99 .............. 2.44 
BASF 90 mie. 0 d4  
tape. Reg. 2.99 ...................... L . - r - r  
Aoat. Waddlegtana 'tl AA 
chUdmns games. Beg. ! .99 . . . . . i  , ' t '~  
Ast. puzzler 
hooks Bog 3 .  ................... 1.44 
Young N Lovely " t AA 
doll, Beg, 1.97 ....................... I I  .211,211 ' 
Majorette toy '11 A A 
ears. Hog. 1.B9 ...................... l ,~'t ~Ii ' 
Stinky 41 aa  
Bog. 4.97 .............................. q ,qq  
Color change 011  AA 
cars. Reg. 1.00 ............... K, / I  , '~qP  
6umby figures 
,ng 299 .............................. 2.44 
Super Bdts A A A 
• cruz, 2 pkg. Reg. 4.99 ......... I t ,  ~1' 
I . .  ............. 3.44 '"°"  ................. 94 I i ,~h . ,  Re+ 0=, , , .0 . .320  ....... ' ......... 2 .44  I ,Boo,.  =,8,, o,.123 ! Acat,mpui. ~ . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  j toys. Reg. 1.00 ............... d r , , /1 .24"1 '  
4 a,,I. co~,. O dd  
Reg. 13.97 ...................... ~ , - , r  - ,  
I' 
, , .  
~ n ,VVVV~~ 
Regular Price stated Is our 
• Woolworth Regular Price. Sale Price 
stated is our Woolworth Sale Price 
PRIC'E8 EFFECTIVE 
WHILE QUANTITiE8 LA8T 
coklaie toothpaste 4 A d 
100 mL. Rill, 2.00 ........... l .q  
Receiving Blanket, 4 10iA 
30x36. Reg. 2.99 ............. l • ;~a'il' 
t ]  Soat".s Tissue "1 I .A  jjenny & Johnny Re0. 1,30,,. .................... I • g~811r "~[L haby Bleeper" s M L O AA 
m. ml!• Reg. 3.50 ........................ dr.,'IP'~ 
b Moo. Wed. Saturday 
WE RESERVE THE R IGHT u:30a,m. 6p.m, 9 am 6 p.m. 
TO LIMIT QUANTITIEB m m Tl~s, .F.. Su.day 
• ' O:30a.m..npm. 1! am 5p,m, 
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i':e~ ~i( !:)17: 
i t .was the end of Match but was dinner on day one. 
allaround usit was the middle At  first light, we loaded the= ~ 
of:Eebruary, Where the river 
had ictit them, the Snowbanks 
wereia glacial blue. Through the 
rain,! we Waved to the pilot as he 
lifted his machine, turned to an 
invisible axis, then shot down 
tlle'val!ey through the narrow 
corridor between old trees and 
IoWclouds. :. " : 
Gear lay Where we;d hastily 
throww it before scrambling 
from under the rotors. We pull- 
ed it :together, stumbling in the 
snowy depressions hidden by 
the flat light. Radioless and five 
wilderness days from anyone, 
we made camp with care, then 
fished to burn off the frantic 
feeling accompanying a new 
adventure. 
Steak and vegetables, cooked 
on a fire of hemlock bark and 
chased with Grande Marnier 
. . . . . .  , :  ~ l  - - - - - - - - - - - - ' -  pam; Just as quickly hetoowas : we: covered many!m|!~.:in:a: 
gear into our rafts, tethered i Y he skeeno, gone, : ?:  : ~ :=~.' short time and wo,deredwhat: 
them to our wadingl belts, and.  
pushedoff. Forced by the low , ~ g ~ r ~ r - , .  ' / i ' ' : Ib i ' °ked°wn'm~' ' r0ds~The vistaswerec°ncealedbehindthe: ' 
• roar of the water at the canyon low cloud, i: i ~ ~:  ) :  ~:iiii: ~ :
water to line in all but the '  i i!~; 'mouth was deafening, the trip : B!ack cottonwoods:began)to 
deepest runs,.we stumbled over Rob Browu i ~ 1  ~./. into : the canyon ~as  quick, show between the sp~ce,~¢c~d~ ~ 
the uneven river bed; in the | ! l  I There was no step, no vicious and hemlock. The riverslowed~ 
skinny riffles our boats hung current s, ji~st rugged Car~yon 'We Set Up our las t :~p a 
~atop boulders and refuse to  walls guarding the kind ofclear, short distance from:the stuary. 
budge; in the faster apids, they cast, and the float disappeared; 'from the helicopter. When I deep,i: pool where summer Mike and stan trekk~l :::back i 
tried to pull usinto the river, yanked under by: the first of caught up to them, Start and chinook like to lie. i : upstream in search bfhewf ish ..... 
we continued own, lining, many : fish Caught in the Mike were standing close to its ~ Shafts of sunlight filtered 
floating, and float, fishing, pull- downpour beside camp two, mouth. Mikelooked up at the : through the trees and Shone on- 
ed on by the promise of the , uay three was Close and grey bluff then at the cataract, then• :. to the gorge, .We founda hollow 
bright, fast fish that hover Ov.er . too, The river was up oecauseot . he walked back to hi s raftand~ : heard large cedar, BirdSsang. It•:. 
the rocky bottoms o f  quick me ram; there was no longer secured the gear we'd entrusted was th.efirst: time we'd heard: 
any need'to line the rafts. We, to him. With crisp movements them on the trip. Finally, it was tailouts. 
Then we found them. 
Stan sent a cast over the river. 
The rod bent in a smooth arc, 
there was the soft whir of the 
old reel, and the float settled in- 
to its drift. We watched its 
passage. Start sent out another 
moved quickly. 
The clouds-were moving up 
the mountainsides. The woods 
looked more like early March. I 
listened for the songs of birds 
but heard none. 
he angled the boat, there wasa April:- 
momentary pause, then'he was -Light shining ihrough the tent 
up and in the raft, then he was Woke me. I poked my head out 
gone. the doorflap to find winter. The 
yellow strips on .the rafts Were 
.. S!an pu!!ed own !he brim o f  barely.visible through the snow, 
The canyon had been visible ms nat w~m a resolute tug. AS i and the clouds had returned. 
SPORTS NE'W 
while I walked tO the!sea'on i 
trails made deep mier t ime:by: .  
bears looking for fall salmon 
and springsedges, ii~ i ?i!~i i 
The tide was in flo0d Whenl 
reached the beach. Gulls were 
bobbing up and down and a 
prawn boat moved slowly from 
Pot to pot. It felt good'to reach 
the salt water. I listened to the 
lapping of the waves with the 
rush of the river still ringing in 
my ears. 
Local swordsmen to m, eet masters 
Atom 
hockey 
results 
TERRACE --  Terrace and 
Kitimat atom rep hockey teams 
clashed again at the Todd 
Kiiloran Memorial atom tour- 
nament held over the holidays. 
The two teams --  who last 
faced each other more than a 
month ago in Kitimat -- met in 
the final of the atom rep divi- 
sion for a rematch. 
The final w~ a defensive duel 
between the two teams, with 
strong goaltending from Ter- 
race's Jason Nosek and 
defenceman David Bretherick. 
The battle raged through two 
periods, with each team picking 
up a pair of goals, before 
Kitimat's offence finally over- 
powered the Terrace defence to 
score three goals and secure the 
5-2 victory. Terrace goalie 
Jason Nosek was named Most 
Sportsmanlike Player and Ter- 
race's Mr. Digger award went o 
Victor Basanti. Terrace's David 
Kozier put both Terrace goals 
past the Kitimat goalie. 
The Terrace reps diced the 
Enoch Atoms I 1-1 and added a 
5-1 win over Hazelton to go on 
to face Kitimat. They finished 
second in the four=team divi- 
sion. 
House division action saw 
Tilden edge Kinsmen 5-4 for 
first-place in 'C' division. The 
Wings beat B.C. Packers by the 
same score to secure first in the 
'B' division, while Alexander 
was awarded first over Farwest 
on the 'C' side. 
Named in memory of Todd 
Killoran -- a Terrace youth who 
drowned last summer while 
fishing in the Skeena River -- 
the tournament featured 13 
atom teams competing in 26 
games. 
. ? 
, . . . . . . . ,  . : , .  
K~ ' " . . . . .  
,. '.~, 
BATrLING against the boards, Terrace atom' rep Killoran Memorial atom minor hock-eytournament. Thir- 
defenceman David Bretheflck and a'Kit mat forward dig . teen northwest teams competed at the Christmas tour.- 
for the puck during the rep divislon finai oftheTodd , namentatthe.Terrace arena. " • 
le cl 
TERRACE - -  Local 
snowmobilers are one step 
closer to getting trail-grooming 
equipment to expand their use 
of area trails. 
City council this week endors. 
the used equipment is estimated 
at $32,000, Niesner said, and 
the grant, if approved, would 
cover up to one third of the 
total. 
Much of the remaining 
TERRACE - -  A group of Terrace and 
Kitimat karate instructors are going to 
Japan this spring to try to earn black belts 
in a martial art of swordsmanship. 
David Akutugawa, Norm'Goodlad, 
Roland Lagace, Dr. Chee Ling and Joe 
• Zucchiatti will be the instructors travell- 
ing in March to Kumamoto, Japan, for 
two weeks to be tested in lade ado - -  the 
art of drawing swords. 
Zucchiatti said Kumamoto is a highly 
militarized city on the island of Kyushu, 
steeped in Japanese martial arts history. 
The instructors in the local Chito-Ryu 
style karate club have been studying Iado 
for three years under a master named 
Tash i ro ,  who holds an 8th degree black 
belt in karate, and 7th degree black belts 
=in both kendo and lade. :' '~-v 
To qualify for black belts in the art, the 
local instructors must earnthe unanimous 
approval of a panel of seven instructors in
Kumamoto, all of whom hold 7th or 
higher degree black belts in lade. 
Expecting victory 
The next major tournament for the 
local Chito-Ryu style karate club is the 
B.C. Winter Games. Zucchiatli said he is 
confident of the club will do well there. 
"We've got the best instruction in 
Canada and I expect we will come back 
with a flstfull of medals," Zucchiatti said. 
"There's n6 doubt in my mind." 
The club dominated competition at the 
provincial championships in Prince 
George in October. In kata - -  the prear- 
ranged movements event --  four Terrace 
competitors.placed in the top six, with 
brothers King Fung and Siu Fung placing 
first and second. King Fung is the current 
provincial kata champion. The Ter- 
raci~/Kitimat team also captured gold in 
that tournament's eam kata event. 
Lin  top athlete 
Kitimat's Rassame Ling was named 
Canada's female Athlete of the Year in 
karate. Among her achievements this year 
was her capture of theworld champion- 
ship in women's kata at the 1989 Soke 
Cup in Vancouver in August. The 
21.year-old medical student beat 
Quebec's Natalie Paret for the title. She is 
also Canadian women's kata champion 
" and:on thenationai chain 
country trails, Niesner said litile 
clearing is expected. "We've 
already got the trails," he'said. 
"We just need the equipment to 
maintain them." 
He said the grooming and 
the sterling Creek logging road. 
The club •also has two cabins in 
the area. 
Many of the trails are old log, 
ring roads, he said, but 
members are careful to check 
/ :  1 
" ' : " '7  . : . . . . .  
ed the Skeena Valley money required has already 
Snowmobile Association's ap- been raised, he said. Beyond the packing equipment would also with,forestry to make sure the~ 
' allow the club to access high roads are safe to rise, • < : .".. 
;IriaCna~ i : bury rt ha BuCpm eL°~eiY imn~t~ P:n;h.~meod~f:ahteoneqUioP~ alplne areas, where ascending Niesner said the club puts em: 
r l .h  gnnko~rnnn R n ~;,. . . . .  tr~ilWc,,t~ w,,..I,! I, . . . .  I . . . . . . .  snowmobilers normally find phasis on the  protection Of 
............................................ '~ . . . . . . . . .  ~"  themselv- ~^--ed down in wildlife and other ~.o-I.'. ,,.,~ said last week the application labour my club members , ~. uys~ . . . . . . . .  ,-- r . - -  v-,,- 
,,,,o re,a,, lee, ,,,,,,h a,a ,h,. s4, ~o;a +~., . . .  :..,..., ' ..._., j ueep powuer. "'Aria we can ac- perty. "'we 'police ourselvesi, ~: 
'-'iub-"~7-"-~-'T'~-'-'"-~-":"-"-~--"-"-~"~ -L- ~ -~":"--"~-"~'"'~' wu,mu ttially extend our season hesaid.:"We have a Codeof ~ 
c cxpcct., tu nave a rcsponse a,~u oc muuc avmiame tor omer because it makes a nice wide ethics we go by and we're.c0il- " 
within a few weeks. ' "  : purposes, ~ such as search and packed tr iii:" ' cern~about the environment~, ~t ~ ? ~I~:~ 
"The club wants, to purchase a rescue Work, .... . . . .  ' '  . . . .  ~ . . . . . .  ~ k . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  :~  . . . . . . .  "~ :~ :" ~ : $' : 
Bombard ier ,  Sk i -Dozer ,  trail Unlike/the Kitimat cross -  He  said most of the trails the He said the club stays in con .  ::!i:~ ~ 
• gro6met ~ and  a truck: for:= c0unt~ ski ¢ltibin001v&lin'the ~i club's m0rethan 100 members tact with local trapper s to a~01d :!~ 
~. triinsp0rtati0n. The total cost Of ~bulidldg)0£ t[:~ h~L~,ork of cr0Ss, :~: use are in the Jack Lake area Of f  disruptton..of.traP lnes ........ ~ ~,, . ,  .-,, 
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Quiet location 
Here it is! This is the neighbourhood on the pointment o view, call 
one that you've been 
look ing  for[ Nicely 
maintained 1198 sq. ft., 
fu l l  basement home 
featur ing  3 and 1 
bedrooms, 2 fireplaces, 2 ' 
baths, family room, 
patio attached garage on 
!:an 85 x 127 l o t . .  
Renovations-'in the ] 
past year include conver- I 
isis n to natural gas heat, 
new lino*in kitchen and I 
dining area, new carpets I 
in  livingroom, hallway J 
and bedrooms, i 
' Located in a ,qui=, I 
bench convenient ly  
located to schools and 
only minutes from the 
downtown core. Asking 
$85,000 Exclusive. 
For more information 
or. your personal ap- 
Hans Stach at Century 
21 Wightman & Smith 
Realty Ltd. 635-6361 or 
evenings 635-5739. 
Slumber 
Lodge 
WINTER 
HOURS 
The Grand Trunk 
Restaurant 
Monday to 
Saturday 
7 a,m. - -  
8:30 p.m. 
Sundays 
8 a.m. m 
8 p.m' 
4702 L~ebe Avenue 
Terrace, B.C,I V6G 1 flO 
(804)  eaG.eao= 
p~ure size mr your commercla~ 
business, then you should be 
checking out this property. 3400 
sq. ft. wood frame building with 3 
bay doors P.cated on Keith Avenue 
between the new bridge and the 
Sande ovorpass, Asking price of 
$92,800. Jail JIM. 
ICo PRIVATE RETREAT 
zy log home situated on 67.24 
acres with an excellent view of the 
mountains. Great place to find 
yourself. Call for more information 
today, Prioced at $47,500. MLS, 
GOOD STARTER 
- 1106 sq, ft. - 2 bedrooms - 
NIG heat - 60 x 125 lot - Asking 
$49,900 MLS. 
ii!i,:  ...... 
STAN PARKER 
03~.4031 
k 
HORSESHOE 
MORTGAGE HELPER 
6eautifully maintained and 
renovated 3 bedroom, nat. 
gas heated home with a fourth 
bedroom for owner, shared 
laundry plus one bedroom 
self-contained suite. Land. 
soaped lot, 8x20 ft. shed and 
paved driveway. Price 
$65,500. MLS, 
NON.BASEMENT 
Non.basement home on over 
one acre of land. 
10'6"x12'6" storage shed. 
Sidewalk all around. House 
needs some upgrading such 
as painting and replacing 
some outside trim, Property 
back onto Medeek Avenue 
with future subdivision poten- 
tial. Asking $59,500. MLS. 
• - \ 
.... :::~, 
Century 
21 
. MEMBER 
Horst Gedlinski 
6315-1397 
TERRACE REALTY LTD. 
4635 Lazelle Avenue 
638-0371 
~ ,  ~ .... ~, ~ • -~, , , 
NO STEP CLASSIC 
For RETIREMENT dr just, plain 
EASY LIVING this rancher has 
it all. Great HORSESHOE loca- 
tion, efficient design kitchen 
with cabinets GALORE, built- 
in OAK entertainment unit in 
livingroom. Update and in TOP 
condition, $69,900. MLS, 
BEAUTIFUL 
COUNTRYSIDE 
Have your farm and beauty 
too on this 150 acre on 
Highway 16 East - just east 
of the Cedarvale coffee shop. 
Approx. 40 acres of pasture, 
two houses, river access and 
mountain views. Sub.division 
potential into 3 lots, MLS. 
$Ho,ooo. 
KALUM STREET 
• DEVELOPMENT SITE 
Over an acre of land with a 
rented older ' home to off-set 
holding costs and located bet- 
ween Davis & Loon Avenues, 
ideally suited for future 
development in multi.family 
units, Asking $89,500. MLS. 
CHARMING HORSESHOE 
RANCHER 
' A rare find if you like 
something different, over 
1,e80 sq.,ft, of living area, 3 
bedrms, vaulted ceilings in 
additions, nat. gas heat, fatal- 
ly room, wondedul work.in 
kitchen, patio doors off dining 
area, fireplace, combined 
laundry and shop and much 
more .  EXCLUSIVE at 
$84,900. 
THORHHILL -- 
HIGHWAY FRONTAGE 
Zoned highway commercial 
this 1.2 acre parcel of land is 
one of the last remaining 
highway frontage properties in 
the fast developing area of 
Thomhill. Located on the 
highway access road this lot 
provides high visibility and 
easy access. Asking 
$65,000. MLS. 
Sylvia Gdffln ' Rusty Ljungh 
838,0484 635-0784 
TWO BAY INDUSTRIAL 
SHOP 
Located on River Drive, in 
Thernhill, this shop offers 
everything from extra large 
14'x161 hay doors to 8" thick 
concrete floor. 2,512 sq. ft., 
office space, Washrooms, nat. 
gas heating and overhead air 
circulation fans, all on nearly 
a 1/2 acre lot with easy 
highway access. Asking 
$110,000. EXCLUSIVE. 
LAKELSE COMMERCIAL 
BUILDING 
Two store fronts in the 4600 
BIk., separate services, con- 
crete block walls, front & rear 
access, presently occupied, 
asking $140,000. MLS. 
Carol McCowan 
798-2288 
Ralph Gedlinski Bert Ljungh Joe Barbosa Chr~stel Godlinski 
835-4980 635-5754 83r~8604 636.6397 
4,8 level cleared acreage is this 
bungalow home. Two bedrooms. 
Woodstove, Semi-detached garage. 
Home has been recently totally 
redecorated. Priced at $65,000. 
HOME ON THE BENCH 
This full basement home located on 
7.68 acres on the Bench offers 
loads of potential lot future sub. 
dividing, Fronting on two streets, 
Home is 1044 sq. It, and has 4 
bedroomg. 16 x 26 garage, Call to. 
day about this home priced at 
$117,500. 
IDEAL STARTER HOME 
Cozy comforlabie 1152 sq. ft. homo 
with full basement located on 65 x 
220 lot. Features fireplace, natural 
gas heat & hot water., 11/! baths 
and den, The yard is partially ganc. 
ed and landfscai~Dd, Call Gordie 
Otson for appt. to view. Exclusive at 
$63,900. 
a must see for the person looking 
for a new home. Vaulted ceiling in 
living room. Family room with 
natural Gas fireplace, 3 bedrooms. 
11/e bths, Garage and much. much 
more, Call today for more informa. 
tion on this home priced at 
$119,500. MLS. 
YOUR ~AKESHORE 
PROPERTY 
Here's your opportunity to make 
yourself the proud owner of a year- 
round lakeshore home o¢1 the east 
side of Lakelse Lake, Home offers 
over 1600 sq. ft, of living area, 
Three bedrooms. Fireplace, Double 
caq)ort as well as a 24 x 28 garage. 
shop. Call for further information on 
this Ilome priced at $96°500. MLS. 
JIM DUFFY" 
0304608 
LAURIE FORBES 
638.030Z 
GORDON OLSON 
638.1946 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ , , . v  , , .o  u l .o~,~,vu  
106 acres with a mile of fr~tage on 
the Nass River, Relax in a cozy 2 
storey fohg cabin with all the com. 
forts of home, For maps and a video 
of this property, call GoKlie Olson to. 
day, Listed at $40,000. MLS. 
I'XflMl::fl5 
If you've ever given any thought to 
owning your own hobby farm or 
would just like to own a small 
acreage then this property could be 
just what you've been looking for, 
Property is 13,64 acrbs of relatively 
flat land, Water is available. Asking 
$28,500. MLS. 
THE PRICE IS RIGHT j 
Attractive 3 bedroom home on nice. J 
ly landscaped 80 x 200 lot. Close to J. RURAL COMFORT 
school and an ideal starter home. J - 11h storey- 3 baths - 1337 
Listed at $37,900, ' main floor - sauna - 2.24 acres 
SMALL ACREAGE SPECIAL 
Attractive 1210 sq, ft. home 
located on 1.97 acres only minutes 
from town. Great place for hobby 
farmer o~ trucker with 24 x 32 barn. 
Property is mostly cleared and par. 
tially fenced, Call Gordle Oison for i 
your appointment ot view. Exclusive 
at $69,900. 
HANS STACH 
631.§739 
- Asking$130,OOO MLS. 
VIEW RESIDENTIAL LOTS 
We have two properties which 
would make an excellent site for 
your dream home, Situated in nice 
residential area, Wesfview Drive 
and Cedar Crescent. Call in and let 
us review the lot sizes with you, 
Listed exclusively~ r 
SHAUNCE KRUISsELBRINK 
636.5382 
il, !1 
'1 i 1 
l i .  
I !  
, ;  
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SECOND FL .  AREA-712a ' /~. lm z 
I 
PRICE SCHEDULE:  B C j 
DESIGN NO: C-150 
TOTAL FINISHED AREA = 1849 sq.ft./171.Tm 2 
!, 
r- 
• : 
" ' PATIO 
1 $,,:, X Ira-'., 
I 
= -~-~ ~ 
AREA = 1137~/10S6rnZ .. - 
WIDTH: " '~'~C:/1219Z mm 
DEPTH: ~.~'O~/149]Srrm . 
. This spar k ng design h~s much to recommend it as your next 
home. At the main entrance an attractive porch affords pro- 
tection from the elements and once inside the two-storey 
cathedral ceiling over the foyer sets the theme for this fine 
House Plans Available Through 
TERRACE 
BUILDERS 
CENTRE 
3207 Munroe, Terrace, B.C 
635-6273 
LAP.OF.LUXURY HOME 
Exquisite regal home. Contemporary. Cheery 
fireplace, formal dining rncm, 4 BR/4 pce., 3 
pew. ensures, 3 pce. down bath, large v~w 
deck, Executive top quality home in choice ti~a- 
lion. °$169,OO0 ° (890213) Verne Eerguson 
635.3389, 
WOODLAND RETREAT" 
Elegant ceisSdty haven. 2 storey contamporary 
on 66.35 acres• Warm hearth, s~ned gf~ss, 
co~nby kitchen. Hydro plus furnace, bay 
storage receives rental income, "$114,500" 
(890184) Brenda Erfckscn 638.1721, 
GRANDPARENTS' SUITE 
Attractive 5 bedroom •Uh •inning ways. Gas 
heat, eat•in kHchen, 2.car garage, fruit trees, 
partially finished basement. ARRANGE NEW 
FINANCING, Advantageous price cut! 
°$99,000' (890185) 638.D268, 
COUNTRY STAND-OUT 
Jack Pine Flats raised ranch log ranch.type pro- 
vithng privacy aplenty on 5 acres, 4 BP,/1.3 pro. 
1.2 ~e.  baths. Woedburning stove, partially 
finished basement, barns, 60'x200' riding 
arena, -'~'x50" shop, 120 'x60 '  bam. 
'S l12,00D" (890135) Brenda Ertckson 
638.1721, 
• HI BOY • LOCAL & LONG OISTANCE CHARTERS 
• VAN w SCHEDULED SERVICE OH HIGHWAY 37 N, 
• FLAT DECK • DAIRY SCHEDULED GENERAL FREIGHT 
• FORK LIFT SERVICE SERVICE FROM VANCOUVER 
• DAILY FREIGHT TO KITIMAT * DAILY FREIGHT SERVICE TO KITIMAT 
KITIMAT im~ ol , " TERRACE 
gaited Van I..Ines 
632-2544 ., g#No 635-2728 
272 - 3rd Street ~##/~E# or 635-7102 
KiUmat v~.,.. 3111 Blackbum 
Terrace 
:.'-'?:: ' ,  . . . . . .  ,: 
• ~.~? : ~ , :  ,~ ~ ~,  
I[ ' - - "  
SIZABLE KITCHEN CONSUMMATE ELEGANCE WOODLAND! GORGEOUS 
ThomhUI rasJdence with owner benefits. Sparkb, Club.area brilliance. Split enby Georgian on SUCCESS.STORY ESTATE Bench Rural "3 storey contemporary 
ing upkeep: wood. Eamtty room, den, finished 1.71 acres, with beach nearby, Lush garden, Magnificent view.site Lakelse Lake 2 storey stateliness. Skillfully sited on 4.6 acres. 
basement, Garden, deck, shake roof. 75x570' large view deck. PLUS "Ouml street "Sauna. 2 chalet. Stucco, perfectly sited on 132 acres, a So,them exposure. In town acreage, large 
lot, SUPER VEGETABLE GARDEN, OUT. greenhouses, 3 bay sternge shed, detached hop.skip to beach. F.A. wo(xl furnace, 2 bay south facing windows, custom kitchen, 
stornge shop for mofor home, atc, '$144.500' $109,000 (890212) Brenda Erickson BUILDINGS. $69,500 (890179) Verae garage• '$114,SO0" (890204) Verue (890180)Veme635.3369. 
635.3389. 635.3389. 638.1721. 
HOME WITH SUITE A LITTLE WCHDER SNUG LIBLE HAVEN 
Wright 2 stmey offeri~ such value. Stucco. Qunensw~y Dr. ~ngafow with nice floor plan• r~joy the warmth of this attractive Horseshne I~ACKED WITH VALUES 
Oulof sb'aeL cheery fireptu¢o, finished base. Freshly decorated. Outer street, electric heat, bungalow. Stucco. Oulet streat, great family EnUcingCopperMoontainA.framewithstyleaP- 
menL fruit bees, manicured lawn, mamra p~an- kitchen appliances included. Lots of perking area, na• carpeting, workshop, 1 OR. ALSO peal. Freshly decorated. Oulel straet, elactdc 
tings, 6 DR. ALSO "Convenient location. Good Side ddve, fenced yard, large lot. °$39,900" *Close tc averythinG. Gas Firaplace in Living heal, carpeting, woOdbaming stove, fencing, 3 
Value At Tl~s Pdcet Price reduced to $79 500 BrendaErlckson638.1721(89O168) Laketse Room, *$49,900'  (890159) Call Verne BP,/lbath. ARealFind-Om'tWal~Pricedat 
(88123) for detsi s ca 8rende Erickson. Realty 638.02e8, 635.3369, EXCLUSIVE. $42,500 (89035) 6380268. 
Perne Forguson 
636.3389 
:;~':~:, - ... 
• ~: '~  
! : i~i~; ' I . ' NEED ROOM? " 
i :  H0ras a~ce ~,~,~ - zt4 ecros - w,h ds 
own wired shod. Located on pavement mlnules 
from town Try offers on askin 9 p'ice of 
$13,000, 6rends 638.1721 EXCLUSIVE, 
• STEP.SAVER 
Enjoyal~e comfort plus cozy hearth. Carpeting. 
~!~ .~ nat.in kitchen, 2 oe/0NE bath, wMe picket 
fence. PLUS "C~venient to everyltung. LARGE 
ASSUMA6LE M0RTGAGE• *$3S,D00" 
(690189) 638.0268 
Brenda Bickson :Gordon Hamilton 
638.1721 636.9637 
RESIDENTIAL 8UtLOING LOTS 
Twelve res~en~Ilofsful~ servicedin the cir .  
Quiet Incalion, Call Vnrne I~ details. MLS 
(690211) 
WHAT'SYOUR 
HURRY, B.C.? 
Police Speeding Enforcement 
August 26-September 8,1989. 
voun o   p0 ,c  01CBC i 
A 
salute 
tO our 
bestseller 
DICK EVANS 
JOHN CURRIE 
PRESIDENT OF NRS PRUDEN & CURRIE 
(1076} LTD. 
• wflhee to extend 
uoeoratufatlona to ' 
DiCK ,EVANS on attaining the 
positron of TOP SALESMAN for 
the month of December, 1989, 
If you have any real estate 
needo, would like Information 
neg=dlng today's market or would 
like a "FREE"  catalogue of 
Homes Across Canada, please 
contact DICK ~e he would be very 
pleemnd to ~emlet you. 
F011 AOI~TANCE WITH ALL YOUR 
REAL ESTATE REGUI~EMfJfrS, CALL 
OUR BEs"Ir SELLERS TOOAY 
NRS PRUDEN & CURRIE 
(1976) LTD. 
635-6142 
NORTH AMERICA'S ESTATE MARKETINg SYSTEM 
% . 
. . . . . .  ' i •'' . . . . . . .  . . . . . . .  
~ ~  - -  ~:'<,~,.," -- "' ,~~11:,~,~- ~ '  
BETTER HOMES AND - -  ~,-~-~'~#=~-:'--~:-~:/~:": ..... 
~'2".":~'/., ,-~'~ ~;~?~ " " : ' -  '~"~" "" .... ~)~i.:~ ~,~ GARDENS 
~"~*~'~;:~~:"~:~~;~':~'~:~':~;'~~'~ model is this5 bedroorn home with i NI=-W-coHSTRUCTiOH/Hi~W 
I INVESTMENT OPPORTUHiTY 2/~ baths, The modern colors and SUDDiViSlON 
Over 4,000 sq. ft. Main floor rented country style accentuate the CLOSE TO THE LAKE Start off the new year with a new 
to a video outlet. The upstairs has spaciousness of the layout. A shop 
two 3.bedroom suites, Approx. at the back of the nicely landscaped 
$2,000 per roD. income. Has long. property plus an attached garage 
term tenants. Asking $155,000• provide lots of room for the 
For more details, call Dave, MLS, mechanic or handyman, Close to 
schools. $79,900• Call Joy. 
4600 BLOCK SOUClE HOME WITH CHARACTER 
is the aOdress of this small one From the sparkling oak floors and 
bedroom revenue produclno ho~e abundant light ash cabinets, this is 
wilh n.g. heat• A good homing pro. a home with a feeling of warmth and 
perry for future builder. R2 zoning, 
Asking $26,900. Call Dave for more 
details. MLS, 
space. A large garage with wood 
• panelled door ts a plus, The Ira. 
maculate condition of this like new 
home is a special treat, Listed at 
$69,500, Call Joy. 
THORNHEIGHTS PHASE HI 
Good building lots in a newer sub.. 
division: Water, cable, hydro and 
nat. gas available, Call Joy for more 
into. 
HANDYMAN SPECIAL 
Unfinished home situated on 4.36 
acres• Land is partially cleared. Has 
other outbuildings, Owner is anx. 
ious.' Asking $22,000, MLS, Call 
Dave NGWI 635.6142. 
PRUDEN & CURRIE (1976)LTD. 
im 
14 x 70 mobile home on a 76 x 200 
lot at Lakelse Lake• Extra load roof, 
extra insulation, triple storm win. 
dows, Asking $34,900. Call Mike, 
MLS. 
HOME ON ACREAGE 
A.trame style home on 150 acres in 
the Rosswood area. 2 bedrooms, 
propane lights and cooking, RSF 
wood heater, Asking $69,500, Call 
Mike, MLS, 
RENTAL iNVESTMENT 
Home on large lot in the Keith 
Estates, Close to downtown, two 
bedrooms, Asking $45,900. Call 
Mike• MLS, 
Dave Reynolds 
636,3116 
home in the 4800 blk of McConnell. 
1,642 sq, ft. ranch style home with 
2 x 6 construction, natural Gas heat 
and large windows making for a 
bright and cheery home. This home 
is presently under construction and 
is expected to be finished in 
February. For details, contact Dick 
Evans. 
RRST TIME OFFERED 
Present owner has occupied this 
home for the past 17 years and has 
continually upgraded it, Situated on 
a view lot, the honle aJso offers ex- 
clusive privacy, Skylights , tile floors 
and tile bathrooms, maple hardwood 
floors and an 10 x 19 sotadum with 
hot tub are some of the features. 
For an appointment o view this 
home, contact Dick Evans, 
John Evans 
,6364143 
BRAND NEW 
Just completed, newly built home. 3 
level split featuring many modem 
assets, including easy care kitchen 
cabinets, 3-1~ ensuite, vinyl siding. 
Located in family ncighbourhood. 
Listed at $98,000, Call Edka 
Pelletier for further information. 
EXCLUSIVE. 
A •growing family's needs are sure 
to please. 4 bedroom home o~ a 
large, lot just minutes from 
downtown. The pdce is ideal as well 
at $69.900, Call Eflka. 
at the end ol the rainbow, Build your 
dream home on a pdvate 5.acre 
parcel only minutes from 
downtown• Asking pdce $22,000. 
Call Erlka for further information, 
LIVE A COUNTRY LIFE 
IN TOWN 
Sturdy, full basement home on 
acres in town, Upgraded with n.g, 
heat, carpets, attractive count~, kit. 
chen. Contact Gordle Sheridan for 
viewings, $79,900, MLS, 
BE T IN T 6 
3 brm fully finished bsmt home in 
town• Hardwood flocdng, n,g,, also 
upgraded with new windows, 
carpeting and n,g. fireplace, Ooite 
the shewplecel Call Gordle Sheddan 
for your appointment, Asking 
$59.900• MLS, 
SPREAD OUT 
In this 1,650 sq, ft, home on Cedar 
Cres. 2 fireplaces, 4 brms, rec 
room, n,g., large lot, A must to seel 
Contact Gmdie Sheridan for all aLp. 
pointmenls, Asking $113,500, 
MLS. 
4650 LAKELSE AVE. 635-6142 
John Currle Dick Evans 
636.9898 636-7086 
t ..... B 
Joy Oover Gcrdle Sheridan 
1131-7070. 6364701 
Erika PelletJer 
688.4778 
. .~ ~t.~ ¸,~ ~ ~.~•~ 
!i L i i 
Mike Richardson 
636-8609 
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I 
that since 1986 the CDA has provided 
$10,600;000 to d.[abetes research? 
Terrace Standard, Wednesday, January 10, 1990 - Page B7 
[ 
For more information, contact your local 
Branch of the Canadian Diabetes 
Assoclalion or lhe National 01lice, 
78 Bond Slfeel, Toronlo, 0nlario M5B 2J8. 
Diabetes ~ V  [] canadlelmc 
Assoc ia t ion  ~ du di~d~lc 
lib SlNE'S S DIRECTOR"y 
:TERRACE EXPE TS- A  t NCE "J 
INESS OF THE WEEK 
- 
__ . - ,  
i I Pl I r I I / L  [ 
. . . . .  II [ 
1,600 sq. ft. log structurefor 
as low as $16,5OO 
FREE ESTIMATES 
Call 
635-7400 
RR 3 Centennial Drive 
TerraCe, B.C. VSG 4R6 
This space is available to advertise 
your business or service centre] 
Call anyone of our Advertising Consoltants todayl 
TERRACE STANDARF) 
4647 Lazelle Avenue. 638-SAVE 
I I I  
Weddings Custom Framing 
Portraits M~t Cutting 
Family Portraits Posters 
5 mln Passports Limited Edition Pints 
Dry Mounting Laminating 
4809 L~kel,~ Av~ 
Terrace O,11~IIOl 
" Auto Tel. ~ Fax, 
638-9167 
NEID ENTERPRISES LTD WESTERN SCALES 
= P.R. SCALE LTD. 
SPECIALIZING IN ALUMINUM WELDING 24 Hour Prompt Service 
& MANUFACTURING NEW WEIGHT TEST TRUCK 
CUSTOM BUILT BOATS -- BOAT REPAIRS Dispatch No. I 
627-1652 Pr ince 
i ( ~ ~  ) NORTHWEST 
624-5703 
ALUMINUM FABRICATION - GAS TANKS -- TOOL BOXES No.10-220 Kaien Road 
. - "RUNNING BOARDS - BOX LINERS - 10 FT. SHEAR 
l ~ J 0 0  TON METAL BENDING PRESS I Pr ince Rupert ,  B.C., V8J 2X2 
i ~  -.'----, ~"~ " J IM NEID ' I 
[{ -YY i l  I / I  ~I--" 4575 LOWRIE AVENUE I 
• r"" . . . . . . . . . . .  . TERRACE, B.C. VBG 3Y8 I 
CONSOLIDATED SUPPLY LTd. 
~_~N CoA~T C£ ~N!~G s~,~V~ 
• ORIENTALS, PERSIANS, PURE WOOL CARPETS, 
SYNTHETIC CARPETS, UPHOLSTERY. 
• Cleaned safely the Dry Foam Extraction way. 
Fast drying time. 
• • WINDOW CLEANING 
• OFFICE CLEANING CONTRACTS 
; P.O. Box 751 638'6854 Terrace, B.C. 
MACKAY 'S  FUNERAL.  
SERVICES LTD.  
Terrace Crematorium 4626 Davis Ave.. Terrace 
Directors: 
DOUG MAC FARLANE & JAMES WESTERMAN 
Bronze plaques fA  mo.u~onts 24 HOUR 
Answering and Pager Service 
Terrace, Kitimat. Smithers & P~nco ,u~o. " 635"2444 ~°°°~',,~,=,o°~°"~° 
TANKS - PiPE & FITTINGS - PLUMBING SUPPLIES - HEATING SUP. 
PLIES - WATER WORKS - MINING SUPPLIES - FIRE PROTECTION - 
WELDING SUPPLIES --- FASTENERS - FENCING SUPPLIES 
Phone 635-7158 5239 Keith Ave. Terrace Fax 635-6156 
~AI~ COAST CLEA~ING SERVICES 
Professional  Ch imney Sweeps 
• WOODSTOVES, FIREPLACES, CHIMNEYS 
• FREE SAFETY INSPECTIONS 
we use the finest brushes and dust control vacuum for a 
clean chimney and clean house. 
For a THOROUGH, DUST FREE sweep 
at the RIGHT pdce, call 
638-8854 
I 
let's talk 
o Portable radios 
• Marine radios 
• • Mountain top repeaters 
• Satel l i te Sales & Service 
e~IL I  DLAN I : ~  dea ler  
Northland . ,.,oo= ~ ~^,°oo 
Communications 638-0261 
I I  I I I I~ ILA== ] 4711 AKE ITHAVE.  ,! 
Auto Glass 
Specialists 
PH, 638-1166 
~,, Windshields 
~,- Glass Medic Repairs 
,i I.C.8.C. claims 
I This space is available advertise - to 1 
your business- or service centre] ] I ' °oo,o,=,,,o°,, / "] 1 
E ' ,W ' - -~- ,  j , I I r cE .STANDARI~ | 7~',~~,4~'6 
I 4647' l.ezelle Avenue, :: : 6 38.SAVE/ ' .T ; -  , , ' _6 ,  
i',# '~ ~="~ ',~, ~, .=='~)~ 5~aZ ''~.'= ~' L~ ~ C~.~_' ~'~_ -'~ "__'~"" ~" - "~~m. .~ ,,,~,j.~,.~.-.-~., -- --  
1 ,600  sq. It, log struohJr~ for 
as low as $16 ,500  
o FREE ESTIMATES 
Call 
635-7400 
RR'3 Centennial Drive 
Terrace, O.C, Y8G 4R6 
I I I I I  I '  
BANDSTRA ... , , ,  , 
TRANSPoRTA T ION 
~- -SYSTEMS LTD,--"_ 
Daily freight service ex Vancouver 
pax: (~o~) 8~5.~,~ ~, .~~;  i 
. . . . . . .  ~ MEMBER 
31i IBLAKEBURNST., TERRACE, e C:' VSG3Jf , ! '  i " : i I) ;i !i 
- Ii iii ii u ' -i 
i :  : ' ' " : 7 : ??  : 
,i i '1 
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ACTION 
CALL 1 
638,,SAVE I II' BUY P"SELL P"RENT P" 
ACTION AD RATES 
638-SAVE 
DEADLINE: NOON SATURDAYS 
Class i f ied  and C lass i f ied  Display 
ADVERTIS INQ DEADL INES:  When a Mat  ho l iday  fa l l s  on  • 
Saturday ,  Sunday  or  Monday ,  the  dead l ine  Is Thursday  a t  
5 p .m.  fo r  a l l  d i sp lay  end  c lass i f ied  ads .  
TERRACE STANDARD, 4647 LAZELLE AVE., TERRACE, O.C, VOG 1S8 
.All classified and classified display ads must be prepaid by either cash. 
Visa or Mastercord. When phoning in ads please have you Visa or Master- 
card number ready, 
~ 0 w o~s (first Inse..~.on) $.3.45 pl~ 5' for additional words. "(Additional insertions) 
z.~u plus 4, for ao~ftlona; wares. $6.95 for 6 weeks (not exceeding 20 words, non- 
commercial) 
OVER 30 CLASSIFICATIONS! 
1. Real Estate 12.'Motorcycles 24. Notices 
2. Mobile Homes .13. Snowmobiles 25. Business 
3. For Rent 14. Boats & Marine Opportunities 
4. Wanted to Rent 15. Machinery 26. Personals 
5. For Sale Misc. 16. Antiques 27. Announcements 
6, Wanted Misc. 17. Garage Sales 28, Card of Thanks 
7, For Rent Misc, 18. Travel 29. In Memoriam ' 
8. Cars for Sale 19. Lost & Found" 30. Obituaries 
9. Trucks for Sale 20. Pets & Livestock 31. Auction Sales 
10. Aircraft 21, Help Wanted 32. Legal Notices 
11. Recreational 22, Careers 
Vehicles 23, Work Wanted 
Igaadmd Tm 
The Tenace St~ rlsa~es the rl0ht to OhmiC/ads 
under ipptOl~te be~nOs ml to set rates therefore nd to 
determine paoe IocaUm. 
1be Terrace Stendafd tess(Yes 5~ dgM to ravlse, edit, 
~ or reject lay advenlsnlent ird to retch1 any answe~ 
d4rected to the News Box Rape/Service, end to repay tbe 
cust0mer the sun1 paki rm tim ~ l  aaU box tml~, 
Box rapl~ ~ "Hokr' kmtucUom nct ~ked ap w l~ 10 
days Of expIw ot en adverUsement will be desfmyad unle~ 
r~ulng ~tructlms ate rnc~od. Those a~wer~ Box 
Nuil~bera n requested nor to send mtDina~ M ~ t s  to 
av~kl oss, 
AI ¢lzlrns of errors In adver t~ts  must be m¢4dved by 
me pu~she~ wlthln 30 days after the first pu~l¢aeen. 
fl is m0fl~KI by the advor~set rto~esun0 s,pnce that the 
UaldUty of the Terrace Stenda~l In t~e event of hiduro to 
pu~ an ~'vert~ent er In the event of an erre¢ appealng 
In the advertisement as published shall be limited to the 
amount pakl by the advenlsev for only one incorrect Ins~ 
for Ule p(xtion of the advevOsino space e¢¢upled by the incor. 
ra¢; ".r omittoO Item o~y, enti that there sha~l be no Uzbi~ty In ' 
event omatef than the amount ~ for such adverUsing. 
1, Real Estate 
3 BEDROOM HOUSE FOR SALE. Full base- 
ment. Located in Horseshoe area. Reasonably 
priced. Phone 635-2591 6p33 
4 BEDROOM, 1Vz bath, about 1450 sq. ft. 
covered area, single house with Garage. In. 
sulatnd work shop and more. Asking 
$58,500. Phone 635-4083. 6p33 
MAY OCCUPANCY, ONE YEAR OLD, near 
hospital, school. Three be(Ird~ns, 3.piece en- 
suite, European kitchen, N/G, much more, 
$92,500,635.3986 6p33 
LOT 597, 173 ACRES known as Shidey Mills, 
six miles west of Tyee, River front with year 
round creek. 835•3768 6p34 
14 x 26 house on lot 80 x 200. Asking 
$36,000 OBO, Call 635.3471 6p37 
110 x 220 QUARTER LOT Ln Thomhill 
situated by golf course, 2 bdrm trailer wladdi- 
Oon, natural gas heating & water tank. Wood 
stove. $32,000. Sedous inquiries only. 
638.8489. 4c38 
BUY DIRECT FROM THE OWNER and save 
thousands and thousands of dollars. Enjoy the 
warmth of thls lovely KEITH ESTATES two 
storey, 5 bedroom home. 2 fireplace, gas 
heat, wall to wall carpeting, formal dining 
room, country kitchen, rec room. 2 bedroom 
basement suite to heTp you pay mortgage 
payments; Lush garden with fruit bees. Ask. 
Inn $83,000. For more information call 
635•5528 and ask for Mr. or Mrs. Gill. 4p38 
MOVING MUST SELLI 12,000 sq. ft. home 
with 3 bedrooms upstairs and 2 bedroom suite 
downstairs. Includes all appliances. Call 
635.4521 anytime. 6p38 
1200 SO, FT., 5 bedroom full basement home 
on V, acre lot. Built.in dishwasher, 1 hath, 
master bedroom ensuits, cold storage room, 
finished basement, natural gas heat & hot 
water, 24'x16' wired and insulated shop, 
mature cherry tree, large fenced garden, lots 
of room for children. Private sale, no agents. 
Located in Thomhill. $97,900. Please phone 
638•1959. 4p36 
BUY OR SELL 
3-D CAMERA takes  p ic tures  
that  come al ive in your  hands  
w i thout  specia l  grosses o r  
v iewers  
D IANNE ROWE 
638-1349 
2. Mobile Homes 
1970 VILLAGER, 2 BEDROOM with addition. 
Must he moved. Asking $5,000 abe, 1,695- 
6647 8p31 
FOR SALE 12 x 66 MOBILE HOME, Fddge, 
stove, washer and dryer. Cardfled wood 
stove, $7,500 OBO, Call 835.7217 10p34 
d x 28 TRAVEL TRAILER ON 10 x 20 addition. 
8 x 8 shed. Fenced, hot water and heat, Pro. 
pane stove. Immediate occupancy. $4,500. 
635.8104. 61)34 
FOR SALE A 12 x 56 ft, trailer; gas furnace, 
completely renovated thronDhout. New cur. 
rains; located in Garry's Trailer Park, Asking 
$10,0OO, Phone 845.2200 or 845.24204p35 
FOR SALE 3 BDR MANCO MOBILE HOME with 
17' expando, fireplace, 5 major aPlAlasces, 
open style with breakfast bar, situated on ¾ 
acre. Property Is completely and uniquely 
Iznde¢aped with rack garden, circular 
ddvewrp, green house, stornge shed, liege 
deck, per~al  oardeus md fruit trees. CMHC 
opprovad, Call after 5 p,m. 030.1016 21)39 
I 
3. For Rent 
3 & 4 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSES featuring 
1150-1300 sq. ft. plus basement, 2 baths, 
pdvats yard, carport and satellite T.V. 
Houston. Phone 845•3161. 31tfn 
WORKING FAMILY AND NANNY NEED 4 
bedroom house to rent, lease, purchase. 
Would like yard, garden, garage? 635-9461 
after 5 p.m. 6p34 
RESPONSIBLE FAMILY, looking for 3 .4 
bedrooms house. Rent, purchase or lease. 
Well trained pets, and kids. Call collect 
633-2646. Needed by March 1190. 6p35 
FURNISHED ROOM, iNCLUDiNG TV, laundry, 
and kitchen facilities. Available immediately. 
Ideal for a working single person. Non smoker. 
Viewing 635-6154 6p36 
DOWNTOWN SPACE FOR LEASE. 4600 Block 
- Lakelse. Low Rentl Interested partius 
should phone 638•1993 days and 635•7939 
evenings. 2 months free rent. 6p37 
FOR RENT 1,400 SO.FT. RESTAURANT. Fur- 
nishod and equlpt. Call 638-1166 6p38 
1 BEDROOM FOR RENT. For gentleman. Has 
kitchen facilities. Call 635-5873 6p38 
FOR RENT one 1-bedroom and one 2-bedroom 
duplex suite. Fddoe and stove, wall to wail 
carpets, in town. No pets please. Call 
635-5464• 6p38 
WOODLAND 
APARTMENTS 
CORNER OF KALUM & SCOTT 
CLOSE TO TOWN AND SCHOOLS 
1, 2 & 3 bedroom apartments. Fndge, 
stove, heat and hot water included. Carpet 
throughout. Low rent starting at $360. 
per month• Laundry facilities, storage 
space. Reference requirs~ for 1, 2 & 3 
bedroom apartments. PHONE: 
OFFICE 635"5224 
4. Wanted to Rent 
WORKING WOMAN AND CAT need trailer, 
small house, or cabin to rent. ASAP ca;I Peda 
635.2803,cabin 3. Leave message. 2p38 
6. For Sale Misc. 
J.D. 350 LOADER, ~Jew engine, new tracks, 
etc. $1400.00 0.C.3 Crawler Cat, blade & 
bucket 80% new. $5500. 32 ft. house boat 
• lifetime aluminum .has eve~hlng & trailer 
• $19500. 82 lade 2.donr auto • good cocd. 
$1500. 14 ft. Td.hull speed boat- 50 horse 
menk, trailer $2800, Clean Okanagan Camper 
• hyd. jacks, $2000. New Kubeda Ilte plant & 
battery change $550. Ken Allen Box 161 
Granlsle. Ph. 697-2474. 19Hn 
AMIGA COMPUTER WITH COLOUR monitor, 
colour printer, genlock, lots of soltware, 
books, etc, $2,500. Phone 638-1441 6p36 
PANELLING. TONGUE AND GROOVE. 1" x 4" 
pine $.52 per sq. ft. Tongue & groove 7116 x 
3 618" Aspen $.92 per sq, ft. We also have 
Birch flooring & Pine flooring in stock. All pro. 
ducts are kiln dried. 1.695•6616 Francois 
Lake Woodworking, 8p31 
KITCHEN TABLE AND CHAIRS, Bedroom suite, 
living room suite, fddge, stove, household 
Items. Call 635.4418. 6p33 
1 TROPHY MOOSE HEAD MOUNT in the record 
books. $2,500. ~1 black hear rug $700. 2 
mountain goat heed mounts $550 each. 1 
tanned black hoar hide $200.635.9462 6p33 
CHESTERFIELD, 2 CHAIRS, & 01"I'OMAN, din- 
Ing room table with mirror top, 6 cbelrs, 1 
leaf. Like new. 635.2351 6p33 
JUST IN TIME FOR CHRISTMASt Assorted 
video games for the "Saga system". As new 
condl9on. $35 each, Call 635.3804 6p33 
COMMODORE 120 COMPUTER, NL0 PRINTER, 
modem, mouse, Koala Pad, Joysticks, books, 
and lots of boslneos and recreationel soft. 
ware, $675. Phone 635.2061 61}34 
FULL SIZED MICROWAVE OVEN. 1 YR, OLD. 
ASking $350. Call evenings 635.8205 6p34 
ii i 
ALL BREED I 
DOG GROOMING 
Reasonable Rates, 10 Years Experience 
JANE TURNER 636"0018 
Mornlnge or Evenln0e 
FOR SALE IBM SOFTWARE - Mlcoprosa F19 
Stealth $35; Talto Operation Wolf $25; Ac. 
Collide Duel II Rut;, Sopercars, Muscle Cars, 
California Disk $80; Diro~t access menu 
system (best D0S shaft. PC Magazine) $40; 
and RIOM 81moisgon disk, Japan $10. Phone 
198.2857 after 8 p.m, 61)30 
5. For Sale Mlsc, 
MOVING SALE 17 CUBIC FT. FRIDGE; 3 yrs 
old. $850. Brown leather chestedleld suite 
with ottoman $950. Bed chastedield $175, 
,trundle bed $125, single bed $75, Maytng 
washer $150, Maytag dryer $150, carpet 
cleaner $25. Phone 835.5580 4p36 
WOOD TABLE, 1 leaf, 4 choirs $175. Call 
635.9583 61)35 
FOR SALE: NINTENDO GAMES - BasebalL, 
Hockey, Jaws and Xevlous. $35 asch 
635.3923 5p37 
1978 FORD 8 FT. PICKUP BOX In excellent 
condition. Asking $450. Phone 635.4488 
37tfif • 
NORTHLINE FIREPLACE INSERT. Fits 
23"x31" fireplace. Free, you move, 
638.8092. 6p36 
LARGE 6 DRAWER DESK. $150 firm. Hot 
point washer $200 OBO, Call 635.7379 
2p36 
FRONTIER AIR TIGHT WOOD STOVE with 
screen. $300 080. Two tiffany cane •lamps 
and matching swag. Dark brown. $75, Call 
635-2925. 6p34 
KEY CUTI'ING MACHINE WITH KEYS and 
stand. $1,000. Tumblers and locksmith kit. 
$125. Phone after 7 p.m. 635•6183 or work 
hours 635-2820 4c35 
FOR SALE Fridge and stove. Both six years 
old, good condition, $500 for the pair. Call 
635-2551 after 5 p.m. 6p33 
AMWAY 
QUALITY home carpet & personal cars 
NUTRILITE 
' QUALITY nutrition & health care 
ARTISTRY 
QUALIFY skin care & cosmetics 
638-0717 
BUYING A 
NEW CAR? 
Save Up to 30 % 
on all new North  Amer ican  
cars  & l ight trucks.  
For more Information 
call David at: 
6354618 
13. Snowmobiles 
1981 EL "flGRE 6000. 14 hrs on new 
crankshaft, new clutches and new headng. 
2500 total miles. Like new condition, $2,395, 
698.7639 4p37 
14. Boats & Madne 
18.5 FT. THERMOBLASS, deep V hull, with 
65 HP Marc. $2,200. Call 638-8933 6p34 
15. Machinery 
'1970 J.D. DOZER (GAS). Canopy, rehuilt 
engine, power reverse, good working order. 
Asking $6,000. Phone between 6 • 9 p,m, 
635.6449. 61i33 
1977 CAT 235 ROAOOUILDER. Fully guarded, 
1980 Clark 688C Skldder, chains, etc. Ready 
to work, Both good condition, pdcod to sell. 
Phone Men. -Thurs. 842.5347. 4p35 
EQUIPMENT FOR SALE. 45 FOOT storage van 
$2,500. 16 foot shop van with tow bar, 220 
and 110 wiring, $1,200. 1977 9rentwond Io9 
trailer, with heavy duty scales. $3,500. 1978 
Cotumbla with 1985 Knight dog logger, exten- 
dable reach, heavy duty scales, $9,000. Un- 
coin 200 AMP welder on trailer. $550. Call 
8.45.3798 4p36 
ALL STEEL PORTABLE SAWMILL with 671 
power unit. Details at 694.3456. 4p37 
1986 BOEPKER TRAILERS, 26 lead, 30 rear 
lift axle. Brakes and tires 2 months old, 
$30,000. Call 635.9827 6p36 
19, Lest & Found 
IT COSTS YOU NOTHING to place a Lost and 
Found Classified. Phone 638-SAVE before 12 
Noon Saturdays. 
LOST: LADIES GREY ISOTONER GLOVES. 
Possibly lost at Skncca Mall craft sale. Call 
635-3803 (days) 635-5253 (evenings) tfn33 
WOULD YOU LIKE TO COME BACK AND GET 
keys for the Kuwahora 23 Inch bike so you 
can get the look .off? If so, or If anyone has 
found this bike please contact the RCMP at 
638.0333. tfn35 
LOSTIII? Fr~ 4632 Soucle a fireproof 
strongbox containing old coins and very Im- 
portant documents. Keep the money but 
PLEASE return the papers. No questions ask- 
adl1635•2559 tfn36 
LOST'3 YEAR OLD TABBY CAT. (Gadleld) 
with brown ¢o!!ar. Lost downtown outside 
Mohawk on Boxing day at 11 a.m. Any infor- 
mation please phone Heather at 635.9234 or 
635-7868. Reward offered. 2p39 
LOST GREEN PLASTIC GARBAGE BAGS con- 
raining 2 pillows with cases (1 a special 
posturopedic pillow) This was lot between Kit- 
wanga and Terrace. If tound please call 
635.3955. 2p36 
LOST BROWN, GREY AND WHITE Keeshond ()f 
average height, cured up tall, black face and 
hazel eyes. Answers to Bear. 635•4671.2p38 
6. Wanted Misc. 
WANTED: F0RESTRY TECHNOLOGY TEXT 
books. Need immediately, Phone 638.0639 
lp36 
B. Cars for Sale 
1986 SUBARU. FRONT WHEEL Drive, tilt, 
cruise, AM/FM cassette, int. wipers, hallogeif 
headlltihts, rear window defrost. Clasnl 
75,000 kms. $9,000. Call 638-8654 even. 
inns. fin 
1988 HYUNDAI EXCEL, black, sunroof. 2 
door, stereo. 4 speakers, Iouvres. Excellent 
condition inside and out. Work 638-7283, 
home 635-7341. 19ttn 
1977 OLDSMOBILE DELTA ROYAL '86. Load- 
ed, 4 door, auto, 403, no rust, summer/winter 
radials $1,800. 635-9121 6p33 
1985 RENAULT ALLIANCE. Good condlUon. 
Standard, 4 door. For more information (:all 
635•6195, ask for Llse or 635•6812 after 6 
p.m. 6p34 
1981 FORD ESCORT two door with 4 
cylinders. Auto., nnw paint, low mileage. 
$3,300. Call 635.3752 6p34 
1969 PLYMOUTH SATELITE. 318 Auto. Good 
mechanical condition. Some body and 
upholstery work required. $725 firm. Call 
635-7720 anytime. 6p37 
1973 PONTIAC VETR 405 AM. Automatic 
transmission, 226OO31121204. For sale. For 
more Info. caO 635.4898. 8p38 
1988 HONDA ACCORD EX1, Fully loaded, with 
4 new winters, white colour. Call 798-2505, 
Asking $17,500• 2p38 
1981 RELIANT. Good running condlUon, 
no rust, low mileage, front wheel ddve, 
Asking $2,400 OBO. Call 638.8674 or 
view 4810 Olsc'n Ave. 6p38 
64 CORVEI"FE 327- 300 horse, 4 spd, com. 
pletely redone. $22,000. Also 1987 Buick 
Grand National, fury loaded. $25,000, Call 
635•9627 6p38 
9. Trucks for Sale 
1984 FORD BRONCO XLT, Full sized good 
tend. Automatic, price $12,900. Call 
638-1159. 6p35 
1988 CHEV CHEYENNE 1500 4x4. Extended 
cah. Two toned, automatic, 77,000 ks. As 
new condition, $17,300 0.6,0. Call 
635.9121. 6p35 
1988 F350 crswcab 351 EFI automatic, box 
liner, 35,000 ks. As new condition $16,700, 
Call 635.9121. 6p35 
1981 FORD 4 x 4 .  2 sets radials on rims, 
Runs and locks good. $4,800. Call 635•5413 
2p38 
1987 GMC $15 JIMMY 4 x 4.58,000 km. Ex. 
cailant end. Fully loaded. $15,500 OBO, Call 
635.2393 after 5 p.m. 61)38 
1988 FORD CUSTOM 250 pickup, 6 cylinder, 
Like new condition. Askino $15,300 060, 
Call 638.8039 evenings (after 5 p.m.) 6p38 
IMMACULATE 1986 extended cab,,S15 GMC 
pick.up, Bucket seats, 4 speaker stereo, con. 
sole, new tire, 20,000 km origlnalty, Call 
635-5004, 6p30 
11, Recreational 
LOST 
3 year old tabby cat (Garfield) with a 
brown collar. Lost downtown, outside 
Mohawk on Boxing day at 11:00 a.m. 
Any information please phone 
Heather at 
658-9234 or 835.7868 
hwanl 0ffma 
20. Pets & Livestock 
REGISTERED SABLE MALE SHELTIES. Re~dy 
January. Reasonable. Guaranteed, Healthy six 
months, blue, trained. Obedience prospect. All 
champion working bloodllues. MIsthlll. Bums 
Lake; 1-692-3403. 41)35 
BLACK IS A BEAUTIFUL, CLASSY, very In. 
telllgent and devoted companion. Itwill he the 
pdde of your fife. Its a toy Pomeranian dog. 
1-692.3722 4p37 
WANTED: A SHOW HOME FOR TWO 
registered quarter horses. Will soil separately. 
Good Investmentsl They are worth more 
anytime. 604-1.692.3722 4p37 
NEED A MOUSETRAP? Entertainment orJust a 
fdend? Beautiful bluepoint or sealpolnt 
slame'~e kltttens himalayan/cross kittens no. 
easlonally. 1.$92-3722 4p37 
TERRACE CANINE FANCIERS CLUB dog obe- 
dience classes start Jan, 31190. Regtstratioo 
is nngolng. For more information call Tommy 
at 635.4881 or Gins at 635-7355 after 6 p.m. 
3p38 
21. Help Wanted 
WANTED 2 FULL. TIME LICENSED hair. 
dressers. Good benefits. Enquire at Oonna'a 
Cut and Curl, Call 635,3637, 6p'J3 
WANTED SOMEONE TO TEACH 2 people 5',an. 
dadn Chinese, cell Rusty at 635.7766. 
6p35 
CARLTON CARD SHOP IN THE SKEENA MALL 
has an opening for a mature, responsible per. 
son to fill a Prr position. Rease bring resume 
, to Carlton Cards in the Sksena Mall, 2c37 
REQUIRED FULL & PART.TIME BABYSI'I"rERS 
on MaDeek, 4.3 chlMrsn. Call 635.9673 and 
leave massage, 2p38 
WANTED: INSTRUCTOR IN OIL PAINTING, 
Rease call Citristel st 639.0371 lp38 
EXPERIENCED REALTORS WANTED. ~callenf 
opportunity, stable income, growing communl. 
ty In all season recreational area. Prime lena. 
Oon, private offices and competitive splits, 
Call Manager 847-3217, lp38 
TOLSEO CANAOA INC, has a fulI.Umn opening 
for a mature, ,rss~astlde person with ex. 
parlance in Shilling/receiving, To enquire rail 
Ed: 838-O241 (24 hours) 2(:38 
WANTED SALES STAFF 
FUN and Part.Hme, 
Must have good sowing skills, 
Mail resume to: 
P,0, Box 317 T|naco, B.C, Vil6 4D1 
FOr ram hffmmaben eall 638.8316 
Vehicles 23. Work Wanted 
1973 SCAMPER 5TH WHEEL. 4 burner stove, . 
oven, fridgd Is 110 or propane, furnace, ~ EXPERI~CED SEAMSTRESS will do Idtm. 
i Me sink, shower and toilet, queen size I~m, earn ace mending. Fast, profassional ee~e 
:~ Reedy to go, $4,000 o,b.o. 632.7i 55, 31)3,.6 at reasonable Ixlces. Phone 635.9292, 61)38 
i 
23. Work Wanted 
MOM WILL DO BABYSITrlHG in my home. 
Close to hospital and park, Full and part time. 
Drop Ins welcome, 635.3804, 6p38 
MALE SENIOR DESIRES FULL OR PART TIME 
work, Has ddvera license. 635-2000. 6p33 
WANT TO BABYSIT IN MY OWN HOME, 
Preschoolers. Full time Men.. Fd. Please call 
Theresa at 635-9303. 6p34 
WOULD LIKE TO BABYSIT iN YOUR HOME. 
Also will do odd Jobs such as driveway clean• 
inn, etc. 635.5243. ". 6p38 
24.Notices 
PRO-LIFE EDUCATION available to general 
public; videos, pamphlets; lending lihrary, 
dealing with human life Issues such as abor. 
tion and euthanasia. Student enquiries 
welcome. Call 635-5561 or 635-5427 5tfnc 
LET'S 
IALK 
SHOP 
Looking for ideas on 
improving your business? 
StcqT training? 
Market development and 
expansion? We can 
put you in touch 
with the information 
sources you need in 
yovr communiW. 
Call the Ministry 
of Regional and 
Etonomic aeveJopmen 
Toll.Free 
!-800.663-0529 
Honourable Stanley B. Hagen 
Minister of Regional 
and Economic Development 
25. Business 
Opportunities 
FOR SALE OR LEASE. Two restaurants in Fort 
St. James. One with lake view, llcenced din- 
inn room and coffee shop; one located next to 
a motel. 996-751 O. tfn 
$25,000 A YEAR. Part time, your own 
business, for appointment call Wayne 
638-0717. 22tfn 
WELL ESTABLISHED RETAIL SPORTING 
gondsin agood location in downtown Houston. 
Serous enquiries only. Paradise Sports. 
Phone 845.2892 or after 6:30 p.m. call 845. 
2515 4p35 
THRIVING HITACHI TELEVISION retail store. 
Also video rentals, music and tapes. Excellent 
mall location in prosperous Houston, B.C. Call 
Lea at Radio Shack, 845.2663 4p35 
ESTABLISHED HAIR SHOP located in the 
Houston Shopping Centre. Shows good 
returns. Various options. For more information 
845-2822 (Houston, B.C,) 4p35 
NISHIKA THE REVOLUTIONARY NEW 35 mm 
3D camera. Add a now dimension to your 
photos. For distributorship info or purchase, 
call Robin at 846-5946 4p35 
BEAUTY SALON FOI~ SALE. Located across 
from the Terrace Liquor Store in the central 
mall, which will eventually be affiliated with 
the new mall..Serious enquldes only. Phone 
635-5406 after 6 p.m. 4p37 
26. Personals 
632-4333 
Open 7 days a week 9PM - 9AM 
Amwsdng machine 9AM - 9PM 
COHRDENTIALITY GUARANTEEDI 
TNs AO Is pakl for wlth funds ms~ by: • 
Peop~  Cris~ Support Se~ 
26. Personals 
ADVERTISE personal messages In the Terrace 
Standard. Confidentiality Is assured. Phone 
638.7283 Monday to F, rlday, 9 a.m to 5 p.m. 
STOP 
SMOKING 
BREAK FREE 
LASER THERAPY 
• Safe • Effective 
• Painless 
DIET . . . . . . . . . .  " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $1 25  
(includes 3 treatments) 
STOP SMOKI  NG . . . . . . . . . . .  $95  
(p lus  2 booaters  if needed)  
CALL  TERRACE OFF ICE  AT  
635-9435 
STE. NO. 4 -  4644 Lazelle Ave., 
(above Savalu') 
CORPORATE BATES AVAILABLE 
(have a SMOKE FREE of f ice)  
29. In Memoriam 
In Loving Memory 
Peter Benolt 
It's "been over a year now since you went 
away, 
Still, we see you quietly walking in your park 
which you called your "heaven on earth", 
we see you smile in the "fleurs" which you 
loved so much. 
We still hear your laughter in and around our 
house, 
where you visited almost every day. 
We miss you Pete... 
Bert and "l'Ina 
lp38 
30. Obituaries 
THOMAS ALEXANDER (TOMMY) WALKER, 
conservationalist, sportsman and writer, died 
n Smithers, B.C. on December.26, 1989, at 
the age of 85. 
Tommy Walker was born in Gravesend, 
Kent. United Kingdom in 1904. He attended 
Marlborough School• In 1929 he emigrated to 
British Columbia. He first settled in the Bella 
Coola area where he worked as a 
homesteader, trapper, packer and guldelledge 
keeper. In the mid-1930's he was one o f  
those whose el fprts resulted in the creation of, 
Tweedsmulr Park. 
in 1940 TpJ~my married Marion Isohel~ 
Bullock-Webster, 
In 1948 Tommy and Madon decided that 
civilization was encroaching too closely on 
their lives in Bells Cools, so they sold their 
lodge, packed up all their kit and rode through 
the interior of central B.C. to the area ~ow 
known as Spatsizl Park.They established a 
guide.outfitting business at Coidlish Lake; 
They grew to love the area and Tommy's 
great concern was that it should be preserved. 
He worked tirelessly Ior many years and thu 
result was the creation, In 1976, or Spatslzl 
Provincial Park. His book, Sporsizi, recounts 
the life he and Marion had in fulfilling this 
dream. 
During their Spatslzi years Tommy and 
Marion wintered in Qualicum Beach. In 1974 
they moved to Smithers. 
Tommy and Marion remained aclose, happy 
and Gracious couple until Madon's death in 
1987. Tommy never cease(] to miss her. It 
had been his wish to die in his home and he 
passed away there, peacefully, surrounded by 
old friends. In the quiet of his home, Just after 
his death, a friend said "He's back riding with 
Marion on Spatsizl plateau." 
A Memodal Service will be held on Sunday, 
I January 14, 1990, at 2 p.m. at the Anglican 
• Church in Tolkw;~, B.C. Donations in lelu of 
flowers should be made to the charily of the 
donor's choice• 
Action Ads 
Work 
638-SAVE 
CARRIERS 
Needed! 
haoles Available 
in Terrace 
220 -- Kenny (4800.4900) 
Agar & Me(leek 
230 -• (5200)  Haugland, 
'Ske,na & Kelth 
260 - DesJardines, Kofoed & 
Wren ; ~ i  
266 - (2900 & up) Clark, 
(3000.3400) Hwy; 16 East, 
(3100,3400) River Drive 
=11 Interested p lease call  Karyn Kirk e l  the Terrace Start- ~: 
dard  
638-7283 
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• We accept Claislfled Advertisements 
and W~rk Ads over the telephone when 
you say:. 
"Charge It To My Vinci" 
Call Monday to Fdday. 6 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
If you have troulde wording you~ ad. ask 
fat one of our Advlsoes to help you pro. 
duco an impact Action Ad for the best' 
results in Classified Advoltlslno. 
4647 Lazelle Ave. 
638-SAVE 
J . . . . . .  
AUTOMOTIVE 
SALESPERSON 
Required for 
Prince Rupert. B.C. 
Expedence required 
in Automotive and 
Truck Parts. Good 
Company Benefits 
end Potential for 
Advancement. 
Contact: Bob Jarvte 
Auto Madne Electric Ltd. 
t49 West 4th Avenue 
Vancouver, B.C. 
V5Y 1G5 
Telephone: 874-7333 
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY 
Energetic individuals are required by the Choices Program to 
work with mentally handicapped adults & children. 
Please send resume to: 
Terrace & District Community S~ices  
Choices Program 
No. 2 - 3215 Eby Street 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 2X0 
For further information phone 
635-7863 
SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 88 (Terrace) 
3211 KENNEY STREET, 
TERRACE. B.C. V8G 3E9 
IbO4, 635-4931 
FAX ~604)635-4287 
The North Coast Regional Correspondence School 
anticipates a number of vacancies in 
MARKERS' POSITIONS , 
this spring 
f you have'posi:secoeda~ education and if you live in the Terrace area and are not 
employed as a full-time 'teacher, you are invited .Io apply to •mark, se.co~l., ary con, 
respoadence papers and t~ on a'cont~ct basis. Pertinent Information r 'ay be obtain-~l '~ 
from and resumes are t6 ~ sent to : . . ,  
Mr. Joe Vander Kwaak, Principal 
Nodh Coast Rqionai Comlspoudence School 
Dag 5000, Terrace, 8.C. veo 5K2 
Telephone: 635.7e44 
TOLSEC CANADA INC. Is Now Taking ApplicaHons For The 
PosiHon of 
ALARM MONITOR/SWITCHBOARD 
OPERATOR 
This will be 
divlduals. 
The successful applicant should possess the following: 
• 40 plus WPM Typing Ability 
• Pleasant Telephone Manner 
-Ability to Deal Effectively with the Public 
• Previous Office Experience . . . . .  
-Flexibility to Work Shifts & Weekends 
Please apply with resume and hand-written cover leter to: 
To|sec Canada Inc. 
1B - 3238 Kalum SL, Terrace, D.C., V8G 2N4 
Attn: Lorraine Schuitz 
a full-time position and is open to all career.oriented in- 
PROPOSAL CALL 
The Regional District of Klttmat-StJkine is accepting proposals for the purchase and 
removal from M.K. Bay Madna, the following: 
1, 20 fL x 66 ft. log restaurant buMng and selected contents. 
2, Aseodld floats . . . .  
Proposals.will be accepted until January 19, 1990, Removal to be completed hy 
January 31, 1990, 
The lowest or any proposal will not necessarily be accepted. 
Proposals should be delivered to: 
Regional I)lntdct of Klflmat.Stlklne 
He. 300 - 4545 Lazene Avenue 
Tan'ace, D,C. VSG 4E1 
Telephone: 635-7251 - . 
Attention: Mrs. Lucy Woad Treasurer 
BRIDGE FOREMAN 
North Coast Road Maintenance is looking for a keen In- 
dividual for bridge foreman. This position is excluded from 
union membership. 
Resumes and references to be submitted to: 
North Coast Road Maintenance 
Box 1020, Terrace, B.C. 
VSG 4V1 " - 
Phone: 638-8300 
1EMACE l BIINCT ¢~toaW 18WIl l  ecCETY 
1.3215 F.by Shot. Ten'ace. B.C.. yes 2xs 
(H4) lu417a 
CHILDCARE WORKER 
A childcare worker position is available with the Special Services to 
Children Pr~ram. The successful applicant will participate in the 
delivery of counselling services to children. Flexible work hours are re. 
quired with the ability to work Independently. 
OuaHcatlon3: -Completion of the Human Service Worker Program or 
related experience. 
-8.C. Driver's License and the use of an appropriately insured vehicle. 
-Submit to R.C.M.P. criminal record check. 
Wages: $1,440 to $i ,592 per month with benefits. 
Clceing Date: January 15, 1990. 
Submit resumes with references to: 
,, , ,-,.. • . . . .  Yvonne Reid 
~ ;_~.,.~,..~ ,Tefface.and_l}jstdct Community Services. 
<.~: ', .~, i He. 1 -!3215 FJ)y Sbllet 
-'~-- -: . . . . .  Terrace, B.C., V86 2X6 
WANTED 
JOURNEYMAN LINEMAN or 
6TH TERM APPRENTICE 
for a powedine contractor based on the Kootenays. 
REQUIREMENTS: 
Familiar with B.C. Hydro di,'~;tdbutlon construction standards. 
Leadership abilities. 
Willing to relocate to the best hunting, fishing, and recrea- 
tional area in B.C. 
Send resumes to: .. . . .  ~:' 
Box 339 
Cranbrook, B.C. 
VIC 4"8 . ; ...ii:i:-:II.I; ' 
I I - -  
Audrey  Thomas  of  the  
"RELUCTANT LEARNERS PROJECT '  
" will be in Ter race  conduct ing  a survey  to  
determine  why peop le  don ' t  a t tend  l i te racy  programs.  
I ]nterviews taking17th place& i 
January 16th, 18th 
I 
If you know of someone that  could benefit from th is  aulmey have 
them Pall Eilzabeth 8nyder, Northwest Community CoDege, 
635-6511 to set up an Interview tlme, or for further Information. 
Results of this survey will assist funding sources to develop literacy 
programs which wlH succeufully addbren the literacy need. 
INTERMEDIATE 
ACCOUNTANT 
The Terrace Hotel requires an intermediate accountant. 
Records will be maintained using ACCPAC. Experience with 
the program will be beneficial, although not a prerequisite. 
Applicants must be bondable. The employment is a full.time 
(30-37.5 hours per week) dayshift position with a salary 
commensurate with experience. Interviews will be held 
January 12, 1990. 
Those interested should submit a resume immediately to: 
Carlyle Shepherd & Co., C.A.'s 
4548 Lakelse Avenue 
Terrace, B.C., V8G 1P8 
Phone: 635-6126 
CAREER OPPORTUNITY 
We are looking for a full-time 
SALES 
CONSULTANT 
" : . . . .  Sales experience an asset, but not necessary. 
Pad-time 
BEHAVIOR 
COUNSELLOR 
Counselling experience preferable. 
Apply in person to ® 
4644 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 636-1800 
F INNING 
,..:..~....:.:........,.~.,....:, ,.., : , . . .  ~.' ..........:.; ....... :~:,.:..~.:: ::.:,.~.~.~. :.,~:':~ 
CATERPILLAR CAT and ~ ~l,e I , ,~dernMkl  04 CaIEfp*Ila, In(: 
JOURNEYMAN MACHINIST - WELDER 
We are looking for a Journeyman machinist with some welding skills. 
We offer an excellent benefit package and competitive hourly rates. 
If you arequallfied and interested, please apply in wdt!ng with your 
resume to: 
Employment Manager 
• Rnnlng Ltd. 
4621 Kelth Road 
Terrace. B.C. V8G 1K3 
F INNING 
CATERPILLAR CAr  and  I l l  , , e  I ,aOema;uS o~ C4H.~IptlIM In(: 
HEAVY-DUTY JOURNEYMAN 
MECHANICS 
If you want career advancement with a world leader In the ~eavy equipment business, 
'we are Iooldng for you. ~ : 
• We have Immediate openings throughout D.C. and the Yukon for Journeyman Field 
Mechanics with Cate~llar experience and training, . . . .  r~ i~, ~:,/-i 
~C~ & BI1Nclr ¢W4VUIII~ nBWICU esCk~y 
1.3215 F,,by elnmL Twrace. D.C.. VIR 2x6 
(104) 1,11411'1 
CHOICES CO-ORDINATOR 
Terrace & District Community Services Soclety is seeking a 
multi-talented person to co-ordinate its Choices Program. 
Choices is services to mentally handicapped people including 
residential programs for both adults and children, Self-help 
Skills and apartment programs. 
Job Description: 
Reporting to the Society's Administrator, the Co.ordinator will 
be responsible for the co-ordination and development of pro- 
grams and services that enable each person to live as in- 
dependently as possible. Duties include supervision of staff, 
budgets, implementation of staff development programs, 
liaison with government agencies and other community 
• groups. 
Qualifications: 
Academic qualifications should reflect post secondary educa- 
tion with a focus on human service related areas (i.e.B.A., 
BSW, B. Ed.}. A minimum of 2 years in e management/super- 
visory role is preferred. Your expedence should be In work- 
Ing with mentally handicapped persons, both in a residential 
'~ setting and In the program development area. A strong com- 
mitment o the philosophy of normalization is essential. 
• llary: Commensurate with experience. 
.;Closing Date! J0nuary ,1 g, 1990. 
For more information contact Detlef Beck st g3r,-3178. 
~: ~ Please send your resume with three refersnceb to: 
:~/,- Detief Beak, Administrator 
Terrace & Dlstdct Community Servl©as 8o¢lety:i 
.... ~ N0.*i~' 3215 Eby*Street 
~ i ! Tar,sag, B,C., V0Q 2X0 ~; :. 
ADVERTISING 
MEDIUM 
NEWSPAPERS 
Why do you get best results when you adver- 
tise In the newspaper? Because we have staying 
power; that's why. 
We don't disappear, with the flick of s switch.' 
Everything Is dght there In black and willie to be 
referred to again and again ... at the reader's con- 
venlenca. 
We're not intrusive or dlsruplive. ,We're |use 
them, delivering your message In the way people 
prefer It ... In pdnllf • 
,,t'F 
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Recreat iona l  Hockey  Team Standings :  
Team GPW L T OF GAP 
SkeenaHotel 20 17 2 l 139 80 35 
Norm'aAut0Refinishing 20 12 6 2 134 92 26 
Inn of the West 20 I i e i 107 104 23 
North CoastWranglera 20 9 10 I 84 86 19 
Convoy Supply 20 4 I$ ! 64 1179 
Northern Motor InnOkias20 4 16 O 60 1098 
Recreat iona l  Hockey  Goa l tend ing :  
Goalie Team Games Average 
Woody Miller Skeena Hotel 17 ?, 3.53 
Carl Beaudrauit Norm's Auto 16 3.75 
Tony Pavan Norm's Auto 11 4.09 
Ron Marlesu NCA Wranglers 16 4.38 
Gerry Lammin NMI Okies 22 5.41 
Todd Oieselman Inn of West 18 $.44 
Dave Scott Convoy Supply 19 $.~8 
Rec  Hockey  Scor ing  
Leaders - -  Top Five in 
Each Team: 
O A PTS G A PTS 
Skeenn Hotel 
Norm Hebert 26 25 51 NCA Wmnalers 
Bruce Cameron 27 16 43 Gerry Dcmpster I1 12 23 
Emile Gagnon 21 17 38 Tom Shessby 10 8 IB 
Clint Carruthers 12 17 29 Graham Brady 8 9 17 
Brant Webb 12 16 28 Alex Gordon 14 2 16 
J.F. Malenfaut 10 4 14 
Norm's Auto Convoy Supply 
Jim Rigler 30 23 53 Glen Kathler 13 2 15 
Tim Koiner 16 19 35 Jim HoUins 9 6 15 
Rob Bell 7 21 28 Ron Titcomb 5 8 13 
Ron Smaha 11 13 24 Earl Nyganrd 4 9 13 
Andre Qualizza 12 10 22 Mike Bars 3 I0 13 
Inn of the Wmt NM! Okles 
Brian Stevens 24 10 34 JohnLosier 10 12 22 
Dan Van Os 12 17 29 Pete Nickerson 0 20 20 
Dighton Haynes 6 le 24 M. Myers 14 3 17 
Lance Legoeuf I 1 10 21 Dick Shinde 9 2 11 
Dave Carson 4 13 17 Randy McDonald 6 5 1 i 
Terrace Dar t  League  
Stand ings  
NAME GP W % 
Bill Robinson 79 57 72.2 
Tom Mitchell 10 7 70.0 
Bob Bennett 68 42 61.8 
Brian Mclntyre 50 30 60.0 
Steve Ketch 26 15 57.7 
Hal Stoba 58 33 56.9 
Ben Sousa 74 42 56.8 
Jim Ryan 102 57 55.9 
Neff MacDonald 27 15 55.6 
Jack Richard 104 56 53.8 
Clare Groot 104 55 52.9 
Neff Nordstrom 98 50 51.0 
Bill Vantkruise 24 12 50.0 
Keith Norman 14 7 50.0 
Theresa Doucette 110 54 49.1 
Art Lorimer 102 48 47.1 
Derek Hales 62 29 46.8 
Loretta Scale 68 31 45.6 
Ray Taft 101 45 44.6 
Sally Ryan 97 42 43.3 
Chris Lateen 10 4 40.0 
Noelle B~lleid 62 24 38.7 
Debbie Vantkruise 21 8 38.1 
Dar ts  Scor ing Leaders  
(number of scores of 100 
or more) 
Bill Robinson - -  58 
Nell Nordstrom - -  36 
Jack Richard - -  30 
Hal Stoba - -  29 
Jim Ryan - -  24 
Art Lorimer - -  22 
Bob Bennett - -  21 
Bill Vantkruise - -  20 
" I 'M  CONFUSED. . . "  
Many people don't know why several 
agencies raise funds for cancer 
control in B.C. 
They say, "Why can't you all be 
one organization?" 
'*Because," 
THE CANCER CONTROL 
AGENCY OF B.C. is a cancer 
treatment hospital and outpatient 
clinic, government-funded. 
THE B.C. CANCER 
FOUNDATION operates the 
Cancer Research Centre. It also 
raises money for Cancer Control 
Agency equipment ot covered by 
government funds. 
THE CANADIAN CANCER 
SOCIETY, B.C. AND YUKON 
DIVISION, a volunteer o ganization, 
raises money for research, education, 
and patient services. In 1988, it 
spent over 1.4 million dollars on 
services to patients; over 1.06 million 
dollars on education programs; and 
over 3 million dollars on research• 
I RITISH COLUM|IA AND YUKON DIVISION 
iSh0p lat , tileight 
at Finning 
To suit your schedule, 
our parts department 
is now open 8 to 8 
weekdays and 8 to 5 
Saturdays, giving you 
more time to cash in 
engine oil, bil filter 
and labor. 
For  parts and service 
second tO none - -  and 
now longer opening 
on low priced Sure- hours - -  you can 
- Craft oil products. . . . . .  count on us. 
And truckers! Take 
advantage of our 
engine oil change 
specials - -  only $109 
includes 40 litres of 
Sure-Craft oil, oil filter 
and labor or $129 for 
40 ]itres of Cat diesel 
F INNING 
[]~1-- Count On Us 
4621 Keith Road 
Terrace, 635-7144 
 TRAVEL 
® . 
Are you looking for something 
different for the new decade...a 
new experience? Until now, only 
monks were allowed to train in 
Zazen (seated Zen) meditation; a 
method of preparing the mind for il. 
lumlnation or enlightenment. Now 
travellers can spend anywhere 
from one night to three months 
learning about Zen. 
The Zen center is located about 
500 miles west of Tokyo, the tern. 
pie complex is on a hillside jutting 
out into the Seto Inland Sea. Here a 
typical day starts with a 5 a.m. 
wakeup for an hour long meditation 
session. Breakfast Is at 7 a.m., 
followed by three hours of group 
work including cleaning and 
gardening. The afternoon Is free 
with an informal lunch and optional 
tea time. Question and answer ses. 
signs run from 8 to 9 p.m. and 
lights are cut at 10 p.m. 
Even the Zen Center never said 
finding the meaning of life would be 
~ t  =¢-- t 
"~'-~ y~ 
easy. The Center is affiliated with 
the Kyoto Zen Research Center and 
is directed by English speaking 
Kotuku Nodtake. A US $14 dona. 
tlon (Y2000) covers a nights stay 
plys three vegetarian meals 
prepared by trainees. A months 
stay donation is US $357. Long 
term residents receive additional 
training In tea ceremony, pottery 
making and other cultural ac- 
tivities, strongly Influences by the 
Zen's discipline. 
Facilities Include eight western 
style private rooms and five tatami- 
mat rooms housing up to 20 full 
time residents. Nelghbourlng 
subtemples house up to 1go short 
term guests. 
A detailed map and directldh.~, 
plus the 'required application fohn 
are included In a broch(~re from :the 
Japan NaUonal Tourist Organiza- 
tion. 
Look for the meaning of life In 
1990. 
Question: What Is the capital of Jordan? 
Check Elan Travels Early Birds Fare to 
THE AZORES 
Skeena Mall 
TR,~E L 635-6181 
We accept Clarified Advertisements 
and Work Ads over the telephone when 
you say: 
"Charge It To My Vlsat" 
Call Monday to Friday, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
If you have trouble wordfng your ad, ask 
for one of our Advisors to help you pro. 
duce an Impact Action Ad for the be3t 
resulls in Classified Advertising. 
4647 Lazelle Ave. 
638-SAVE 
CHER-AN'S REMOVATRON 
THE PAINLESS ALTERNATIVE TO ELECTROLYSIS 
SKINUNE _~ 
,~ ,~ ~-~.  ~, .  
• COMPLIMENTARY CONSULTATION 
• FACIALS & SCALP TREATMENTS 
635-3307 
4601 LAZELLE, TERRACE 
NEW S YE SA ING 
!~i! /: 
I~f1% MickeyMouse t ~ P a n t s  
II I 0FF Reg. 39.95 
Sale 27.97 
~ ]Ne°nPr in ted  $ 2 9  I ICrlnkle Cotton 9S  
ILong Sleeved 
IShlrts 
[ Reg. 39.95-- Sale 
WHILE STOCK LASTS 
RAINBOW EMBROIDERY 
Skeena Mal l  , 638-8275 
~:~ 
~Ot4Ft~ 
~o~.~ 
~0 G~l,~O~Ce 
• J i 
:" !L: 
. . . . .  ~-~.. . . . . . , - : .  . . . . . . .  . ,  : ~<! 
SLUMBER LODOE" INNS & MOTELS ACROSS ".C. ' .'".~ i~',',: : I ' 
1515 MAIN ST., SMITHERS, g~c., VOJ 2t~'O r " " q="  " ' - - "~ " ] =~ 
 EATUR,.Q.ELAX,.Q SAU..S'iN-.OU.EM0V'ES ; : ,  
COMPLIMENTARY COFFEE * SKI BUS AT YOUR DOOR ] 
r RESERVATIONS 847-2208 • TOLL FREE 1-800-663-2831 'Your Quiet Downtown Choice' 
Savings? It's in the bag.:m 
Selection? It's in the bag too! 
Sears Warehouse Sale is on now with selected ap- 
pliances, tools and I',ome furnishings all on sale. 
Great buys are what you've come tO expect from 
j 
, . [ \~/ '~,. , , / . . .  Sears Warehouse Sale, 
your money's worth.., and more 
SEARS 
TEgRACE 
4615 Lazelle, 635-6541 
¢•a#on 
o e.i., o~ 
~elr exquIKle .e", ~i.i.g 
.=i,., , , , ,  
.,e...,ill d...le yo., . . J  
d,. eleg..  o ,.o,,d.ere .,ill 
.ha.= a.d .1= yo. 
 he. ,,o. ihi.  oJ /i.e 
di.i.v, ,hi.  
LSa, o. 
(~esorL  
Reservations Reoommend'ad 
OPEN AT 6:O0 PM 
For your convenience 
24-HOUR TELESHOPPING 635-6541 ON,Y! 
e MOUNT LAYTON 
HOT SPRINGS 
RESORT LTD.~ 
798-2214 
THORNHILL 
PUBLIC MARKET 
638-1342 
KITIMAT 
205 CITY CENTRE 
632-4671 
